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This Directory is sponsored by the Private Compa­
nies Practice Section (PCPS) of the AICPA Division 
for CPA Firms. All of the firms listed are members 
of the PCPS and have expressed an interest in 
performing reviews. The Directory was prepared 
as a service to these PCPS firms and as a con­
venience for others that are members of the AICPA 
Division for CPA Firms or that are enrolled in the 
AICPA’s Peer Review Program for firms not enrolled 
in the Division.
Since the PCPS was established in 1977, its mem­
ber firms have been required to have periodic peer 
reviews. Information about any PCPS member firm 
and its most recent peer review is available from 
the firm itself, or from the AICPA staff as indicated 
on this Directory’s inside front cover.
Listing a firm in this Directory does not constitute 
an endorsement by the American Institute of CPAs 
or any component of the Institute. Each of the 
AICPA’s review programs has established specific 
qualifications for reviewers, which are set forth in the 
standards for performing and reporting on each type 
of review. It is the responsibility of the reviewed 
firm to ascertain that the firm it engages to per­
form its review is appropriately qualified.
Each listed firm has contributed to the cost of 
publishing the Directory. They are not the only 
firms that might be qualified to conduct reviews.
This Directory lists firms in two separate sections. 
The first section, arranged alphabetically within 
state, presents the firm’s name, address, the name, 
phone and fax numbers of the person to contact, 
the firm size category, the number of offices, and 
the types of reviews that the firm is interested in 
performing. (Peer reviews of firms not enrolled in 
the division are identified as “QR” in the Directory.) 
It also presents, by numeric codes, up to sixteen 
client categories that the firm has indicated it is 
qualified to review. Firms may be qualified in other 
categories in addition to the ones listed.
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The second listing is sequenced alphabetically 
within firm size categories. It shows a firm’s name, 







SEC Rules and Regulations 
Reviews and Compilations 









































Audits of Federal Financial Assistance
Audits of Financial Institutions
Audits of REA Borrowers
Other Audits
Audits of Employee Benefit Plans
Advertising





Brokers and Dealers in Securities
Brokers and Dealers in Commodities
Casinos
Colleges and Universities
Common Interest Realty Associations
Computer Software Development and Sales
Construction Contractors
Continuing Care Retirement Communities
Credit Unions




Fire and Casualty Insurance Companies
Government Contractors
Health Maintenance Organizations
Hospitals and Nursing Homes
Hotels and Restaurants
HUD
Insurance Agents and Brokers




























Not-for-Profit Organizations (including 
Voluntary Health and Welfare Organizations) 
Pension Plans (including ERISA Audits) 
Personal Financial Statements






Real Estate Investment Trusts
Reinsurance Companies
Retail Trade
Savings and Loan Associations
Small Loan Companies
School Districts





Listing of Firms 
Alphabetically Within State
ALABAMA
Banks, Finley, White & Co.
617 37th Street, South
Birmingham, AL 35222-3203
James C. White, Sr. 205-326-6660
Fax: 205-326-3840
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS On-Site QR On-Site
Client Categories: 005 006 010 125 130 150 165 205
215 260 265 268 270 310 320 325
Barfield, Murphy & Shank, P.C.




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 010 165 195 220 235 245
260 268 270 285 305 325 340
S. W. Chiepalich
5905 Airport Boulevard, Suite F
Mobile, AL 36608




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 008 009 010 125
155 245 260 265 268 325
Donaldson, Holman & West, P.C.
2001 Park Place, Suite 600
Birmingham, AL 35203-2747
Dennis G. Dubose 205-252-0001
Fax: 205-252-0188
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 010 120 135 165 222






Wayne A. Gruenloh 334-947-1040
Fax: 334-947-4040
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 005 006 008 009 010




Alan C. Davis 205-349-1322
Fax: 205-349-1336
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 105 120 165 195 220 225
245 255 260 268 270 275 305 340
LaRocca & Co., P.C.
2101 Highland Avenue South, Suite 500
Birmingham, AL 35205
Gregory T. Wimpee 205-939-1800
Fax: 205-939-1804
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 120 125 130 155
165 175 245 260 268 270 305 340
Lehmann, Ullman and Barclay
P.O. Box 1985
Birmingham, AL 35201
Kenneth Y. Kuykendall 205-328-5966
Fax: 205-254-8016
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 009 010 110 165 185
220 245 268 270 275 285 305 340
Rabren & Odom, P.C.
P.O. Box 939
Andalusia, AL 36420-0939
Kenneth R. Odom 334-222-4101
Fax: 334-222-9125
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 009 165 175 260 268
270 305 320 325 335 340
ARIZONA 7
Sellers, Richardson, Watson & Haley, P.O.
P.O. Box 530867




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 010 165 195 222 245
260 265 270 285 290 305 325 340
Smith, Dukes & Buckalew
3800 Airport Boulevard, Suite 101
P.O. Box 160427
Mobile, AL 36616-1427
Kerry L. Weatherford 334-343-1200
Fax: 334-344-0966
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 005 007 009 010 120 125 165
175 190 215 245 260 265 270 325
Wilson, Price, Barranco & Billingsley, P.C.
3815 Interstate Court
Montgomery, AL 36109-5220
William R. Sims 334-271-2200
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 165 225 235
260 265 268 270 285 290 305 325
ARIZONA
Barrows & Company
1819 East Morten Avenue, Suite 255
Phoenix, AZ 85020-4662
Kurt Graham 602-870-4777
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews; PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 165 195 220
245 250 260 265 268 270 305 340
8 ARIZONA
Lance H. Cypert
3030 South Rural Road, Suite 104
Tempe, AZ 85282-3800




Reviews: PCPS Off-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 110 165 225 245 255 260 268
270 280 285 290 305 340
Eide Helmeke P.L.L.P.






Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 007 008 120 125 150 165 175
222 245 260 265 320 325 330 335
Evers & Company, Ltd.
1440 East Missouri, Suite 175
Phoenix, AZ 85014-2460
Joseph P. Evers 602-230-9480
Fax: 602-230-9570
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 009 010 160 165 195 235
245 250 260 270 305 340
Frizzell, Senkerik & Company, P.C.




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories; 002 005 006 009 155 165 222 245
260 265 268 270 305 340
Frost & Company, P.C.
612 North Beaver Street
Flagstaff, AZ 86001-3012
Kenneth Mark Frost 520-774-7181
Fax: 520-774-0242
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 005 009 120 165 220
225 245 255 260 265 268 270 285
ARIZONA 9





Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 009 010 120 165 220 225
245 260 268 270 280 285 305 340
Henry & Horne, P.L.C.
7300 East Camelback Road
Scottsdale, AZ 85251-3420
Sherald R. Griffin 602-994-9044
Fax: 602-947-9436
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 9
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 120 125 155
175 195 215 260 265 285 325 340
Pittman & Murdough
745 East Maryland, Suite 114
Phoenix, AZ 85014-1523
Ron D. Pittman 602-265-6590
Fax: 602-230-2414
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 135 165 222
225 245 260 265 270 280 285 305
N. Terryl Rogers & Company, P.C.
2800 South Rural Road, Suite C
Tempe, AZ 85282-3849
N. Terryl Rogers 602-968-7915
Fax: 602-967-0723
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS Off-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 110 165 195 220 225 235 245
268 270 280 285 305 340
Connie A. Sauvageau, CPA
4001 North 3rd Street
Phoenix, AZ 85012-2062
Connie A. Sauvageau 602-230-7972
Fax: 602-230-2655
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 120 165 220 222 250
260 270 285 305 315 320 325 340
10 ARIZONA
Toback CPAs, P.C.
3200 North Central Avenue, Suite 700
Phoenix, AZ 85012-2427
John J. Gorman, Jr. 602-264-9011
Fax: 602-266-3538
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 007 010 125 135 150 165





North Little Rock, AR 72115-0064
Wayne Alsbrook 501-758-5200
Fax: 501-771-2420
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site QR On-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 006 008 009 010 150
165 175 260 270 305 320 325 335





Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 008 009 165 175 220 225
245 260 265 268 270 305 335 340
Foster, Fleming & Company, P.A.
P.O. Box 24205
Little Rock, AR 72221-4205
George W. Foster, III 501-228-0110
Fax: 501-228-9333
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 007 110 120 125 165 220
222 245 260 268 270 280 285 290
CALIFORNIA 11
Kremer & Associates, Ltd.
Financial Park Place
11219 Financial Center Parkway, Suite 250
Little Rock, AR 72211-3867
Rachel K. Fletcher 501-228-4485
Fax: 501-228-0555
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 005 006 110 130 165






Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 110 120 150 165
215 245 260 265 270 320 325 340
CALIFORNIA
Allen & Cook, Inc.
1530 The Alameda, Suite 200
San Jose, CA 95126-2303
John Bellitto 408-293-3004
Fax: 408-293-6243
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 110 120 155
165 195 220 222 245 260 265 340
Allen, Haight, Schurawel & Cooney
18300 Von Karman Avenue, Suite 340
Irvine, CA 92715-1048
R. Lee Haight 714-852-9433
Fax: 714-852-9620
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 010 105 135 165 195 225 245




San Francisco, CA 94131-0280




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 110 155 165 195 220
222 245 260 270 290 305 325 340
Bartig, Basler & Ray, CPAs, Inc.
8391 Auburn Boulevard
Citrus Heights, CA 95610-0364
Brad W. Constantine 916-969-7735
Fax: 916-723-1021
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 010 110 165 222 260
265 268 285 305 325
Benson & Neff, CPAs, P.C.
180 Montgomery Street, Suite 1900
San Francisco, CA 94104
Thomas J. Parry 415-705-5615
Fax: 415-705-5633
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 155 165 245 260
265 270 275 280 285 340
Stephen M. Bishop
3726 Tibbetts, Suite C
Riverside, CA 92506
Stephen M. Bishop 909-688-6626
Personnel: One
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 195 260 270 305
Booth & Booth
199 South Los Robles, #510
Pasadena, CA 91101-2458
Harry F. Booth 818-792-4121
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 165 220 245 260 265
268 270 290 305 340
CALIFORNIA 13
Bowman & Company
2431 West March Lane, Suite 100
Stockton, CA 95207-8211
Kathleen D. O’Brien 209-473-1040
Fax: 209-473-9771
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 110 150 165 222 245 260
265 268 270 280 285 290 305 340
Brenner, Leavitt & Gray, A.C.
6150 Canoga Avenue, Suite 109
Woodland Hills, CA 91367-3705
Corinne Pleger 818-887-9912
Fax: 818-887-9363
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 135 175 220 222 245
260 268 270 285 290 340
Brooks, Stednitz & Rhodes, A.C.
1600 Willow Street
San Jose, CA 95125-5173
Dean L. Burdsall 408-267-7880
Fax: 408-267-3107
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 110 130 155 165 222 225
245 260 265 270 285 290 305 340
Brown Armstrong Randall & Reyes, A.C.
4200 Truxtun Avenue, Suite 300
Bakersfield, CA 93309-0668
Burton H. Armstrong 805-324-4971
Fax: 805-324-4997
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 007 010 125 180
185 215 250 260 265 310 320 325
Bunn, Coberly & Gane
465 California Street, Suite 500
San Francisco, CA 94104-1877
Edward B. Griswold 415-956-1717
Fax:415-956-1772
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 135 165 205 222 225 240 245 250
255 260 265 268 270 305 335 340
14 CALIFORNIA
Cairns, Haack & Company
1915 Aston Avenue, Suite 101
Carlsbad, CA 92008-7307
Thomas J. Applegate 619-438-4000
Fax: 619-438-4025
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 010 150 160 165 220
245 260 265 268 270 275 340
Caldwell, Becker, Dervin, Petrick & Company
20750 Ventura Boulevard, Suite 140
Woodland Hills, CA 91364-2338
Thomas F. Caldwell, Jr. 818-704-1040
Fax: 818-704-5536
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 007 009 110 120 155
175 190 222 250 260 265 285 315
Cornelius & Company
2151 River Plaza Drive, Suite 300
Sacramento, CA 95833
Stephen B. Taylor 916-929-3680
Fax: 916-929-7443
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 010 110 165 195 222
245 260 270 275 305 325 340
Costello and Company
1000 Town Center Drive, Suite 525
Oxnard, CA 93030
Edward M. Costello 805-981-7140
Fax: 805-983-1477
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 005 006 009 010 105
150 155 165 185 190 210 220 245
Cowell & Varela, CPAs, A.C.
39235 Liberty Street, Suite D
Fremont, CA 94538-1501
Silvia D. Varela 510-796-0990
Fax: 510-796-5572
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 009 010 160 165 170 195
215 245 260 265 268 270 285 340
CALIFORNIA 15
Damore, Hamric & Schneider, Inc.
2617 K Street, Suite 150
Sacramento, CA 95816-5116
Ronald A. Ley 916-444-8780
Fax: 916-447-5509
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 010 165 222 260 265
285 305 325 340
Duncan & Duncan, CPAs, A.C.
418 East Canon Perdido Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93101-1592
Jack Duncan 805-963-5911
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 006 110 155 220 260
268 270 305 320 325
Eadie and Payne
P.O. Box 1199 (92402-1199)
330 North D Street, Suite 500
San Bernardino, CA 92401-1521
J. Frank Ferre 909-889-0071
Fax: 909-889-1780
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 005 007 009 150 165
245 250 260 265 270 305 320 325
Frank, Rimerman & Co.
2882 Sand Hill Road
Menlo Park, CA 94025-7022
Jonathan W.B. Cosby 415-854-3344
Fax: 415-854-2234
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 010 105 160 165 205 220 235
245 260 265 268 270 275 280 340
Friedman, Minsk, Cole & Fastovsky
1880 Century Park East, Suite 1011
Los Angeles, CA 90067-1610
James P. Fastovsky 310-553-2606
Fax: 310-553-0413
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 130 165 245 268 270 280
285 290 305 340
16 CALIFORNIA
S. J. Gallina Co.




Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 110 155 165 185 205
245 255 260 270 285 290 305 340
Gilbert Accountancy Corporation
1760 Creekside Oaks Drive, Suite 190
Sacramento, CA 95833-3628
John Edward Chaquica 916-646-6464
Fax: 916-641-2727
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 010 155 165 220 222
260 265 270 285 290 305 320 325
Paul H. Glass, A.C.
15910 Ventura Boulevard, 11th Floor
Encino, CA 91436-2802




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 155 165 225 245 250 260
268 270 280 285 290 305 315 340
Delbert M. Goehner, A.C.




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 006 009 010 120 155 165 220
225 245 260 265 268 270 280 285
Good Swartz & Berns, Inc.
11755 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 1700
Los Angeles, CA 90025-1523
Rajiv Mehra 310-477-3722
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 105 155 165 195 222
245 265 268 270 285 290 305 340
CALIFORNIA 17





Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 110 155 165 222
225 245 250 260 270 305 315 340
Gregory, Yorke & Lerias




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 120 155 165 225 245
255 260 265 268 270 305 340
Grice, Lund & Tarkington
144 West D Street
Encinitas, CA 92024-3586
John C. Lechleiter 619-753-1157
Fax: 619-753-5832
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 006 009 010 110 150 165 245
260 265 268 270 285 290 305 325
Hallstein & Warner
3780 Kilroy Airport Way, Suite 300
Long Beach, CA 90806-2457
William L. McConnell 310-427-6671
Fax: 310-427-7026
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 009 010 105 130 155 165
195 220 245 265 268 270 285 290
Harabedian, Hall & Co.
3550 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 840
Los Angeles, CA 90010-2409
Carol A. Locascio 213-380-7130
Fax: 213-383-0932
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 105 120 130 135 195 220
245 268 275 285 290 305 325 340
18 CALIFORNIA
Harb, Levy & Weiland
100 Spear Street, Tenth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94105-1522
John M. Williamson 415-974-6000
Fax: 415-974-5488
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 008 009 010 110 135 230 245
260 265 270 305 330 340
Harvey & Parmelee





Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 155 165 245 268 270 305
340
Haynie & Company, CPAs
Building 4-201
3001 Redhill Avenue
Costa Mesa, CA 92626-4529
David T. Shomaker 714-432-1880
Fax: 714-966-2459
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 155 165 245 250 305 340
Heberger & Company




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 006 110 155 210 215 235 245
260 270 280 305 340
Perry M. Henderson
1200 Nevada Street, Suite 203
Redlands, CA 92374




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site




101 California Street, Suite 1500
San Francisco, CA 94111
Harvey H. Schwartz 415-781-0793
Fax: 415-421-2976
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 006 009 010 165 222
245 250 260 265 268 270 325 340
Hurley & Company
15650 Devonshire Street, Suite 100
Granada Hills, CA 91344-7241
Michael Hurley 818-895-1943
Fax: 818-891-8050
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 009 010 245 340
Jeffery, Corrigan & Shaw
245 South Los Robles Avenue, 4th Floor
Pasadena, CA 91101-2894
Nancy J. Corrigan 818-449-5789
Fax: 818-449-5644
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 006 150 165 245 260 268 270
290 305 340
Kennedy & Kennedy
1700 North East Street, #201
San Bernardino, CA 92405-4442
James Kennedy 909-886-5048
Fax: 909-882-3852
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 006 009 010 155 165
185 220 222 245 260 270 285 305
Craig T. Kiernan, A.C.
P.O. Box 608
Reseda, CA 91337-0608
Craig T. Kiernan 818-886-8243
Fax: 818-886-1621
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 110 160 165 195
222 245 260 270 280 285 290 340
20 CALIFORNIA
Kirstien & Klein, Accountants, Inc.
555 University Avenue, Suite 280
Sacramento, CA 95825-6511
David V. Kirstien 916-920-1066
Fax: 916-920-3745
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 110 155 165 222
245 260 268 270 285 305 325 340
Kramer & Olsen, A.C.
2010 North Tustin Avenue
Santa Ana, CA 92705-2147
Kenneth J. McAlpine 714-558-3236
Fax: 714-558-2652
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 009 010 165 265 268 270
305
Lautze & Lautze, A.C.
303 2nd Street, Suite 950N
San Francisco, CA 94107-1366
Jared J. Hein 415-543-6900
Fax: 415-543-7240
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 120 155 165 255 260
265 270 285 305 340
Lindquist, von Husen & Joyce
90 New Montgomery, 11th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94105-4513
S. Scott Seamands 415-957-9999
Fax: 415-957-1629
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 005 006 010 160 165
205 222 245 260 265 268 305 320
Lindsay and Company, CPA
801 South Victoria Avenue, Suite 306
Ventura, CA 93003-5314
Jan Corwin Lindsay 805-650-5915
Fax: 805-650-1334
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 009 105 120 155 160
165 190 195 220 225 245 260 265
CALIFORNIA 21
Linkenheimer, Hebrew & Company
3510 Unocal Place, Suite 300
Santa Rosa, CA 95403-0919
Timothy J. Delaney 707-546-0272
Fax: 707-546-5642
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 010 155 165 185 225 235
245 260 265 268 270 285 305 340
Lund & Guttry
P.O. Box 2714
Palm Springs, CA 92263-2714
Gary W. Dack 619-325-5561
Fax: 619-325-4307
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 010 150 155 165 220
222 245 260 265 268 270 305 325
MacNeill, O’Shaughnessy & Wolski
5575 Lake Park Way, Suite 200
La Mesa, CA 91942-1606
Ted Wolski 619-464-6050
Fax: 619-464-0241
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 006 009 155 165 220
222 245 260 268 270 280 305 325
Daniel Matter & Co.
4045 East Thousand Oaks Blvd., #115
Westlake Village, CA 91362-3616
Daniel Matter 805-495-8205
Fax: 805-495-7735
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 003 005 006 009 010 165
205 245 260 270 275 305 325 340
McGowan Guntermann
P.O. Box 1379
Santa Barbara, CA 93102-1379
Scott Davis 805-962-9175
Fax: 805-962-8925
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 003 004 009 010 135 155
160 165 230 245 260 265 268 270
22 CALIFORNIA
Mead, Poortinga & Co., Inc.
1475 South State College, #106
Anaheim, CA 92806-5701
Jeffrey E. Mead 714-563-2727
Fax: 714-563-1363
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 155 165 225
245 260 265 270 280 290 305 340
Nanas, Stern, Biers, Neinstein and Co.
9454 Wilshire Boulevard, #405
Beverly Hills, CA 90212-2907
Howard Sibelman 310-288-4242
Fax: 310-859-0374
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 222 260 268 285 290 340
Patel & Cruz, CPAs




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 006 150 205 222 260 320 325
Rahimi, Levy & Co., A.C.
100 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 1230
Santa Monica, CA 90401-1114
Michael Rahimi 310-458-2002
Fax: 310-458-2010
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site QR On-Site
Client Categories: 165 220 222 245 250 260 268 270
285 290 295 340
Edward A. Rose, Jr., CPA
4550 Kearny Villa Road, Suite 224
San Diego, CA 92123




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 155 195 222 250 268
CALIFORNIA 23
Rossi, O’Brien & Company
One World Trade Center, Suite 2100
Long Beach, CA 90831-2100
Albert Rossi 310-495-6464
Fax: 310-495-8010
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site SECPS QR On-Site
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 009 010 160 165 195
245 260 268 270 275 285 305 340
Roth, Bookstein & Zaslow
11755 Wilshire Boulevard, 9th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90025-1586
Carlos G. Punzalan 310-478-4148
Fax: 310-312-0358
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 006 010 155 165 220 222
260 265 268 270 285 290 305 340
Ruzzo, Scholl & Murphy, A.C.
95 South Market Street, #240
San Jose, CA 95113-2311
William J. Wilkinson 408-292-6752
Fax: 408-298-7666
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 010 120 130 155 165 220
225 245 255 260 265 268 270 305
Saddington-Cacciamatta




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 009 010 110 135 160 165
180 195 245 260 268 285 290 340
Schwartz Platz & Associates




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 010 195 222 225 260
265 268 270 290 305 325 340
24 CALIFORNIA
Schwarz, Ventura & Associates, Inc.
1011 Camino Del Rio South, Suite 500
San Diego, CA 92108-3536
Michael J. Schwarz 619-692-1040
Fax: 619-574-1689
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 009 135 165 225 235 245
268 270 280 290 305 340
Scott, Bankhead & Co.
4100 Newport Place, Suite 250
Newport Beach, CA 92660
Ralph M. Scott 714-955-3755
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 003 004 009 010 105 135
145 155 165 195 205 220 222 225
Singer, Lewak, Greenbaum & Goldstein
10960 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90024-3783
Jerry J. Cornwell 310-477-3924
Fax: 310-478-6070
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site QR On-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 105 130 160 165 245
260 265 270 290 305 340
Solomon, Geselowitz & Co.
1851 East 1st Street, Suite 650
Santa Ana, CA 92705-4063
Larry S. Geselowitz 714-547-7004
Fax: 714-547-9901
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 195 245 265 268 270
280 305 340
Sonnenberg & Company, CPAs
5190 Governor Drive, Suite 201
San Diego, CA 92122-2848
Leonard C. Sonnenberg 619-457-5252
Fax: 619-457-2211
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 120 150 155
165 222 260 270 290 320
CALIFORNIA 25
Sotomayor & Company
21600 Oxnard Street, Suite 1240
Woodland Hills, CA 91367-4949
Ivan Sotomayor 818-716-3055
Fax: 818-716-3048
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 009 010 125 135 140
215 222 230 245 265 268 270 285
Judith E. St. John
123 Hodencamp Road, Suite 100
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360-5833
Judy St. John 805-373-1301
Personnel: One
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 155 165 195 245 260 268
270 305 340
Frederick A. Steele, CPA, P.C.
390 South Main Street
Willits, CA 95490-3906
Frederick A. Steele 707-459-6211
Fax: 707-459-0126
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site QR On-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 010 110 165 222 245






Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 110 165 220 230
245 260 268 270 280 290 305 340
Trimble & Fumey, CPAs




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 155 160 165 245 260 268
270 280 290 305
26 CALIFORNIA




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site QR On-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 120 175 222 245
260 265 268 270 305 340





Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 009 010 165 220 260 265
268 270 285 290 305
West, Turnquist & Schmitt, A.C.
2550 5th Avenue, 10th Floor
San Diego, CA 92103-6612
Edward Kitrosser 619-234-6775
Fax: 619-696-6581
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 006 009 010 155 165
225 245 260 265 268 270 305 340
Windes & McClaughry, A.C.
444 West Ocean Boulevard, Top Floor
Long Beach, CA 90802
Ron C. Kulek 310-435-1191
Fax: 310-437-6187
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 110 120 165 175 180
210 245 260 265 268 270 285 340
Zivetz, Schwartz & Saltsman
11900 West Olympic Boulevard, Suite 650
Los Angeles, CA 90064-1151
Michael Saltsman 310-826-1040
Fax: 310-826-1065
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 165 220 245 265 268
270 285 305 340
27
COLORADO
Affleck Melaragno Gilman & Company, P.C.




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 006 009 010 135 155 165
222 245 250 260 268 270 305 340
Anderson & Whitney, P.C.
1001 Ninth Avenue
Greeley, CO 80631-4046
Larry E. Atchison 970-352-7990
Fax: 970-352-1855
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 006 007 110 125 135 150 190
245 250 255 260 268 270 285 290
Causey Demgen & Moore, Inc.
1801 California Street, Suite 4650
Denver, CO 80202-2681
James R. Moore 303-296-2229
Fax: 303-296-3731
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 003 004 010 135 155 160
165 180 245 260 270 285 305 340
Chadwick, Steinkirchner, Davis & Company, P.C.
225 North 5th Street, Suite 401
Grand Junction, CO 81501-2655
Danny G. Davis 970-245-3000
Fax: 970-242-4716
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 008 010 125 150 165 215
222 245 260 265 270 305 320 325
28 COLORADO
Chervenak & Associates, P.C.
1790 30th Street, Suite 235
Boulder, CO 80301-1019
Richard A. Chervenak 303-786-8190
Fax: 303-786-7080
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 110 155 165 220 222
245 260 265 268 270 280 305 340
Clark, Keniston & Associates, L.L.C.
701 South Logan Street, #112
Denver, CO 80209-4169
Conrad G. Keniston, Jr. 303-733-3796
Fax: 303-733-6230
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 006 010 110 150 165 215 222
245 260 265 268 285 320 325 340
Dalby, Wendland & Co., P.C.
464 Main Street
P.O. Box 430
Grand Junction, CO 81502-0430
Larry Rowan 970-249-7701
Fax: 970-249-8126
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 007 010 125 165
210 215 240 245 250 260 310 325
Davis & Co., CPAs, P.C.




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 009 160 165 180 225 245
260 265 268 270 275 285 305 340





Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 006 009 120 135 155






Ronny R. Farmer 719-336-7428
Fax: 719-336-2982
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 110 125 130 145
215 245 260 270 305 320 325 335
Grimsley, White & Company
605 North Ninth Street
Rocky Ford, CO 81067-1099
Richard L. White 719-254-3348
Fax: 719-254-3347
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 007 010 110 125
165 222 245 260 265 270 305 320
John M. Hanson & Company, P.C.
55 Madison Street, Suite 555
Denver, CO 80206-5422
Robert A. Balogh 303-388-1010
Fax: 303-388-9470
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 007 009 010 135 155
165 180 195 245 270 285 305 340
Hines, Condon & Zarlengo, CPAs, P.C.
7100 West 44th Avenue, Suite 201
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033-4754
Dennis Hein 303-421-4775
Fax: 303-420-3627
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 009 010 120 135 155 165
190 245 260 265 268 270 325 340
Robert L. Hoerr, P.C.





Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 009 010 120 155 165
245 260 268 270 280 305 325 340
30 COLORADO
Holben, Boak, Cooper & Co., P.C.




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 003 005 006 010 155 165
180 205 222 250 260 265 285 320
Lambert, Jensen, Burcham & Stelmack, L.L.C.
717 Fifth Avenue
Longmont, CO 80501-5420
Richard A. Stelmack 303-651-3626
Fax: 303-651-3636
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 010 120 165 175 222
225 260 265 268 275 280 305 325
Lehman, Butterwick & Company, P.C.
1099 Eighteenth Street, Suite 1650
Denver, CO 80202
Steven T. Hiratsuka 303-298-8222
Fax: 303-298-8408
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 006 009 010 165 222
245 260 265 268 285
Moeller, Osborne & Parsons
720 North Tejon Street
Colorado Springs, CO 80903-1080
Gregory P. Parsons 719-636-2321
Fax: 719-636-2517
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 120 150 155 165 245 260
270 285 305 340
Larry O’Donnell, CPA, P.C.




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 010 165 180 222 245 260
268 270 280 285 290 305 340
COLORADO 31
Rickards & Company, P.C.
315 West Oak Street, Suite 100
Fort Collins, CO 80521-2723
Jill Rickards 970-493-6869
Fax: 970-484-1992
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 110 120 155 165 200
240 245 260 268 270 305 325 340
Terry & Stephenson, P.C.
1600 Broadway, Suite 1705
Denver, CO 80202-4920
Alan Terry 303-831-1904
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 120 150 155
165 205 222 260 265 270 320 325
Van Schooneveld and Co., Inc.
6000 Greenwood Plaza Boulevard
Greenwood Village, CO 80111-4816
Jack C. Schroeder 303-779-4000
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 010 155 165 185 215
222 260 270 285 320 325 335 340
Wenner, Silvestain and Company
8101 East Prentice Avenue, Suite 600
Englewood, CO 80111-2935
Barry H. Silvestain 303-771-5300
Fax: 303-771-7921
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 009 010 155 165 195 220
245 260 265 268 270 285 305 340
Williams, Richey & Co., P.C.
Cherry Tower, Suite 918
950 South Cherry Street
Denver, CO 80222-2662
Keith A. May 303-759-3773
Fax: 303-759-1168
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 007 010 125 155 165
222 245 260 265 270 285 325 340
32
CONNECTICUT
Cole, Frago, Cusick, Chestler & Co., L.L.C.




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 165 222 225 245 255
260 265 270 290 305 340
DeCaprio, Cusano, Fazzuoli & D’Agostino, P.C.
500 East Main Street
Branford, CT 06405-2912
Philip J. DeCaprio, Jr. 203-488-6374
Fax: 203-488-4519
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 120 135 155 165 215 220








Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 009 110 155 160 165
190 235 245 268 270 285 305 340
Igdalsky & Company




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 120 245 268 270 290 305
340
CONNECTICUT 33
Michael J. Knight & Company
116 Sherman Street
Fairfield, CT 06430-5822
John M. Rolleri 203-259-2228
Fax: 203-254-1355
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 120 155 165 220 225 245
260 268 270 280 285 305 340
Lagana, Roberge & Company
One Hartfield Boulevard, Suite 203
East Windsor, CT 06088-9557
Donald J. Roberge 203-627-6600
Fax: 203-623-6590
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 005 009 105 155 165
222 245 260 265 270 305 325 340
Polumbo & Partners
839 Marshall Phelps Road
Windsor, CT 06095-2108
Carl J. Bagge 203-298-9815
Fax: 203-298-9498
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 105 155 165 222
245 260 268 270 305 320 325 340
Riggs, Mahoney & Sabol
One State Street, 17th Floor
Hartford, CT 06106
George L. Riggs, III 203-541-2000
Fax: 203-541-2001
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
Client Categories: 001 002 003 007 010 120 125 135




Ivy F. Zito 203-295-8267
Personnel: One
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 155 160 165 245 260 268
270 280 290 305 340
34
DELAWARE
Belfint, Lyons & Shuman, P.A.
200 West Ninth Street Plaza, 6th Floor
Wilmington, DE 19801
John A. Wheeler 302-655-8894
Fax: 302-658-0468
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 010 105 150 165 190
220 222 245 260 265 268 270 275
Faw, Casson & Co., L.L.P.
One Greentree Office Center
160 Greentree Drive, Suite 203
Dover, DE 19904
Jennings P. Hastings 302-674-4305
Fax: 302-674-0910
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 006 010 110 120 155
165 220 245 260 265 268 270 285
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Bert Smith Jr. & Co.
1401 New York Avenue, N.W., Suite 540
Washington, DC 20005-2102
Dorothy T. Page 202-393-5600
Fax: 202-393-5608
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 150 215 222
260 265 268 325
FLORIDA
Ahearn, Jasco & Company
190 Southeast 19th Avenue
Pompano Beach, FL 33060-7541
Anthony M. Palermo 305-781-8800
Fax: 305-785-8673
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 009 010 135 155
165 220 245 260 265 270 280 290
FLORIDA 35
Aidman, Piser & Company, P.A.
Barnett Plaza, Suite 1960
101 East Kennedy Boulevard
Tampa, FL 33602-5179
Philip C. Piser 813-222-8555
Fax: 813-228-8560
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 004 010 155 165 195 220
222 245 260 268 285 340
William V. Allen Jr., CPA
11266 West Hillsborough Avenue, Suite 330
Tampa, FL 33635




Reviews: PCPS On-Site QR On-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 120 125 150 155
165 205 222 245 260 268 285 320
Keith Altizer & Co., P.A.




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 009 010 120 165 220 245
260 265 268 270 280 285 305 340
Armstrong, Parent, Marlar & Company
1215 Manatee Avenue West
Bradenton, FL 34205-7596
Jerry D. Marlar 941-748-3667
Fax: 941-747-8396
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 006 009 110 150 155
165 245 260 270 285 305 320 325
Berman, Shapiro, Hopkins & Company
307 East New Haven Avenue, Suite 1
P.O. Box 1448
Melbourne, FL 32902-1448
Emily E. Arnold 407-727-2353
Fax: 407-676-3923
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 010 120 165 220 222
260 265 268 270 305 325
36 FLORIDA
Bray, Beck & Koetter
PO Box 6583
410 Indian River Avenue
Titusville, FL 32796-3586
Edward J. Beck 407-269-1312
Fax: 407-264-0925
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 120 155 165
205 215 220 222 225 260 265 268
Carter, Belcourt & Atkinson, P.A.
500 South Florida Avenue, 8th Floor
Lakeland, FL 33801-5276
Richard H. Murvin 941-687-4010
Fax: 941-683-9667
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 005 006 010 110 120 125 155
165 175 215 245 260 285 325 340





Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 110 120 155
215 260 265 268 270 305 325 335
Richard A. Furman, CPA, P.A.






Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 120 155 165 220
222 245 260 268 270 305 325 340
Geller, Ragans, James, Oppenheimer & Creel




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 008 010 120 165 205 220 235
245 260 265 268 270 285 305 340
FLORIDA 37
J. D. Gilbert & Company, CPAs
600 West Hillsboro Boulevard, Suite 510
Deerfield Beach, FL 33441
James D. Gilbert 305-419-1000
Fax: 305-419-1040
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 010 135 155 165 195 215 220
245 260 265 270 285 290 305 325





Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 155 165 245 260
268 270 280 290
Gregory, Sharer & Stuart
100 2nd Avenue South, Suite 606
St Petersburg, FL 33701-4336
Laura Krueger Brock 813-821-6161
Fax: 813-822-4573
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 120 165 170 195 200
222 245 260 265 268 270 275 325
Harper, Van Scoik & Company
P.O. Box 4989
Clearwater, FL 34618-4989
Frank J. Hancock 813-446-0504
Fax: 813-461-7384
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
Client Categories: 002 003 004 006 009 120 165 170
215 222 245 260 268 270 305 340
Hevia, Beagles & Company
111 2nd Avenue NE, #1403
Saint Petersburg, FL 33701-3443
Dan Hevia 813-898-2727
Fax: 813-823-5404
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 010 155 165 200 215 222
245 260 265 270 285 305 325 340
38 FLORIDA
Monte Kane and Associates, P.A.




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 155 165 222 245 270 280
285 290 340
Koch, Zelko, Roth, Reiss, Bellantoni, Schinder &
Rosenberg, P.A.
4700 Sheridan Street, Building N
Hollywood, FL 33021-3416
Robert A. Zelko 305-989-7462
Fax: 305-962-1021
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 155 165 205 225
245 260 268 270 285 290 305 340
Kolber, Glowacki & Company
2121 Ponce De Leon Boulevard, Suite 710
Coral Gables, FL 33134-5222
Clifford M. Kolber 305-461-3800
Fax: 305-461-2080
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 120 155 165 200 225 235 240
245 250 260 270 285 305 325 340
David Logan, CPA, P.A.
3425 Lake Center Drive, Suite 1
Mount Dora, FL 32757-2345
David Logan 904-383-3500
Fax: 904-383-5441
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 110 120 155 165
260 265 268 270 280 305 320 325
Markham Norton Stroemer & Company, P.A.
6361 Presidential Court
Fort Myers, FL 33919-3543
John H. Stroemer 813-772-9555
Fax: 813-772-5288
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 120 140 155 165
175 245 260 268 270 305 325 340
FLORIDA 39
McKean, Paul, Chrycy, Fletcher & Co.




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 010 115 125 155
165 220 245 260 265 285 310 340
Millward & Company, P.A.
2745 West Cypress Creek Road
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309-1757
Barry Shapiro 305-971-7000
Fax: 305-974-0300
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 009 130 155 160 165 195
220 245 270 305 340
Mixner and Moss, P.A.
3657 Maguire Boulevard, Suite 150
Orlando, FL 32803
W. Ed Moss Jr. 407-894-5072
Fax: 407-898-2981
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 009 110 150 155 160 165
220 245 260 270 275 280 285 290
James Moore & Co., P.L.
620 N.W. 16th Avenue
Gainesville, FL 32601-4034
Ben I. Doerr, Jr. 904-378-1331
Fax: 904-372-3741
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 009 010 125 155
165 215 222 260 265 268 285 325
Morrison, Brown, Argiz & Company
P.O. Box 560068




Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 007 010 120 125 135
155 160 165 230 245 260 265 305
40 FLORIDA
Price & Donoghue
29605 US 19 North, Suite 140
Clearwater, FL 34621
Kevin J. Donoghue 813-785-4447
Fax: 813-784-5491
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 009 130 155 165 195
215 220 245 268 270 285 305 340
Pricher and Company




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 110 115 130 135
155 165 205 220 245 260 315 325
Purvis, Gray and Company
P.O. Box 23999
Gainesville, FL 32602-3999
Robert O. Dale 904-378-2461
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site SECPS
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 007 008 009 010
125 155 165 175 222 260 265 325
Rachlin Cohen & Holtz
One Southeast Third Avenue
10th Floor
Miami, FL 33131
G. Jerry Chiocca 305-377-4228
Fax: 305-377-8331
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 009 125 135 155 165
222 245 260 265 270 285 305 325
Raulerson & Santana, P.A.
500 North Westshore Boulevard, Suite 805
Tampa, FL 33609
Daniel D. Raulerson 813-752-6604
Fax: 813-752-8725
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 110 135 155 165 222
245 260 268 270 280 305
FLORIDA 41
Rickard & Associates, P.A.
5100 West Kennedy Boulevard, Suite 460
Tampa, FL 33609-1849
Robert M. Melby 813-877-6700
Fax: 813-289-7919
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 006 010 110 155 165
200 225 260 265 270 285 300
Schmidt, Raines, Trieste, Dickenson & Adams, P.L.
399 N.W. Boca Raton Boulevard
Boca Raton, FL 33432-3793
Paul F. Dickenson 407-392-7929
Fax: 407-391-3018
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices; 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 010 135 150 155 165 205
245 260 270 285 305 340
Schultz, Chaipel & Co.
4575 Via Royale, Suite 110
Fort Myers, FL 33919-1053
Cliff Chaipel 941-939-5333
Fax: 941-939-4682
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 120 155 165 170
195 215 220 245 260 265 285 340
Scutillo & Blake, CPA, P.A.
8000 North University Drive
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33321-2118
Barry C. Scutillo 305-721-5222
Fax: 305-722-6692
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 007 009 125 165 215 225
245 250 260 268 270 290 340
Spence, Marston, Bunch, Morris & Co.
250 North Belcher Road, Suite 100
Clearwater, FL 34625-2601
Edgar J. Bunch, Jr. 813-441-6829
Fax; 813-442-4391
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices’ 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 007 010 120 125 155 160
165 245 260 265 270 305 310 340
42 FLORIDA
Tedder, Grimsley & Company, P.A.
103 South Florida Avenue
P.O. Box 1869
Lakeland, FL 33802-1869
Kevin R. Kenny 941-688-0611
Fax: 941-682-3849
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 009 010 135 155
165 222 245 250 260 265 325 340
GEORGIA






Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 009 010 120 125
165 215 220 222 245 260 325 340
Abbott, Jordan & Koon
111 Airport Parkway
La Grange, GA 30240
Donnie W Koon 706-882-9226
Fax: 706-883-6153
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 009 010 120 125
165 215 220 222 245 260 325 340
Bearden & Smith, P.C.
1776 Old Spring House Lane, Suite 200
Atlanta, GA 30338-6207
Bruce D. McFadden 770-457-6606
Fax: 770-451-2873
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 120 155 165 195
220 245 260 265 270 290 305 340
GEORGIA 43
Bennett Thrasher & Co.
115 Perimeter Center Place, Suite 100
Atlanta, GA 30346-1272
Carl L. Williams, III 770-396-2200
Fax: 770-390-0394
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 010 155 160 165 190 195 225
235 245 250 260 280 285 305 340
Clemons & Company, P.C.




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 165 222 235 250 260 270
285 290 340
Clifton, Lipford & Taylor, P.C.
1020 Riverside Drive
Macon, GA 31208-6315
Mark O. Hardison 912-742-3313
Fax: 912-746-0316
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 010 110 165 195 220
222 245 260 265 270 320 325 340
Evans, Porter, Bryan & Co.
1800 Gas Light Tower
235 Peachtree Street, N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30303-1401
Jeffery C. Bryan 404-420-5666
Fax: 404-525-8705
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 003 007 009 010 110 125
135 200 240 245 250 265 310 340
Geeslin, Johnson & Wetherington
200 Westpark Drive, Suite 370
Peachtree City, GA 30269
Dale K. Geeslin 770-631-4021
Fax: 770-631-8541
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 110 125 155 165 175 220




224 East Broad Street
Winder, GA 30680
Jerry W. Hawkins 404-867-9426
Fax: 404-867-1240
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 120 165 220 225
245 260 268 270 305 325 340
Hodges, Johnson & Allen




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site QR On-Site
Client Categories: 004 005 006 008 010 110 120 165
190 245 268 270 305 315 330 335
Holland, Shipes, Vann, P.C.
1117 Perimeter Center West, N300
Atlanta, GA 30338-5417
Carl W. Vann 770-393-2900
Fax: 770-390-0251
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 006 008 125 135 160 165 215
220 260 265 270 285 320 325 340
Kennemore & Kennemore, P.C.
14 Perimeter Center East, Suite 1409
Atlanta, GA 30346-1703
William L. Kennemore 770-394-7041
Fax: 770-394-7093
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 005 006 009 155 165
195 205 220 245 260 270 325 340
J. F. Kimmons & Associates, P.C., CPAs
305 Griffin Avenue
Eastman, GA 31023
James F. Kimmons, Sr. 912-374-5442
Fax: 912-374-5650
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 125 130 200 215 220 225
260 270 305 320 325 330 335 340
GEORGIA 45
Lee & Mann, P.C.
726 East Shotwell Street
P.O. Box 1422
Bainbridge, GA 31717-1422
Ben P. Lee 912-246-0550
Fax: 912-246-7908
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 006 120 260 268 280 285 290
315 325
Marshall, Jones & Co.
26 Lenox Pointe, N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30324-5620
Charles W. Jones 404-231-2001
Fax: 404-231-0127
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 010 155 165 222 235







Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 007 010 120 135 150 165 215








Reviews: PCPS Off-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 105 165 245 268 270 280 285
290 340
46 GEORGIA
Metcalf Rice Fricke & Davis
2425 One Atlanta Plaza
950 East Paces Ferry Road
Atlanta, GA 30326-1119
William T. Fricke 404-264-1700
Fax: 404-264-9968
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 009 010 165 222
225 260 265 270 280 285 290 325
Sasser, Gibson & Company
P.O. Box 6196
Macon, GA 31208-6196
M. Timothy Sasser 912-746-2754
Fax: 912-746-2757
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 120 155 165 195 220 260
268 270 280 285 290 305 340
Stewart, Fowler & Stalvey, P.C.
P.O. Box 1887
3208 Wildwood Plantation Drive
Valdosta, GA 31603
Richard A. Stalvey 912-244-1559
Fax: 912-245-7369
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 009 010 120 125 165 220
225 245 260 265 305 310 325 340
Tarpley & Underwood, P.C.
3091 Governors Lake Drive, Suite 490
Norcross, GA 30071
Robert L. Prator 770-447-2700
Fax: 770-447-2719
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 165 245 260 265 268
270 285 305 340
47
HAWAII
Detor & Williams, CPAs, P.C.




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 006 009 010 120 155 160 165
220 222 235 245 260 285 290 305
IDAHO
Corbett and Company, Chartered
210 West Mallard Drive, Suite A
Boise, ID 83706-3992
William C. Corbett 208-342-2667
Fax: 208-342-2760
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 155 165 220 225 235 245
260 268 270 280 290 305
Deaton & Company, Chartered
215 North 9th, Suite A
Pocatello, ID 83201-5278
Charles W. Clark 208-232-5825
Fax: 208-232-5828
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 165 200 222 245 255
260 265 270 305 315 320 325 340





Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 006 008 010 110 165
222 260 265 268 270 305 320 325
48 IDAHO
Leforgee, Rogers, Evans & Braga, Chtd.
P.O. Box 1292
864 Filer Avenue
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1292
Gary E. Evans 208-733-4730
Fax: 208-733-4737
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 008 009 010 110 120 165
222 260 268 270 305 325 330 340
Magnuson, McHugh & Company, P.A.
P.O. Box 1379
Coeur D’Alene, ID 83816-1379
Len Hodge 208-765-9500
Fax: 208-667-9174
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 010 120 150 165 222
245 260 265 270 285 305 320 325
Oakley, Jones & Poulsen, P.A.
534 Main Street
Gooding, ID 83330-1332
J. Thomas Jones 208-934-8438
Fax: 208-934-4066
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 110 150 220 230
260 268 270 305 320 325 340
Presnell, Gage, Accounting & Consulting
609 South Washington, Suite 202
Moscow, ID 83843
Scott J. Dockins 208-882-2211
Fax: 208-883-3808
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 008 010 110 120 220 260
265 268 270 290 305 320 325 335
Rudd & Company, P.L.L.C.
725 South Woodruff Avenue
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-1895
Joseph R. Call 208-529-9276
Fax: 208-523-1406
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 010 110 120 165 215 220
245 260 265 270 305 320 325 340
49
ILLINOIS
Abbott, Phillips & Co., Ltd.
207 South McLean Street
Lincoln, IL 62656-2858
Richard W. Phillips 217-735-1576
Fax: 217-735-5866
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site
Client Categories: 003 005 006 009 010 110 125 150
165 215 245 260 270 305 320 325
Allison Knapp & Siekmann, Ltd.
704 South 59th Street
Belleville, IL 62223-5099
Annette M. Hipkiss 618-233-2641
Fax: 618-233-6334
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 006 007 010 110 120
140 165 225 245 255 260 268 320
Altschuler, Melvoin and Glasser, L.L.P.
30 South Wacker Drive, Suite 2600
Chicago, IL 60606-7405




Reviews: PCPS On-Site SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 001 005 006 010 120 135 150 165
222 230 245 260 265 285 290 340
Barnett & Levine, L.L.P.
P.O. Box 2677
828 East Main Street
Carbondale, IL 62902
Jerry L. Starnes 618-549-5356
Fax: 618-529-2783
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 008 009 110 165 215
245 260 268 270 305 325 335 340
Chamblin & Moss
445 North Franklin Street, Suite C
Decatur, IL 62523-1147
William R. Moss 217-423-2722
Fax: 217-423-2770
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 007 010 120 125 135 165
175 200 215 245 260 270 325
50 ILLINOIS
Clifton, Gunderson & Co.
114 East Everett
Dixon, IL 61021-2181




Reviews: PCPS On-Site SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 010 110 120 155 165
215 245 260 265 270 305 320 325
Dugan and Lopatka, CPAs, P.C.
104 East Roosevelt Road
Wheaton, IL 60187-5267
Mark F. Schultz 708-665-4440
Fax: 708-665-5030
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 165 222 245 260
265 270 285 290 305 320 325 340
Dunbar, Breitweiser & Company
202 North Center Street
Bloomington, IL 61701-3995
V. Curtis Oyer 309-827-0348
Fax: 309-827-7858
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 009 010 110 125
130 215 245 260 265 268 270 325
Friedman Eisenstein Raemer and Schwartz, L.L.P.
401 North Michigan Avenue, Suite 2600
Chicago, IL 60611-4240




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 008 010 120 165 245
260 265 270 275 285 305 325 340
Frost, Ruttenberg & Rothblatt, P.C.




Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 009 010 135 155 165 215
245 260 265 268 270 285 305 340
ILLINOIS 51
Gleeson, Sklar, Sawyers & Cumpata, L.L.P.
2400 Big Timber Road, Suite 200
Elgin, IL 60123-7835
Keith E. Martin 708-697-6161
Fax: 708-697-6176
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 009 010 150 155 165 200
220 245 260 270 285 305 325 340
Gleeson, Sklar, Sawyers & Cumpata, L.L.P.
5550 West Touhy Avenue, Suite 300
Skokie, IL 60077
Keith E. Martin 708-697-6161
Fax: 708-697-6176
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 009 010 150 155 165 200
220 245 260 270 285 305 325 340
Charles J. Gries & Company, L.L.P.
2850 West Golf Road, Suite 400
Rolling Meadows, IL 60008-4030
Charles J. Gries 708-952-8222
Fax: 708-952-8223
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 155 165 205 220 222 235 245
260 265 290 305 320 325 335 340
Guthoff & Company, Ltd.
2710 East Lincoln, Box 1445
Bloomington, IL 61702-1445
Catherine L. Allen 309-662-4356
Fax: 309-663-7166
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 009 010 110 125
165 222 255 260 270 310 320 325
Heinold-Banwart, Ltd.
2400 North Main Street
East Peoria, IL 61611-1795
Jerry McDade 309-694-4251
Fax: 309-694-4202
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 007 110 120 165 170 205 215 222
245 260 265 270 285 320 325 340
52 ILLINOIS
Hocker, Carter & Fitzjarrald
143 West Chestnut Street
Canton, IL 61520-2509
Patrick J. Carter 309-647-0689
Fax: 309-647-0047
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 008 010 110 125 165
255 260 270 290 305 320 325 340
M.V. Kuper, P.C.
500 West Palatine Road, Suite 104
Wheeling, IL 60090-5835
Marcel L. Kuper 708-215-8630
Fax: 708-215-8632
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 005 010 125 135 155
245 250 260 265 270 305 325
Jerome H. Lipman & Co., Ltd.




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 105 120 135 140 165 225
245 260 270 280 285 290 305 340
Lipschultz, Levin & Gray, L.L.C.




Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 010 120 165 220 245 285 290
340
Mann, Cohn, Weitz, L.L.C.




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 010 120 165 195 222
245 260 265 270 305 320 325 340
ILLINOIS 53
May, Cocagne & King, P.C.
1353 East Mound Road, Suite 300
Decatur, IL 62526
Philip R. Bauer 217-875-2655
Fax: 217-875-1660
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 110 125 165 220 245




Michael A. Stephens 708-888-8600
Fax: 708-888-0635
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 006 010 110 150 155
165 205 245 260 265 270 325 340
C. J. Schlosser & Company
233 East Center Drive
Alton, IL 62002-5931
R. J. Tolliver 618-465-7717
Fax: 618-465-7710
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 125 150 165 175 190 215
222 245 260 265 270 305 320 325
Arnold N. Schorn & Co.
332 South Michigan Avenue, Suite 1920
Chicago, IL 60604-4301
Donald P. Ripoli 312-922-2602
Fax: 312-922-2606
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 215 222 235 245 260
265 268 270 290 305 325
Sikich Gardner & Co., L.L.P.
444 East Hillcrest
DeKalb, IL 60115
Duane D. Suits 815-758-3443
Fax: 815-758-2290
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 005 006 009 010 120
125 165 175 245 260 265 325 340
54 ILLINOIS
Sleeper, Disbrow, Morrison Tarro & Lively
250 North Water Street
P.O. Box 1460
Decatur, IL 62525
William J. Morrison 217-423-6000
Fax: 217-423-6100
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 125 165 175
215 260 270 305 320 340
Veatch, Rich & Nadler, Chtd.
425 Huehl Road, #13
Northbrook, IL 60062-2322
Janet I. Chase 708-564-8290
Fax: 708-564-4979
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 010 155 165 222 225 235 245
260 265 270 285 290 305 325 340
INDIANA
Baden, Gage & Schroeder, L.L.C.
202 West Berry Street, Suite 800
Fort Wayne, IN 46802-2214
Robert Martin 219-422-2551
Fax: 219-422-7862
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 010 125 165 175
245 260 265 270 285 290 305 340
Bailey, Williams, McGonigal & Knowles
47 South Meridian Street, Suite 400
Indianapolis, IN 46204-3546
Gary J. Knowles 317-637-3425
Fax: 317-264-2284
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 009 010 110 120 165 220
225 245 255 260 265 270 305 340
INDIANA 55
David Culp & Co.
70 Home Street
Huntington, IN 46750-1346
Daniel L. Boyle 219-356-0640
Fax: 219-356-0610
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 006 008 009 010 135 165 222
245 260 265 270 285 290 305 340





Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 007 009 010 125 155 165 220
225 245 260 265 268 270 305 335
Estep-Doctor-Drumm & Company, P.C.
3737 West Bethel Avenue
Muncie, IN 47304-5493
Catharine P. Stewart 317-289-5366
Fax: 317-289-3332
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 110 165 170
215 222 245 260 265 268 285 305
Girardot, Strauch & Co., P.C.





Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 006 009 010 165 220
225 245 260 265 268 270 285 305
Katz, Sapper & Miller
P.O. Box 40857
Indianapolis, IN 46240-0857




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 010 105 120 165 220 222
245 255 260 270 285 290 305 340
56 INDIANA
Marsha A. Kelley
39 South Main Street
P.O. Box 289
Linton, IN 47441-1818
Marsha A. Kelley 812-847-4454
Fax: 812-847-4455
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 008 215 220 260 268 270
285 305 330 340






Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 165 215 220 222 245 255
260 265 270 275 285 305 320 340
Krouse, Kern & Co., Inc.
1516 Magnavox Way
Fort Wayne, IN 46804-1595
Vance A. Zartman 219-432-0591
Fax: 219-432-8975
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 160 165 222 245
255 260 268 285 305 340
London Witte Group, L.L.C.
111 Monument Circle
Bank One Center/Tower, 47th Floor
Indianapolis, IN 46204-5147
Richard J. Salewicz 317-634-4747
Fax: 317-632-2727
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 002 008 010 105 110 165 245 260
270 285 290 305 320 330 335 340
INDIANA 57
Monroe, Shine & Co., Inc.
East Market at 3rd Street
P.O. Box 1407
New Albany, IN 47151-1407
Dale L. Gettelfinger 812-945-2311
Fax: 812-945-2603
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 007 008 010 125 165
245 260 265 268 270 305 310 340
Larry E. Nunn & Associates, L.L.C.
2545 Foxpointe Drive, Suite A
Columbus, IN 47203-3281
Louis G. Renzi 812-376-3061
Fax: 812-376-3157
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 125 135 155 165
222 245 260 265 290 305 330 340
K. B. Parrish & Co.
151 North Deleware Street, Suite 1600
Indianapolis, IN 46204-2523
Ned R. Van Emon 317-269-2455
Fax: 317-269-2464
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 009 010 120 135 155
165 220 222 260 265 268 270 305
John R. Thieling
dba Thieling Co.
1416 W. Jefferson Street
P.O. Box 419
Plymouth, IN 46563-0419
John R. Thieling 219-936-4054
Fax: 219-936-5037
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 009 010 110 120 165 220




1441 29th Street, Suite 305
West Des Moines, IA 50266-1357
Bruce W. Hartley 515-223-7300
Fax: 515-223-8778
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 009 010 110 125
165 170 222 245 260 265 285 325
Clifton, Gunderson & Co.
1015 Sixth Avenue
DeWitt, IA 52742-1332




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 006 110 165 222 268
270 305 320 325
Denman & Company
160 122nd Street, Suite 400
West Des Moines, IA 50266
Mark D. Wackerbarth 515-225-8400
Fax: 515-225-0149
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 120 165 215
235 255 260 270 285 290 325 340





Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 110 165 215 245 260
270 305 325 335
IOWA 59
Gronewold, Bell, Kyhnn & Co., P.C.
P.O. Box 369
1910 East 7th Street
Atlantic, IA 50022-0369
John D. Johnson 712-243-1800
Fax: 712-243-1265
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 110 125 165
215 220 222 255 260 270 305 325
Meriwether, Wilson and Company, P.L.C.
1200 35th Street, Suite 400
West Des Moines, IA 50266-1905
Craig Ditsworth 515-223-0002
Fax: 515-223-0430
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 009 010 120 165 200
225 235 260 265 270 285 305 340
Keith Oltrogge
P.O. Box 310




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 005 006 110 165 200
215 222 245 260 268 305 320 325
Theobald, Donohue & Thompson, P.C.
317 High Avenue East
Oskaloosa, IA 52577-2823
Richard R. Donohue 515-672-2523
Fax: 515-673-7453
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 6
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 110 120 165 215





Fort Dodge, IA 50501-0731
Mark Thompson 515-955-1989
Fax: 515-955-3033
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 009 110 135 165 230 245
255 260 268 270 305 340
KANSAS
Agler & Gaeddert, Chtd.
P.O. Box 1020
Ottawa, KS 66067-1020
W. Keith Gaeddert 913-242-3170
Fax: 913-242-9500
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 007 010 120 125 150 165 185
222 245 260 270 305 320 325 340
Harvey & McAuley, Chtd.
10000 College Boulevard, Suite 100
Overland Park, KS 66210-1400
Nancy J. McAuley 913-451-4400
Fax: 913-451-1553
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 105 120 155 165 220
245 265 268 270 290 305 340





Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 006 007 010 110 130 165 175
222 260 265 270 290 305 325 335
KANSAS 61
Regier, Carr & Monroe, L.L.P.
300 West Douglas, Suite 100
Wichita, KS 67202-2916
Albert R. Denny 316-264-2335
Fax: 316-264-1489
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 007 008 009 010
125 165 175 245 260 265 270 310
Smoll and Banning, Chartered
P.O. Box 520
2410 Central Avenue
Dodge City, KS 67801
E. Kent Smoll 316-225-6100
Fax: 316-225-5007
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 110 125 245 260 270 305




Wesley F. Troutt 913-764-1922
Fax: 913-764-8062
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 010 110 120 165 215 222
245 260 268 270 285 305 320 325




Jerry D. Carson 316-421-1100
Fax: 316-421-6570
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 008 010 110 125 165
220 222 245 260 305 320 325 340
62
KENTUCKY
Bressler & Company, P.S.C.
405 Garrard
Covington, KY 41011-2511
Jerome G. Bressler, Jr. 606-431-1975
Fax: 606-431-7721
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 010 120 220 235 255
260 265 268 270 285 290 305 340





Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 008 010 120 165 185
222 265 270 305 320 325 335
Eskew & Gresham, P.S.C.
2500 Meidinger Tower
Louisville, KY 40202
Edwin Olliges, Jr. 502-584-2500
Fax: 502-585-1647
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 005 006 007 010 125
150 175 190 245 260 265 310 340
Faulkner & King, P.S.C.
117 West High Street
P.O. Box 285
Mt. Sterling, KY 40353-0285
Joseph C. King 606-498-1836
Fax: 606-498-2116
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 190 195 215 222 245
260 265 305 310 320 325 335 340
Hisle & Company
277 East High Street
Lexington, KY 40507-1450
James M. Roller 606-259-3403
Fax: 606-252-1339
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 120 155 165
220 245 260 265 268 270 285 305
KENTUCKY 63
Jones, Nale & Mattingly, P.L.C.
642 South 4th Avenue, #300
Louisville, KY 40202-9975
Jon A. Meyer 502-583-0248
Fax: 502-589-1680
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 006 007 010 125 165
175 215 222 245 260 265 320 340
Mather, Hamilton & Co.




Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 003 010 120 165 170 190
195 215 225 245 260 270 320 340
McCauley, Nicolas & Company, L.L.C.
2450 Brown & Williamson Tower
Louisville, KY 40202
Kenneth W. Coyle 502-589-2727
Fax: 502-589-1270
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 008 009 010 120 125 165
222 245 260 265 270 280 305 340
Reed & Co., P.S.C.
P.O. Box 404
231 North 7th Street
Mayfield, KY 42066
A. Frank Harris 502-247-5303
Fax: 502-247-5327
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 007 120 150 165 175 215 222 245
255 260 265 270 305 320 325 335
64 KENTUCKY
Thurman, Campbell & Co.
Cherokee Building
117 West Ninth Street
Hopkinsville, KY 42240-2159
Lawrence F. Campbell 502-885-8481
Fax: 502-885-0106
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 120 165 215 222
245 260 268 270 285 305 335 340
Von Lehman & Company, Inc.
250 Grandview Drive
Fort Mitchell, KY 41017-5610
Michael E. Wilson 606-331-3300
Fax: 606-331-4358
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 005 007 010 120 165 215 220
222 245 260 265 285 290 305 340




J. Alton Pike 502-765-4188
Fax: 502-737-0988
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 005 007 120 150 165
175 215 245 260 265 270 320 325
LOUISIANA
Bourgeois Bennett, L.L.C.
Heritage Plaza, Suite 800
111 Veterans Boulevard
P.O. Box 60600
New Orleans, LA 70160-0600
Warren R. Hogan 504-831-4949
Fax: 504-833-9093
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 130 165 215
220 260 270 285 290 305 325 340
LOUISIANA 65
L. A. Champagne & Co., L.L.P.
4911 Bennington Avenue
Baton Rouge, LA 70808-3153
Michael A. Tham 504-925-1120
Fax: 504-927-8124
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 125 160 165 190
225 245 260 305 310 325 335 340
Duplantier, Hrapmann, Hogan & Maher, L.L.P.
821 Gravier Street, Suite 1300
New Orleans, LA 70112-1530
William G. Stamm 504-586-8866
Fax: 504-525-5888
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 009 010 120 125
175 245 260 265 270 305 325 340
Ericksen, Krentel, Canton & LaPorte, L.L.P.
4227 Canal Street
New Orleans, LA 70119-5942
Ronald H. Dawson, Jr. 504-486-7275
Fax: 504-482-2516
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 145 165 175 190 220
225 250 260 265 268 270 305 325
Heard, McElroy & Vestal, L.L.P.
P.O. Box 1607 (71165-1607)
333 Texas Street, Suite 1525
Shreveport, LA 71101
J. Peter Gaffney 318-429-1525
Fax: 318—429-2070
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: SECPS
Client Categories: 002 006 007 010 120 125 165 200
225 240 245 265 268 270 310 340
Heard, McElroy & Vestal, L.L.P.
P.O. Box 1607 (71165-1607)
333 Texas Street, Suite 1525
Shreveport, LA 71101
Spencer E. Bernard, Jr. 318-429-1525
Fax: 318-429-2070
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 007 009 010 120 125 165
190 260 265 268 270 305 340
66 LOUISIANA
Kelton and Company, P.C.
One Oak Square
Highway 311, Suite 10
Houma, LA 70360
Robert Kelton, Sr. 504-851-3521
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 005 010 120 165 180
190 220 225 260 265 268 270 325
LaPorte, Sehrt, Romig & Hand
Lakeway II, Suite 800
Metairie, LA 70002-9828
Clinton J. Romig 504-835-5522
Fax: 504-835-5535
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 007 010 125 155 165 175
220 222 255 260 265 305 310 325
McElroy, Quirk & Burch, A.P.C.
P.O. Box 3070
800 Kirby Street
Lake Charles, LA 70602-3070
Martin L. Chehotsky 318-433-1063
Fax: 318-436-6618
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 008 010 120 125 165
175 215 222 260 265 310 320 335
Postlethwaite & Netterville, A.P.A.C.
8550 United Plaza Boulevard, Suite 1001
Baton Rouge, LA 70809-2200
William E. Balhoff 504-922-4600
Fax: 504-922-4611
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS On-Site SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 001 005 007 010 120 135 165 175
190 210 215 222 240 260 325 340
67
MAINE
Chester M. Kearney, P.A.
12 Dyer Street
P.O. Box 1550
Presque Isle, ME 04769-1550
Herman Belanger 207-764-3171
Fax: 207-764-6362
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 005 006 007 009 010
110 125 165 200 220 245 260 265
MARYLAND
C. W. Amos & Company, L.L.C.
2 North Charles Street, Suite 210
Baltimore, MD 21201-3754




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site
Client Categories: 004 007 010 125 165 175 195 215
230 260 265 268 270 290 315 340
Millard T. Charlton & Assoc. Chartered
4703 Annapolis Road
Bladensburg, MD 20710-1201
Walter P. Kunz 301-927-7150
Fax: 301-927-5407
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 155 165 205 222 245 260 265
268 270 285 290 305 310 325 340
Councilor, Buchanan & Mitchell, P.C.
7101 Wisconsin Avenue, #1200
Bethesda, MD 20814-4805
Anthony A. Cuozzo, Jr. 301-986-0600
Fax: 301-986-0432
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 005 006 007 009 010
120 155 165 220 225 260 270 325
68 MARYLAND
K.A.W.G.&F., P.A.




Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 5
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 006 009 165 220 222





Harvey I. Milhiser 410-484-8700
Fax: 410-484-3437
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 120 155 165 222
245 260 265 270 285 290 305 340
Keller Bruner & Company, L.L.C.
201 Thomas Johnson Drive
Frederick, MD 21702




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 010 125 165 205
222 245 260 265 285 320 325 340
Kershenbaum, Abel, Kernus and Wychulis
6011 Executive Boulevard, Suite 206
Rockville, MD 20852
R. Ellis Keitt 301-881-5259
Fax: 301-881-0620
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 120 165 195 220 245 260
268 270 275 280 285 290 305 340
Linton, Shafer & Company, P.A.
6 West Second Street
Frederick, MD 21701-5388
Edmond B. Gregory 301-663-5122
Fax: 301-663-3876
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 007 010 135 150 155
200 205 215 245 260 265 320 325
MARYLAND 69
T. J. Murphy P.A.
8023 Malcolm Road
Clinton, MD 20735-1717
Thomas J. Murphy 301-856-4100
Fax: 301-856-4105
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 010 150 165 205 222 225 245
250 260 265 280 315 325 335 340
Rager, Lehman, Myers & Houck, P.C.
205 East Main Street
Westminster, MD 21157-5227
Jeffrey N. Myers 410-876-3990
Fax: 410-876-0978
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 110 155 165 245
260 270 285 290 305 320 325 340
Sacks, McGibney, Trotta & Koppelman




Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 009 010 210 215 222
245 260 265 268 270 305 340
Sarfino and Rhoades, L.L.P.
11921 Rockville Pike, Suite 501
North Bethesda, MD 20852-2794
Timothy M. O’Brien 301-770-5500
Fax: 301-881-7747
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site QR On-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 009 010 160 165 195 245
260 265 268 270
Scheiner, Mister & Grandizio, P.A.




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 010 120 155 165 205
222 245 260 265 268 270 285 340
70 MARYLAND
Michael D. Sisk & Company, P.C.
575 South Charles Street, Suite 400
Baltimore, MD 21201-2428
Michael D. Sisk 410-727-3122
Fax: 410-727-3125
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 006 009 010 120 155 165 215
222 245 260 265 268 270 305 340
Smith Elliott Kearns & Company
480 North Potomac Street
Hagerstown, MD 21740-3865
Edward L. Buchanan IV 301-733-5020
Fax: 301-733-1864
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 155 165 170 175 200 215
230 260 265 270 310 320 325 340
Snyder, Kamerow & Associates, P.C.
4520 East West Highway, Suite 520
Bethesda, MD 20814-3338
Bert L. Swain 301-652-6700
Fax: 301-986-1028
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 150 210 222
260 265 270 340
Sturgill & Associates
P.O. Box 546
127 East Main Street
Westminster, MD 21158-0546
Jimmie T. Noble 410-848-4460
Fax: 410-848-4204
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 010 155 165 175
195 205 220 225 245 260 270 325
Trice & Geary, CPAs
955 Mt. Hermon Road
Salisbury, MD 21801-5105
Herbert J. Geary III 410-742-1328
Fax: 410-742-6855
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 009 110 125 155
165 245 260 310 320 325 340
MASSACHUSETTS 71
Walpert, Smullian & Blumenthal, P.A.
29 West Susquehanna Avenue, 4th Floor
Towson, MD 21204




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 205 245 270 305 340
Warfield, Garrett & Associates, P.A.
30 West Patrick Street, Suite 510
Frederick, MD 21701-5571
Douglas C. Warfield 301-662-9200
Fax: 301-620-7819
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 120 165 220 225 235
245 255 268 270 280 285 305 340
Watkins, Meegan, Drury & Company, L.L.C.
4800 Hampden Lane, 8th Floor
Bethesda, MD 20814-2932
Raymond J. Locke 301-654-7555
Fax: 301-656-9115
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 010 135 155 165 205
220 222 235 260 265 270 285 290
MASSACHUSETTS
Abel, Rogers & Sullivan
5 Corporate Drive
Andover, MA 01810-2448
Edward W. Rogers 508-975-3919
Fax: 508-975-3972
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 005 120 155 160 165 195 220
225 245 260 265 270 285 305 340
72 MASSACHUSETTS






Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 155 160 165 225
245 260 265 270 285 290 305 340
Caras & Shulman, P.C.
11 Cambridge Street
Burlington, MA 01803-4678
Robert R. Stankus 617-273-3950
Fax: 617-273-3470
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 160 165 195 220 235 245
255 260 270 280 285 290 305 340
Robert Ercolini & Company
55 Summer Street, 9th Floor
Boston, MA 02110-1007
Jay J. Kaufman 617-482-5511
Fax: 617-426-5252
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 006 150 155 165 222 245 260 265
270 280 285 290 305 320 325 340
Feeley & Driscoll, P.C.
100 North Washington Street
Boston, MA 02114-2128
J. Richard Dailey 617-742-7788
Fax: 617-742-0210
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 005 009 010 120 130
135 160 165 170 190 195 205 215
Gordon, Harrington & Osborn, P.C.
30 Massachusetts Avenue
North Andover, MA 01845
Kenneth J. Osborn 508-689-0601
Fax: 508-794-0077
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 005 006 009 010 150 155 175
215 220 222 260 265 320 325 340
MASSACHUSETTS 73
Jones, Camp & Associates
90 Madison Street, Suite 502
Worcester, MA 01608-2030
Cassandra A. Camp 508-798-1800
Fax: 508-752-5772
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 125 155 160 165 222
225 245 260 265 285 290 305 340
Kirkland, Albrecht & Company, P.C.




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site
Client Categories: 002 010 120 155 160 165 220 225
245 268 270 285 290 305 340
Kirwin & Hickey
170 Main Street, Suite 210
Tewksbury, MA 01876-1764
Thomas P. Kirwin 508-851-8111
Fax: 508-851-9314
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 155 165 220 225 245
260 265 268 270 280 285 305 340
LaPointe, Torrisi, Stanley & Co., P.C.
630 Turnpike Street
North Andover, MA 01845
Richard O. LaPointe 508-794-5700
Fax: 508-794-8155
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site QR On-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 009 130 150 165 340
Levine, Zeidman & Daitch, P.C.
2 SunLife Executive Park
Wellesley Hills, MA 02181
Edward Liss Mann 617-237-3200
Fax: 617-237-6959
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 155 165 215 245
260 270 280 285 290 340
74 MASSACHUSETTS





Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 005 006 009 120 165
220 222 245 260 270 305 320 325





Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 135 150 155 165 245 260 265
270 275 285 305 340
Moody, Cavanaugh and Company
793 Turnpike Street
North Andover, MA 01845-6127
Carl J. Famiglietti 508-688-2081
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 006 009 010 130 150
165 220 225 245 265 268 270 290
Needel, Welch & Stone, P.C.
1001 Hingham Street
Rockland, MA 02370-3318
James G. Welch 617-982-1001
Fax: 617-982-9103
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 010 120 150 155 165 222 225
235 245 260 270 285 290 305 340
Petitti, Gamache & Associates, P.C.
488 Pleasant Street
New Bedford, MA 02740
Richard B. Morgan 508-990-8200
Fax: 508-990-8203
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 006 007 120 165 175
222 260 320
MASSACHUSETTS 75





Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 009 010 105 155 160
165 245 260 270 275 285 305 340
Gerald T. Reilly & Company
424 Adams Street
Milton, MA 02186
James T. McNamara 617-696-8900
Fax: 617-698-1803
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 105 125 165 175 215
222 245 260 268 275 285 290 340
D.E. Rodrigues & Company, Inc.
276 Central Street
P.O. Box 3634
Fall River, MA 02722-3634
Douglas E. Rodrigues 508-679-6079
Fax: 508-672-4938
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 010 120 130 150 160 165
220 222 245 260 270 305 325 340
Sullivan, Bille & Co.
600 Clark Road
Tewksbury, MA 01876-9806
Charles H. Comtois 508-970-2900
Fax: 508-970-3260
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 007 009 120 125 165
195 205 235 245 260 265 305 340
Tonneson & Company, CPAs, P.C.
530 Edgewater Drive
Wakefield, MA 01880-6218
Vincent D. Luccitelli 617-245-9999
Fax: 617-245-8731
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 006 009 010 160 165
205 225 245 260 265 268 270 340
76 MASSACHUSETTS
Topham, Fardy & Co.
26 Essex Street
Andover, MA 01810-3798
Walter W. Topham 508-475-6460
Fax: 508-475-2224
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 006 007 010 120 155 175 190
220 245 260 265 285 290 305 340
Vitale, Caturano & Company, P.C.
106 Union Wharf
Boston, MA 02109-1257
Michael T. Ferraro 617-523-8337
Fax: 617-523-0375
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 007 009 010 120 155 165
190 205 215 220 222 245 260 270
Wolf & Company, P.C.
One International Place
Boston, MA 02110-2608
Paul M. Cloonan 617-439-9700
Fax: 617-439-0476
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 007 010 125 155 165 175
190 235 245 250 260 265 305 310
MICHIGAN
Beene Garter, L.L.P.
50 Monroe Avenue, N.W., Suite 600
Grand Rapids, Ml 49503-2643
Jon E. Pike 616-235-5200
Fax: 616-235-5285
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 010 165 222 225 245 255 260
265 270 285 290 305 320 340
MICHIGAN 77
Burnstein, Morris, Kalish & Walgren, P.C.
26877 Northwestern Highway, Suite 200
Southfield, Ml 48034-2141
Jon A. Walgren 810-352-6300
Fax: 810-352-1030
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 009 010 155 165 170 195
210 215 222 245 260 265 270 340
Collins, Buri & McConkey




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 006 009 010 155 165
222 245 260 265 270 305 320 340
Dennis, Gartland & Niergarth, P.C.
415 Munson Avenue
P.O. Box 947
Traverse City, Ml 49685-0947
Robert Thompson 616-946-1722
Fax: 616-946-2762
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 006 010 110 150 165 200 220 245
255 260 270 285 305 320 325 340
Doeren Mayhew
755 West Big Beaver Road, Suite 2300
Troy, Ml 48084-0231




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 160 165 175 195 225 245 260
265 270 280 285 290 320 325 340
Fuller, Somero & Pahssen, P.L.C.
201 East Seventeenth
Traverse City, Ml 49684-4199
Kenneth Somero 616-946-6652
Fax: 616-946-3638
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 120 165 180 195 245
260 265 268 270 275 305 330 340
78 MICHIGAN
Gordon & Company, P.C.




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 006 009 010 120 165 220 222
245 260 265 270 285 290 305 340
Harrell Button Associates, P.L.L.C.




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 135 150 155 160 165
220 230 245 265 270 290 305 340
Hungerford, Aldrin, Nichols & Carter
2910 Lucerne Drive, S.E.
Grand Rapids, Ml 49546-7175
Richard L. Chrisman 616-949-3200
Fax: 616-949-7720
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 005 006 009 010 130
165 245 260 270 290 305 320 340
Joseph, Dise & Bolterstein, P.C.
850 Stephenson Highway, Suite 310
Troy, Ml 48083-1160
Kenneth J. Bolterstein 810-588-5656
Fax: 810-588-8290
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 160 165 235 245 265
268 270 280 285 290 305 340
Laine, Appold & Co., P.C.
130 Hampton Circle Drive, #130
Rochester Hills, Ml 48307
Ed McKibbon 810-853-7500
Fax: 810-853-7441
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 5
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 120 155 165 222
235 245 260 265 268 270 285 290
MICHIGAN 79
Maner, Costerisan & Ellis, P.C.
6105 W. St. Joseph, Suite 202
Lansing, Ml 48917-4850
Bruce J. Dunn 517-323-7500
Fax: 517-323-6346
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 010 110 150 165 222
245 265 270 290 320 325 340
Meyaard & Tolman, P.C.





Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 110 165 215 245 255
260 265 270 285 305 320 325 340
Morof Sheplow Weinstein, P.L.C.
28580 Orchard Lake Road, Suite 200
Farmington Hills, Ml 48334-2989
Steven B. Maltzman 810-855-8200
Fax: 810-855-3332
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 165 225 265 270 285
290 305 340








Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 007 010 125 150 165 175
215 245 260 265 270 320 325 340
80 MICHIGAN
Linda J. Russell CPA, P.C.
6960 Orchard Lake Road, Suite 240
West Bloomfield, Ml 48322-4515
Linda J. Russell 810-851-9441
Fax: 810-851-0470
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 009 010 105 165 245
260 265 268 270 285 290 305 340




Stephen R. Gallanis 810-358-0920
Fax: 810-358-4766
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site QR On-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 105 160 165 220 225 245
260 265 270 275 285 290 305 340
Schroeder, Howell and Trefzer, P.C.
22100 Mack Avenue Box 368
St. Clair Shores, Ml 48080-0368
Charles M. Clute 810-773-8800
Fax: 810-773-9270
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 009 010 165 220 245 260
265 268 270 305 340
Siegfried, Crandall, Vos & Lewis, P.C.
246 East Kilgore Road
Kalamazoo, Ml 49001-5599
William V. Sage 616-381-4970
Fax: 616-349-1344
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 010 120 155 165
220 222 260 265 270 290 320 325
Walsh & Cenko, P.C.
860 West Long Lake Road, Suite 300
Bloomfield Hills, Ml 48302-2089
John Walsh 810-644-5233
Fax: 810-644-5405
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 009 010 125 155 165 210 215 220
235 245 260 265 270 285 305 340
MINNESOTA 81
Weinlander, Fitzhugh, Bertuleit & Schairer, P.C.
P.O. Box 775
1600 Center Avenue
Bay City, Ml 48707-6170
James L. Whaley 517-893-5577
Fax: 517-895-5842
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 5
Reviews: PCPS On-Site SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 010 110 175 215
220 222 245 260 265 305 320 325
MINNESOTA
Blanski, Peter, Kronlage & Zoch, P.A.
7575 Golden Valley Road, Suite 195
Minneapolis, MN 55427-4570
John W. Edson 612-546-6211
Fax: 612-546-2048
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 009 010 165 220 225 235
245 260 265 270 280 285 305 340
Boulay, Heutmaker, Zibell & Co., P.L.L.P.
5151 Edina Industrial Boulevard, #500
Minneapolis, MN 55439-3021
Jerome J. Pults 612-893-3818
Fax: 612-835-7296
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 009 165 195 222 225 245
260 265 268 270 285 290 305 340
Boyum & Barenscheer, P.L.L.P.
7800 Metro Parkway, Suite 200
Minneapolis, MN 55425
James C. Payette 612-854-4244
Fax: 612-854-0832
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 125 155 165 195 225
230 235 245 260 265 268
82 MINNESOTA
Brunberg Thoresen & Associates Ltd.
5500 Wayzata Boulevard, Suite 910
Minneapolis, MN 55416-1244
Steven J. Thoresen 612-545-2353
Fax: 612-545-6514
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 009 010 105 165 220 235
245 255 268 285 305 340
Bertram Cooper & Co., CPAs
Box 887
115 N. Newton Avenue
Albert Lea, MN 56007-2431
Bruce L. Swanson 507-285-1606
Fax: 507-285-1730
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 5
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 007 009 010 125
165 220 222 245 260 305 310 325
Eide Helmeke, P.L.L.P.






Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 007 008 120 125 150 165 175
222 245 260 265 320 325 330 335
Eikill & Schilling, Ltd.
600 Norwest Center
230 West Superior Street
Duluth, MN 55802-1916
William J. Gravelle 218-722-4705
Fax: 218-722-8589
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 007 009 010 120 125 165








Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 009 010 120 130 160
165 210 220 245 260 265 268 270
Hansen, Jergenson, Nergaard & Co., P.L.L.P.
740 Northland Plaza




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 105 165 245 255
260 265 270 275 285 290 305 340
House, Nezerka & Froelich
2300 Norwest Financial Center
7900 Xerxes Avenue South
Bloomington, MN 55431-1115
Daryl De Kam 612-835-1344
Fax: 612-835-5845
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 008 010 120 165 195
220 222 235 245 260 305 320 340
Jelinek Metz Hodroff & Co., Ltd.




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 105 155 165 222
225 245 250 260 265 270 305 340
84 MINNESOTA




Alan W. Struss 507-451-0611
Fax: 507-451-7994
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 110 120 150 165 220
222 235 245 260 305 320 325
Judd, Ostermann & Demro, Ltd.




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 005 006 009 010 110
120 150 155 165 220 222 245 260
Kern, De Wenter, Viere, Ltd.
220 Park Avenue South
P.O. Box 1304
St. Cloud, MN 56302-1304
Gerald Stover 612-251-7010
Fax: 612-251-1784
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 165 220 222 245
260 265 270 305 320 325 340
Larson, Allen, Weishair & Co., L.L.P.
220 South Sixth Street, Suite 1000
Minneapolis, MN 55402-4505




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 007 009 010 120 150
165 215 222 245 260 285 320 335
MINNESOTA 85
Lewis, Kisch & Associates, Ltd.
1303 South Frontage Road, Suite 3
Hastings, MN 55033-2483
James V. Lewis 612-437-3356
Fax: 612-437-3808
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 006 009 010 165 220
225 245 260 270 305 325 340
Lurie, Besikof, Lapidus & Co., P.L.L.P.
2501 Wayzata Boulevard
Minneapolis, MN 55405-2197
Mark E. Ziessmann 612-377-4404
Fax: 612-377-1325
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 010 165 195 222 245 260
270 275 285 290 295 300 305 340
McMahon, Hartmann, Amundson & Co., L.L.P.
911 18th Street North
P.O. Box 1067
St. Cloud, MN 56302-1067
Jerome L. McCarter 612-251-4266
Fax: 612-251-1428
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site QR On-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 165 245 260 268 270 305
340
Ness, Waller, Pearson & Co., Ltd.
120 17th Avenue West
Alexandria, MN 56308-2757
James J. Megel 612-763-6568
Fax: 612-763-6297
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 008 010 165 215 245
260 265 270 305 320 325 335 340
Nygaard, Pickett & Co.
115 North Court Street
Fergus Falls, MN 56537-2106
Jon I. Nygaard 218-736-6965
Fax: 218-736-7960
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 120 135 165 215 225
245 260 270 275 305 320 325 340
86 MINNESOTA
Ocel, Heimer & Associates, Ltd.
4604 IDS Center
80 South 8th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55402-2224
Roger J. Ocel 612-673-0848
Fax: 612-673-9167
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 010 125 165 220 245 255
260 268 270 285 290 305 325 340
Olsen, Thielen & Co., Ltd.
223 East Little Canada Road
St. Paul, MN 55117-1367




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 006 008 010 165 222 245 260
265 270 305 320 325 330 335 340
Turbes Drealan Kvilhaug & Co., P.A.
909 Fourth Avenue
Worthington, MN 56187-2326
Wayne W. Drealan 507-376-4151
Fax: 507-376-4154
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 009 110 125 165
215 245 260 270 305 310 320 325
MISSISSIPPI






Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 006 010 110 120 165
225 245 260 268 270 305 320 325
MISSISSIPPI 87
Breazeale, Saunders & O’Neil, Ltd.
P.O. Box 80
120 North Congress, Suite 300
Jackson, MS 39205-0080
Paul V. Breazeale 601-969-7440
Fax: 601-355-9003
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 120 130 165 175
220 245 260 265 270 275 325 335
Eaton, Babb & Smith, P.A.
P.O. Box 498




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 110 120 165 225






Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 006 010 150 245 260
270 280 290 305 320 325 335
Eubank & Betts, P.L.L.C.
3820 Interstate 55 N. (39211)
P.O. Box 16090
Jackson, MS 39236-6090
J. Frank Betts 601-987-4300
Fax: 601-987-4314
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 007 009 010 120 125
135 165 175 215 220 260 285 325
88 MISSISSIPPI
Horne CPA Group, P.A.
200 South Lamar Street, Suite 400
Jackson, MS 39201




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 010 120 165 170 195 210





Donna M. Ingram 601-636-4762
Fax: 601-636-9476
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 007 010 120 125
165 190 222 245 260 305 325 340






Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 007 010 110 125 165 215 245 260




Jerry T. Rudman 601-833-5133
Fax: 601-835-1999
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site QR On-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 008 009 010 120 215 270
305 320 325 335 340
Taylor, Powell, Wilson & Hartford, P.A.
P.O. Box 8240
Greenwood, MS 38935-8240
William P. Wood 601-453-6432
Fax: 601-455-1841
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 125 165 190 215 220 222
240 245 260 265 270 290 310 325
MISSOURI 89
Watkins, Ward and Stafford
P.O. Box 1216
West Point, MS 39773-1216
Harry W. Stevens 601-494-5732
Fax: 601-494-7686
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 9
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 006 010 125 165 215
245 260 265 305 310 320 325 335
MISSOURI
Baird, Kurtz & Dobson
P.O. Box 1900 (65801-1900)
901 St. Louis Street
Springfield, MO 65806




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 007 010 150 160
165 175 260 265 305 310 320 325
Bergman, Schraier & Co., P.C.
7777 Bonhomme Avenue, Suite 1501
St. Louis, MO 63105-1917
George J. Rosenberg 314-727-2002
Fax: 314-727-4340
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 006 007 009 010 165 222 245
260 265 270 285 290 305 325 340
Michael Cummins, CPA, P.C.
11901 Olive Boulevard, Suite 300 A




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 005 006 009 010 105
110 155 160 165 175 195 205 220
90 MISSOURI
Decker & DeGood, P.C.




Personnel; 2 to 10
Offices; 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 010 125 165 195
220 245 255 260 265 270 325 340
Evers and Company, CPAs
520 Dix Road
Jefferson City, MO 65109-1846
Elmer L. Evers 314-635-0227
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 006 007 008 010 120 165 175
200 222 225 240 260 265 270 320
Kraft, Miles & Tatum
1650 West Harper
Poplar Bluff, MO 63901-4196
James L. Gray 314-785-6438
Fax: 314-785-0114
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 008 110 120 165
245 260 270 305 310 320 325 335
Mayer Hoffman McCann, L.C.
420 Nichols Road
Kansas City, MO 64112-2099




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 007 008 009 010 135
165 222 245 260 275 280 285 290
Rubin, Brown, Gornstein & Co.
230 South Bemiston Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63105-1907




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 005 006 007 125 135 160 165
215 220 222 245 260 285 325 340
MISSOURI 91
Schowalter & Jabouri, P.C.
11777 Gravois Road
St. Louis, MO 63127-1822
Dennis F. Schowalter 314-842-2929
Fax: 314-842-3483
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 007 009 010 105
125 130 135 140 165 175 250 270





Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 006 008 010 165 175 215 220
222 245 260 265 270 290 305 340




Wesley F. Troutt 816-380-5500
Fax: 816-380-2580
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 110 120 165 215 222
245 260 268 270 285 305 320 325




Joseph D. Valbracht 314-221-5998
Fax: 314-221-2044
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 008 125 150 165
245 270 305 310 320 325 330 340
92
MONTANA
Hamilton, Misfeldt & Co., P.C.
21 10th Street, South
Great Falls, MT 59401
Robert E. Bronson 406-727-0888
Fax: 406-727-0895
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 008 009 110 120 165 175
220 222 260 320 325 340
Herbert J. Mangis
305 Transwestern II
490 North 31st Street
Billings, MT 59101-1256
Herbert J. Mangis 406-252-5550
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 120 160 165 175 222
255 260 268 270 285 305 325 340
Smith Lange & Koch, P.C.
1060 South Central Avenue
Sidney, MT 59270-5218
Richard A. Lange 406-482-4510
Fax: 406-482-4518
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 008 145 165 220 222
260 268 270 280 305 320 325 340
Summers, McNea & Company, P.C.
80 25th Street, West
Billings, M l 59102-4956
Mel McNea 406-652-2320
Fax: 406-652-2043
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 008 009 120 165 220
245 260 268 270 280 305 320 335
93
NEBRASKA
Bland & Associates, P.C.
8712 West Dodge Road, Suite 200
Omaha, NE 68114
Jerry M. Bland 402-397-8822
Fax: 402-397-8649
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site QR On-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 145 165 210 220
245 320 325
DeBoer & Associates




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 105 110 165 220 225
245 260 265 268 270 280 305 340
Eskam, Dietrich & Eskam, CPAs, P.C.
P.O. Box 518
Gering, NE 69341-0518
Darrell G. Eskam 308-436-3473
Fax: 308-436-2118
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 010 110 165 190 260
265 268 270 280 305 320 325 340
Graeve Garrelts & Associates, P.C.
13911 Gold Circle, Suite 210
Omaha, NE 68144-2376
Keith J. Graeve 402-330-7008
Fax: 402-330-6851
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 006 110 150 165 220 225 245




Stephen K. Bjorkman 402-475-4004
Fax: 402-475-4097
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 010 110 125 165 170 175 210
215 222 245 255 260 265 270 325
94 NEBRASKA
Hayes and Associates
8420 West Dodge Road, #205
Omaha, NE 68114-3492
Frank L. Hayes 402-390-2480
Fax: 402-390-0885
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 006 150 165 222 230
260 268 270 285 290 305 320 325





Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 006 009 110 120 125 150
165 220 255 268 270 305 320 325
McDermott & Miller, P.C.





Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 110 120 125 150
165 220 255 268 270 305 320 325
Petersen & Associates




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site QR On-Site
Client Categories: 175
Shonsey Almquist Kucera Maltzahn & Galloway, P.C.
P.O. Box 1407
1203 West 2nd Street
Grand Island, NE 68801-5709
Robert D. Almquist 308-381-1810
Fax: 308-381-4824
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 006 007 010 110 120 125 175
215 220 222 245 255 260 320 340
95
NEVADA
Barnard Vogler & Co.
350 South Center Street, #500
Reno, NV 89501-2114
Betty B. Vogler 702-786-6141
Fax: 702-323-6211
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 145 165 175 222 245
260 265 268 270 305 320 325 330
Conant, Nelson & Conant
3375 South Aldebaran Avenue
Las Vegas, NV 89102-8412
Diane S. Conant 702-221-6300
Fax: 702-221-1299
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 009 120 155 165 220 222 250
260 268 270 280 285 290 340
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Brewster, Coburn, Ouellet & Bridge, P.C.




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 165 220 245 260 270 285
290 305 340
F. G. Briggs, Jr., CPA, P.A.
98 Salmon Street
Manchester, NH 03104-3198
Frederick G. Briggs, Jr. 603-668-1340
Fax: 603-668-6751
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 120 165 245 260
270 275 285 290 305 320 325 340
96 NEW HAMPSHIRE




Charles A. Prigge 603-352-4500
Fax: 603-352-8558
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 009 010 105 120 165
225 245 260 268 270 275 305 340
Pierson, Grill & Saunders
45 Lyme Road, Suite 205
Hanover, NH 03755-1222
Judson T. Pierson 603-643-0043
Fax: 603-643-0049
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 006 010 120 130 170 215 220
245 260 270 290 305 340




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 010 155 160 175
222 225 260 265 270 320 325 340
NEW JERSEY
Amper, Politziner & Mattia
2015 Lincoln Highway
Edison, NJ 08818




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
Client Categories: 001 002 005 009 010 135 155 165
205 222 255 260 265 270 305 340
NEW JERSEY 97
Beck, Villata & Co., P.C.
28 West Grand Avenue
P.O. Box 470
Montvale, NJ 07645-2157
Robert K. Griffin 201-391-6644
Fax: 201-391-4838
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 195 245 268 290 340





Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 155 165 220 222 225 245




Peter S. Dye 201-337-4468
Fax: 201-337-4532
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 007 009 010 125
155 165 205 230 245 260 265 310
Frederick Butcher & Company
P.O. Box 284




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS Off-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 165 225 245 270
Demetrius & Company, L.L.C.
Wayne Interchange Plaza I
145 Route 46
Wayne, NJ 07470-6830
John A. Demetrius 201-812-0100
Fax: 201-812-0750
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 007 009 010 155
165 222 245 260 265 305 325 340
98 NEW JERSEY
Ehrenkrantz and Company




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 009 010 120 135 165 215
225 235 265 268 285 290 340
Richard A. Eisner & Company, L.L.P.
100 Campus Drive
P.O. Box 944
Florham Park, NJ 07932-0944




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 009 010 135 165 195
205 235 245 250 260 270 305 340




Robert Di Pasquale 201-535-9700
Fax: 201-535-9223
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 009 165 245 268 270
340






Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 010 105 155 160 165 215 220
235 245 260 268 270 305 325 340
NEW JERSEY 99





Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 105 110 120 150 165
205 220 225 235 245 260 270 280
Mauriello Franklin & LoBrace, P.C.
45 Springfield Avenue
Springfield, NJ 07081
Bennett J. LoBrace 201-379-5400
Fax: 201-379-3696
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 105 130 155 165 225 245
250 270 280 285 290 305 340
Mazur and Krieghbaum, CPAs
417 Atlantic City Boulevard
Beachwood, NJ 08722
Michael A. Muzur 908-341-3893
Fax: 908-286-3263
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 009 165 220 245 268
270 305
Meisel, Tuteur & Lewis, P.C.
101 Eisenhower Parkway
Roseland, NJ 07068-1086
Nancy S. Kridel 201-228-4600
Fax: 201-228-6551
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 006 009 165 245 260 268




Toms River, NJ 08754-0269
Alan E. Meyer 908-341-0800
Fax: 908-240-6209
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 009 155 160 165 220 245
260 268 270 280 285 290 305 340
100 NEW JERSEY
Frank J. Meyers




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 105 120 165 245 260
265 268 270 275 290 305
Mortenson and Associates, P.C.
340 North Avenue
Cranford, NJ 07016-2461




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 010 120 135 155
165 220 222 225 245 250 265 300
Olsen & Thompson, P.A.




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 110 135 155 165
222 245 260 265 268 270 285 290
Radics & Co., L.L.C.
P.O. Box 676
55 U.S. Highway 46
Pine Brook, NJ 07058
Michael A. Pinto 201-575-9696
Fax: 201-575-9695
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 007 009 010 175 245 250
260 265 268 270 310 315 340
NEW JERSEY 101




Nicholas L. Truglio 908-231-1000
Fax: 908-231-6894
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 005 009 010 135 160 165 220
222 235 245 260 265 270 285 340








Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 010 135 145 160 215 220






Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 006 010 120 135 155 165 222
245 260 265 270 285 290 305 340
Sorelle & Associates, P.C.




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 010 150 155 165 215
222 245 260 265 268 320 325 340
102 NEW JERSEY






Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 009 010 135 140 222
245 260 270 285 290 305 340





Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 105 130 160 165 195 235
245 265 270 275 280 285 290 340
Withum, Smith & Brown
Parkway 109 Office Center
328 Newman Springs Road
Red Bank, NJ 07701-5685
William A. Cadmus 908-842-3113
Fax: 908-741-7292
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 7
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 006 009 010 155 165 222
225 245 260 265 270 285 305 340




Douglas M. Sonier 908-526-5066
Fax: 908-526-2794
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 7
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 007 010 120 130
165 185 205 215 222 240 255 285
NEW MEXICO 103
Yeutter & Swartz, CPAs, P.C.
P.O. Box 548
Mays Landing, NJ 08330
Robert E. Swartz 609-625-0999
Fax: 609-625-2421
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 155 165 222
245 260 265 270 305 320 325 340
NEW MEXICO
Atkinson & Co., Ltd.
P.O. Box 25246
Albuquerque, NM 87125
Martin E. Mathisen 505-843-6492
Fax: 505-843-6817
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 010 120 165 205 215
230 245 260 290 310 320 325 340
Deason, Peters, Stockton & Co.
P.O. Box 1517
Roswell, NM 88202-1517
Wade H. Lane 505-622-5200
Fax: 505-622-5206
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site QR On-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 010 110 150 180 325
Gordon & Hale, P.C.
P.O. Box 5162
Santa Fe, NM 87502-5162
Jack Gordon, Jr. 505-982-0083
Fax: 505-986-8755
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 110 150 155 160
165 222 245 260 265 270 320 325
104 NEW MEXICO
Wexler, Jones & Lees, P.C.
6400 Uptown Boulevard, N.E., #610-E
Albuquerque, NM 87110-4203
Reta D. Jones 505-889-3355
Fax: 505-883-0889
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 130 165 220 222 245
260 268 270 305 315 320 325 340
NEW YORK
Abrams and Company, P.C.




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 009 010 120 205 222








Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 006 009 155 165 220
225 245 260 268 270 280 290 305
BDO Seidman, L.L.P.
330 Madison Avenue





Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 003 005 007 009 135 165
180 235 245 260 265 285 305 340
NEW YORK 105
David Berdon & Co., L.L.P.
415 Madison Avenue





Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 003 004 009 105 155 165
220 245 268 270 280 285 290 305
Blakeney & Dye
205 Villard Avenue
Hastings on Hudson, NY 10706
C.G. Blakeney 914-478-3381
Fax: 914-478-0545
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 007 009 010 125
155 165 205 230 245 260 265 310
Bonadio & Co., L.L.P.




Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 010 135 155 165 215
222 245 250 260 270 320 325 340
Samuel M. Bronsky, CPA
2495 Kensington Avenue
Amherst, NY 14226-4929
Samuel M. Bronsky 716-839-3110
Fax: 716-839-3962
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 120 165 175 195 222
245 260 285 290 305 340
T. J. Buczkowski CPA, P.C.
10785 Boyd Drive
Clarence, NY 14031-2293
T. J. Buczkowski 716-759-2408
Fax: 716-759-2408
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 010 165 220 225 245 265 270
285 305 340
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Brian A. Caswell 315-695-2061
Fax: 315-695-7027
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 009 010 110 120 165 220 222 245
260 265 270 275 280 305 320 325
Cerini & Janhsen, L.L.P.
11 Oval Drive, Suite 108
Oval Complex
Islandia, NY 11722
Karl H. Janhsen 516-582-1600
Fax:516-582-1714
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS Off-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 010 120 195 210 215 250




Patrick R. Colabella 718-234-0190
Fax: 718-234-0191
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 009 105 135 150 155
160 165 220 260 270 290 305 340




James C. Daniels 607-722-5386
Fax: 607-722-7682
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 007 009 010 120 125 220
245 250 260 265 270 305 320 340
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Desoiza & Fuoco
505 Fifth Avenue, Suite 1200
New York, NY 10017-4904
Ron Desoiza 212-682-3866
Fax: 212-682-3787
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 115 135 155 160 165 200
222 225 230 245 260 270 275 305
Dorfman-Robbie, CPAs, P.C.
401 New Karner Road
Albany, NY 12205-3809
John C. Olsen 518-464-4080
Fax: 518-464-4087
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 165 175 210 215
222 245 260 265 285 320 325 340
Eisner & Lubin
250 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10177-0052
James Rockwitz 212-370-9000
Fax: 212-986-4874
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 003 009 010 155 190 235
245 265 268 270 285 290 305 340
Richard A. Eisner & Company, L.L.P.
575 Madison Avenue





Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 003 005 010 125 135 165
205 215 220 222 245 265 305
Gobstein, Weingarten & Goldfarb
3000 Marcus Avenue, Suite 2E4
Lake Success, NY 11042-1012
Richard Weingarten 516-326-8877
Fax: 516-437-6004
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 005 009 222 225 245
260 268 270 280 290 340
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Goodman & Mizrach, CPAs, P.C.
1688 Victory Boulevard, Suite 300
Staten Island, NY 10314-3506
Steven S. Goodman 718-981-8922
Fax: 718-981-9228
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 009 120 130 165 245
268 270 275 280 285 290 305 340
Gould & Swanson, P.C.
1800 Liberty Building
Buffalo, NY 14202-3686
William J. Swierat 716-854-3110
Fax: 716-854-1113
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 005 010 165 245 260
265 270 305 320 325
Hays & Company
477 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022-5802
Edward A. Kuczmarski 212-572-5550
Fax: 212-572-5572
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 105 130 135 140 155
225 245 260 265 268 275 285 290
Holtz Rubenstein & Co., L.L.P.




Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 009 010 125 135 165
245 260 265 268 270 285 325 340
Edward Isaacs & Company, L.L.P.
380 Madison Avenue





Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 010 105 155 165 190 222
245 260 270 275 290 305 315 340
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Israeloff, Trattner & Co., CPAs, P.C.
11 Sunrise Plaza
Valley Stream, NY 11580-6169
Wayne Nast 516-872-3300
Fax: 516-872-3128
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 009 010 155 160








Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 105 155 165 180 195 235
245 260 268 270 290 305 340
Lilling & Company
10 Cutter Mill Road
Great Neck, NY 11021-3201
Mark S. billing 516-829-1099
Fax: 516-829-1065
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 010 120 135 140 150 155 165
222 245 260 265 275 280 305 325
Lipner, Gordon & Co.
185 Great Neck Road
Great Neck, NY 11021-3312
Leon I. Lipner 516-487-4070
Fax: 516-773-4289
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 003 004 009 010 120 155
165 245 260 265 270 290 305 340






Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 006 008 010 120 125 150 165 215
220 245 255 260 305 320 335 340
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Lopez, Edwards, Frank & Co., L.L.P.
70 East Sunrise Highway
P.O. Box 547




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 009 010 135 140 155
165 175 220 225 260 265 280 290
Lumsden & McCormick, L.L.P.
403 Main Street
Buffalo, NY 14203-2174
Stephen T. LoVullo 716-856-3300
Fax: 716-856-2524
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 010 150 165 215 222
225 245 260 270 305 320 325 340
Lutz Cichy Selig & Zeronda, L.L.P.
110 Wolf Road
Albany, NY 12205-1207
William A. Seronda 518-458-8844
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 105 120 165 225 245 265
270 275 305 340
Maggio Salmin & Celona, L.L.P.
200 Park Avenue
Rochester, NY 14607-2614
Paul H. Salmin 716-461-3440
Fax: 716-473-5737
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 008 009 010 120 165
245 260 265 270 285 305 330 340





Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 010 155 165 195 225 235







Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 155 165 170 210
215 225 245 260 270 305 325 340
McGIadrey & Pullen, L.L.P.
555 Fifth Avenue, 8th Floor
New York, NY 10017-2416




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 007 010 120 125 150
165 175 230 245 260 270 325 340
Morgenstern & Alexander
350 Broadway, Suite 405
New York, NY 10013
Joseph Morgenstern 212-925-9490
Fax: 212-226-9134
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 003 005 009 120 155 165








Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 120 165 222 225




Raymond M. Nowicki 716-834-0358
Fax: 716-834-2595
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 105 155 165
205 245 260 270 285 290 305 340
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Russell Pugh
48 Brookside Drive West
Harriman, NY 10926-9778
Russell T. Pugh 914-783-3587
Fax: 914-782-2357
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 009 010 155 165 220
225 245 260 268 270 290 305 340
Rosen, Seymour, Shapss, Martin & Company
757 3rd Avenue
New York, NY 10017-2049
Haskell J. Seymour 212-303-1800
Fax: 212-755-5600
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 010 135 155 165 222 245 260
265 268
Rotenberg & Company, L.L.P.
500 First Federal Plaza
Rochester, NY 14614-1909
William J. Friedman 716-546-1158
Fax: 716-546-2943
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 010 120 155 160 165 210 215 222
225 235 245 260 265 270 285 290
John M. Sacco
925 Westchester Avenue
White Plains, NY 10604-3507
John M. Sacco 914-948-2776
Personnel: One
Offices: 2
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 010 155 175 225 245
265 268 270 305 340
Salibello & Broder
810 Seventh Avenue, 27th Floor
New York, NY 10019-5891
Salvatore M. Salibello 212-315-5000
Fax: 212-397-5832
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 009 010 130 140 165 180
190 225 240 265 268 270 290 305
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Sciarabba Walker & Co., L.L.P.
200 East Buffalo Street, Suite 402
Ithaca, NY 14850-4224
J. Kenneth Walker 607-272-5550
Fax: 607-273-6357
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 110 120 155 165
175 245 260 265 285 305 325 340
Sperry, Cuono, Holgate & Churchill, CPAs, P.C.
545 Warren Street
Hudson, NY 12534
Victor V. Churchill 518-828-4616
Fax: 518-828-0235
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 009 120 125 150
165 200 222 260 270 305 320 325
Sperry, Cuono, Holgate & Churchill, CPAs, P.C.
2215 Route 9W
P.O. Box 757
Lake Katrine, NY 12449
Lindley H. Churchill 914-336-7183
Fax: 914-336-7186
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 005 006 007 009 010
120 150 165 220 245 260 290 320
Thompson & Company, CPA, P.C.
26 Court Street, Suite 1710
Brooklyn, NY 11242-0103
Winston P. Thompson 718-875-0556
Fax: 718-875-0940
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 004 005 006 007 010 165 220 222
225 260 270 280 285 290 320 325
Urbach Kahn & Werlin
66 State Street
Albany, NY 12207-2595




Reviews: PCPS On-Site SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 007 008 009 010
125 150 175 215 222 260 320 325
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Tilak K. Vadehra
280 Madison Avenue, Suite 307
New York, NY 10016-0801
Tilak K. Vadehra 212-696-1394
Fax: 212-696-1394
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 006 009 165 195 205
215 220 245 260 268 270 305 340
Walsh, Mulligan & Grote, CPA, P.C.
199 Jericho Turnpike, Suite 405
Floral Park, NY 11001-2100
Gerard J. Mulligan 516-354-2205
Fax: 516-354-2207
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 155 165 222 245
260 265 270 290 305 340
Michael A. Walter
430 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10022-3505




Reviews: On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 009 010 135 155 165
210 222 245 250 260 270 305 340
Weinaug, Benson, Buffamante & Whipple, P.C.
500 Community Bank Building
Olean, NY 14760
Scott D. Reed 716-372-1620
Fax: 716-372-2316
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 200 220 225
245 260 265 270 305 320 325 340
Weissbarth, Altman & Michaelson, L.L.P.
156 West 56th Street
New York, NY 10019-3871
Robert T. Michaelson 212-265-7500
Fax: 212-265-7638
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 009 010 105 130 220
245 265 268 270 280 285 290 340
115
NORTH CAROLINA
Charles I. Bunn Jr., CPA, P.A.







Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 110 165 195 245
260 270 275 280 305 340
Clinebelle, Miller & Co., P.A.




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 120 160 165 175 225
235 245 255 260 265 290 305 340
Crisp Hughes & Co., L.L.P.
32 Orange Street
P. O. Box 3049 (28802)
Asheville, NC 28801
Kenneth M. Hughes 704-254-2254
Fax: 704-254-6859
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 5
Reviews: PCPS On-Site SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 007 120 125 150 165 215
245 260 265 285 305 310 325 340




Arthur M. Winstead, Jr. 910-275-9886
Fax: 910-275-1129
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 105 120 220 225 245 250
260 270 280 285 290 305 325 340
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Dellinger & Deese, L.L.P.
P.O. Box 25948
Charlotte, NC 28229-5948
Denise Altman Brewer 704-568-4080
Fax: 704-568-3564
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 155 160 165 200
222 235 245 265 285 320 325 340
Harper, Wiggins & Co.
8210 Creedmoor Road, #203
Raleigh, NC 27613-1388
Angie B. Goodwin 919-870-5151
Fax: 919-847-0999
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories. 002 003 004 005 006 009 010 160
165 195 205 220 245 260 270 340
Holden, Moss, Knott, Clark & Taylor, P.A.
803 South Garnett Street
P.O. Box 177
Henderson, NC 27536
Robert W. Taylor 919-492-3041
Fax: 919-492-5396
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 155 165 215
222 245 260 265 270 305 320 325
Johnson, Price & Sprinkle, P.A.
311 North Main Street
P.O. Box 278
Marion, NC 28752-0278
Roger D. Sprinkle 704-652-7044
Fax: 704-659-2801
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 006 010 105 205 220 280 285 290
310
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R. Leslie Johnson, CPA 704-254-2374
Fax: 704-252-9994
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 120 155 165 215 245
255 260 265 270 305 320 325 340
Pittard Perry & Crone, Inc.
P.O. Box 399
Belhaven, NC 27810-0399
Kenneth B. Hawkins 919-943-2723
Fax: 919-943-2935
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 11
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 110 120 165
215 245 260 270 305 320 325
Potter & Company, P.A.
114 North Church Street
Monroe, NC 28112-4867
Bucky W. Glover 704-283-8189
Fax: 704-289-3439
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 110 165 245
260 265 270 305 320 325 340
Sharrard, McGee & Co., P.A.
P.O. Box 5869
1813 North Main Street
High Point, NC 27262-2129
Carroll L. Royster 910-884-0410
Fax: 910-884-1580
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 006 007 009 010 120







Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 155 165 195 220 222
245 250 260 265 268 285 305 340
William L. Stark & Co.
P.O. Box 911
Henderson, NC 27536-0911
William L. Stark, Jr. 919-492-0008
Fax: 919-438-5121
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 120 165 222 245
255 260 268 270 290 305 325 340
Turlington and Company, L.L.P.
509 East Center Street
P.O. Box 1697
Lexington, NC 27293-1697
James H. Flynt 704-249-6856
Fax: 704-246-8697
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 008 009 010 125 165 215
222 260 265 270 290 310 320 330
NORTH DAKOTA
Brady, Martz & Associates, P.C.
400 Demers Avenue, Suite 300
P.O. Box 14296
Grand Forks, ND 58208-4296
Ronald M. Johnke 701-775-4685
Personnel: Over 100
Offices: 5
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 120 125 165 215




51 Broadway, Suite 500
Fargo, ND 58108-2545




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 007 008 120 125 150 165 175
222 245 260 265 320 325 330 335
Widmer Roel & Co., Ltd.




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 110 120 125 165 175 220 225
235 245 255 260 265 270 305 340
OHIO
Arena & Harrison, CPAs, Inc.
615 Rome Hilliard Road
Columbus, OH 43228-9475
Robin L. Ring 614-878-7167
Fax: 614-878-7191
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 008 009 120 165 235 245
260 270 290
Aronowitz, Chaiken & Hardesty
312 Walnut Street, #3000 (45202)
P.O. Box 5367
Cincinnati, OH 45201-5367
Richard R. Vestring 513-621-8300
Fax: 513-621-8345
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 010 105 120 165 220
235 245 260 265 270 285 305 340
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Barnes, Dennig & Co., Ltd.
900 Carew Tower
Cincinnati, OH 45202
Steven P. Hube 513-241-8313
Fax: 513-241-8303
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 120 165 220 225 235
245 260 265 268 270 305 340
Berge & Company, Ltd.
20 West Ninth street
Cincinnati, OH 45202-2024
Richard L. Berge 513-651-3827
Fax: 513-241-2401
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 105 135 165 190 195
200 230 240 245 260 265 305 340
Berkman, Stafman & Company
106 East Market Street, Suite 400
Warren, OH 44481-1103
Sheldon L. Berkman 216-399-2727
Fax: 216-399-2800
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 120 165 170 220 225
260 265 270 280 285 290 305 340




Mary Ann Gehringer 216-696-9860
Fax: 216-694-6860
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 105 155 165 195 220
222 245 260 270 285 290 305 340
Brell, Holt & Company, Inc.
405 Madison Avenue, Suite 1550
Toledo, OH 43604-1207
Clayton L. Holt 419-243-0218
Fax: 419-243-9264
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 010 165 220 225 235 245
260 265 270 280 285 290 305 340
OHIO 121
Brockman, Coats, Gedelian and Co.




Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 010 105 165 222 245
260 265 268 270 285 290 305 340
Ciulla, Stephens & Co.
6364 Pearl Road
Parma Heights, OH 44130-3052
Robert McMinn 216-884-2036
Fax: 216-884-2048
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 009 010 120 165 200 225
245 260 265 268 270 285 290 305
Ciuni & Panichi, Inc.
25201 Chagrin Boulevard, # 200
Cleveland, OH 44122
Sheila M. Birch 216-831-7171
Fax: 216-831-3020
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 165 175 222
245 260 265 270 305 320 325 340
Clark, Schaefer, Hackett & Co.
2525 North Limestone Street, Suite 103
Springfield, OH 45503




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 007 010 165 175
222 245 260 265 270 305 310 325
Clark, Schaefer, Hackett & Co.
105 East Fourth Street, 16th Floor
Cincinnati, OH 45202-4002




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 007 010 165 175
222 245 260 265 270 305 310 325
122 OHIO
Clark, Schaefer, Hackett & Co.
One East Campus View Boulevard, #200
Columbus, OH 43235-5691




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 010 165 170 215
222 245 260 265 270 310 320 325
Clark, Schaefer, Hackett & Co.
160 North Breiel Boulevard
Middletown, OH 45042-3806




Reviews: PCPS On-Site QR On-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 009 175 225 245
Clark, Schaefer, Hackett & Co.
111 West First Street, Suite 718
Dayton, OH 45402-1138




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 007 010 165 175
222 245 260 265 270 305 310 325
J. D. Cloud & Co., P.L.L.
1100 Mercantile Center
120 East Fourth Street
Cincinnati, OH 45202-4007
John R. Schneider 513-621-1188
Fax: 513-621-3337
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 007 009 125 150
165 175 222 245 260 265 310 340
Corbets & Associates, Inc.




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 009 165 220 222 245
250 260 268 270 285 290 305 340
OHIO 123
D. L. Donohoo & Co.
247 Main Street
Batavia, OH 45103-2978
Donovan L. Donohoo, Sr. 513-732-2710
Fax: 513-732-0051
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 003 005 008 009 010 105 110 120
165 185 195 215 220 222 235 255
Gomersall & Associates, Inc.
24600 Detroit Road, Suite 200
Westlake, OH 44145-2542
Debra J. Rush 216-871-1961
Fax: 216-871-0117
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 009 105 165 220 245
265 268 270 285 305 340
Harr & Scherer CPAs, Inc.
P.O Box 837
130 East Main Street
Circleville, OH 43113-0837
Jeffrey A. Harr 614-474-5210
Fax: 614-474-7319
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 008 009 010 110 165
222 245 260 265 270 305 335 340
Hausser + Taylor






Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 009 010 120 150 165 215 245
250 260 265 268 270 290 305 340
Hobe & Lucas
5005 Rockside Road, Suite 430
Independence, OH 44131-6808
Jerome J. Lucas 216-524-8900
Fax: 216-524-8777
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 155 165 170 220 222
225 245 260 265 270 285 290 305
124 OHIO
Jackson, Rolfes, Spurgeon & Co.
630 Northland Boulevard
Cincinnati, OH 45240-3214
Roger K. Spurgeon 513-595-8800
Fax: 513-595-8806
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 165 220 245 260 265
268 270 305 340
Mahle, Wack, Zaidain & Co.
228 Byers Road, Suite 300
Miamisburg, OH 45342-3675
Steven D. Wack 513-866-2533
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 009 010 120 165 220
235 245 255 260 265 268 270 280
Meaden & Moore, Inc.
525 Metro Place North, Suite 490
Dublin, OH 43017-1376




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 003 005 009 010 105 165
220 245 260 265 270 275 305 340
Prijatel & Koss
34950 Chardon Road, Suite 100
Willoughby Hills, OH 44094-9162
Frank Prijatel 216-946-2727
Fax: 216-946-0803
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 009 010 135 155 165 235
245 260 265 270 285 290 305 340
Rea & Associates, Inc.
122 Fourth Street, N.W.
P.O. Box 1020
New Philadelphia, OH 44663
Gene Flowers 614-622-8783
Fax: 614-622-1740
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 7
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 140 165 185 210 215 245
255 260 270 280 285 305 325 340
OHIO 125
Schroeder & Co., CPAs
315 East Main Street
P.O. Box 307
Ottawa, OH 45875-0307
Fred J. Schroeder 419-523-6191
Fax: 419-523-6500
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 110 120 130 165
185 245 255 260 265 290 305 340




R. David Smith 419-668-2552
Fax: 419-663-3637
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 165 220 225 235 245
260 265 270 280 285 290 305 340
Spaeth & Batterberry, Ltd.
114 East Eighth Street
Cincinnati, OH 45202-2102
Charles E. Landes 513-651-5800
Fax: 513-651-0391
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 003 005 006 009 010 120
130 165 185 222 235 245 250 260
Taylor, Applegate, Hughes & Associates
4 West Main Street, Suite 800
Springfield, OH 45502-1323
Kathleen M. Hughes 513-325-1538
Fax: 513-325-8242
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 009 010 105 120 165




Adele Maria Jasion 419-891-1040
Fax:419-891-1065
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 006 165 245 260 268
270 340
126 OHIO
Von Lehman & Company, Inc.
4221 Malsbary, Suite 102
Blue Ash, OH 45242
Mark W. Weber 513-891-5911
Fax: 513-891-5969
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 005 007 010 120 165 215 220




Mark F. Turk 216-696-2330
Fax: 216-696-2336
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 120 165 170 220 222
245 260 265 270 305 340
Weber + Company
5580 Monroe Street, Suite 210
Sylvania, OH 43560-2561
R. David O’Brien 419-885-8338
Fax: 419-885-8182
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 105 165 222 235
245 255 260 265 270 285 325 340
Whalen and Company, CPAs




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 165 175 220 222
225 245 250 260 265 270 305 340
Wright, Richardson & Co., Inc.
3029 Prospect Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44115
James P. Richardson 216-361-0090
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 006 009 010 165 205
215 222 260 265 268 270 285 325
127
OKLAHOMA
Call, Barrick, Ethridge, Webb & Co.
P.O. Box 790
Cushing, OK 74023-0790
Walter H. Webb 918-225-4216
Fax: 918-225-4315
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 5
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 005 006 007 009 010
125 165 215 222 260 270 320 325
Heatherington & Fields




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 160 195 245








Reviews: PCPS Off-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 220 245 265 268 305
Magee, Rausch & Shelton
1856 East 15 Street
P.O. Box 4629
Tulsa, OK 74159-0629
Robert L. Poplin 918-744-0191
Fax: 918-742-5810
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 008 009 010 150
155 165 180 222 245 255 260 330
Sartain, Fischbein & Co.
3010 South Harvard, Suite 400
Tulsa, OK 74114-6193
Michael V. Thornberry 918-749-6601
Fax: 918-744-1506
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 205 222 235 245 250
255 260 265 290 305 310 330 340
128 OKLAHOMA
Wyatt & Company, Inc.
4150 S. 100th E. Avenue, Suite 308
Tulsa, OK 74146-3662
John E. Curzon 918-665-3535
Fax: 918-665-3813
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 007 009 010 110 125 135 165
180 245 255 260 270 305 340
OREGON
Bingham & Bingham, CPAs
2055 2nd Street
Baker City, OR 97814-3312
Dale Bingham 503-523-7763
Fax: 503-523-7765
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 110 130 165 185
220 245 260 270 305 320 325 340
DeLap, White & Raish
4500 S.W. Kruse Way, #200
Lake Oswego, OR 97035-2564
James L. Raish 503-697-4118
Fax: 503-697-4196
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 010 165 170 200 222
225 245 260 265 268 325 340
Donaca, Battleson & Co.





Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 110 120 150 165 220
225 245 260 270 280 305 320 325
OREGON 129
Eveson, Snyder, Seydel & Lewis
P. O. Box 1024
La Grande, OR 97850-1024
Charles Snyder 503-963-4191
Fax: 503-963-9434
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 006 010 110 120 130
155 165 215 220 222 260 320 325
Faler Ruck, P.C.
960 Liberty Street, S.E., Suite 220
Salem, OR 97302-4165
Robert W. Ruck 503-585-2727
Fax: 503-585-6197
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 009 165 190 245 250 260
268 270 305 340
Guyer, Lindley, Bailey & Martin, CPAs, P.C.
2790 Main Street
Baker City, OR 97814
David F. Lindley 503-523-4471
Fax: 503-523-3340
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 008 009 110 165 225 245
260 268 270 320 325 330 335
Jones & Roth, P.C.
260 East 11th Avenue
Eugene, OR 97401-3268
Michael G. Lewis 503-687-2320
Fax: 503-485-0960
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 150 165 170 195
205 222 245 260 268 320 325 340
Kosmatka, Donnelly & Co.
640 Superior Court (97504)
P.O. Box 4519
Medford, OR 97501-0178
Dennis W. Donnelly 503-773-6633
Fax: 503-773-1965
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 009 010 105 110
120 125 165 205 220 222 235 245
130 OREGON
Morrison, Fife & Jenson
116 S.E. Second Avenue
P.O. Box 1579
Pendleton, OR 97801-0437
Charles D. Jenson 503-276-3521
Fax: 503-276-3545
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 165 220 260 268 270
305 320 325 340
Napier and Company




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 007 125 222 245 285 290
340
Nixon, Abbey & Company, PC
P.O. Box 231117
Tigard, OR 97281-1117
Everett E. Nixon 503-968-2445
Fax: 503-968-2641
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 110 120 150 165
170 222 245 255 260 320 325 340
Perkins & Company, P.C.
1211 S.W. Fifth Avenue, Suite 1200
Portland, OR 97204-3712
Gary W. Reynolds 503-221-0336
Fax: 503-294-4378
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 006 009 010 120 160 165 195
220 235 245 255 260 265 305 340
Solin & Associates, P.C.
1500 Valley River Drive, Suite 250
Eugene, OR 97401-2130
Dennis L. Solin 503-344-6307
Fax: 503-484-0892
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 110 160 165 222
245 260 265 270 285 305 330
PENNSYLVANIA 131
Symonds, Evans & Larson, P.C.




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 007 009 010 125 165 170 190






Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 006 150 165 195 205 220 245
260 268 270 280 285 290 305 340
Robert G. Yingling, Jr., CPA
1712 N.W. 14th Drive
Gresham, OR 97030-4804




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 006 008 009 010 165
222 225 245 260 270 280 320 325
PENNSYLVANIA
Alpern, Rosenthal & Company
Warner Centre, Suite 400
332 Fifth Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15222-2413




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 006 009 010 165 180 205
222 225 245 260 265 285 305 340
132 PENNSYLVANIA
Asher & Company, Ltd.
1845 Walnut Street, Suite 1300
Philadelphia, PA 19103-4755
Donald L. Davis 215-564-1900
Fax: 215-564-3940
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 155 170 222 245
260 265 268 270 285 290 305 340
Beucler, Kelly & Irwin, Ltd.
125 Strafford Avenue, Suite 116
Wayne, PA 19087-3318
Judith H. O’Dell 610-688-3200
Fax: 610-688-1492
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site QR On-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 006 010 135 155 160 165





John A. Persun 717-264-7456
Fax: 717-264-0335
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 120 165 222
245 260 265 270 305 320 325 340
Brown, Schwab, Bergquist & Co.
3800 West 12th Street
Erie, PA 16505-3302
Michael J. Bergquist 814-833-9814
Fax: 814-838-3134
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 010 120 165 200 225
240 245 260 265 270 285 305 340
Buckler, McKenney & Nadzadi




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1




444 South State Street
Newtown, PA 18940-1945
Kenneth R. Cronlund 215-968-4224
Fax: 215-579-1666
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 105 110 120 165 222
225 245 260 285 305 320 325 340
J. L. Cohen & Associates, Ltd.
400 South Greenwood Avenue
Easton, PA 18045
Dale N. Capone 610-258-0819
Fax: 610-258-5618
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 004 005 009 150 165 245 260 268
270 320 325
Coleman, Schaney & Co.
1805 West 38th Street
Erie, PA 16508-2168
Diana L. Schaney 814-866-3000
Fax: 814-866-0171
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 010 105 150 165 220
225 245 260 265 270 280 305 325
Concannon Gallagher Miller & Company, P.C.
1515 Martin Luther King Drive
Allentown, PA 18102-4506
Victor J. Meyer 610-433-5501
Fax: 610-433-5001
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 003 005 006 009 010 155
165 220 222 245 260 265 270 325
Croft, Drozd, Barr & Company, P.C.
347 North Pottstown Pike
Exton, PA 19341-2280
Joseph M. Drozd 610-363-2838
Fax: 610-363-1573
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 006 010 155 165 245
260 268 270 285 290 305 325 340
134 PENNSYLVANIA
Cypher & Cypher
210 West Pike Street
Canonsburg, PA 15317-1108
Steven J. Cypher 412-745-3543
Fax: 412-745-3599
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 155 165 220 245 260
270 305 320 325 335
Dreslin and Company, Inc.
190 West Germantown Pike, Suite 150
Norristown, PA 19401-1386
William J. Reh 610-272-3571
Fax: 610-272-3616
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 005 006 009 010 155
245 260 265 268 270 305 320 340
Elko, Fischer, McCabe & Rudman, Ltd.
11 Turner Lane
West Chester, PA 19380-4879
L. Steuart Brown 610-431-1003
Fax: 610-696-3367
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 155 165 195








Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 120 155 165 170
225 245 260 265 270 285 305 340
Goff, Backa & Company, P.C.
711 Penn Avenue, Suite 500
Pittsburgh, PA 15222-3407
Daniel K. Goff 412-391-3655
Fax: 412-391-3715
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 006 007 010 125 165 185 222
245 260 265 270 310 320 325 340
PENNSYLVANIA 135
S. D. Goldfine & Company




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 155 165 195 205 220 222 225
245 260 265 270 285 290 305 340
Steven J. Handzel, CPA
302 North High Street
West Chester, PA 19380-2614
Steven J. Handzel 610-696-7480
Personnel: One
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 005 006 009 260 268
270 320 325
Hess & Marino
P.O. Box 1851 (16603)
127 Lexington Avenue
Altoona, PA 16601-4933
Stephen H. Hess 814-946-4349
Fax: 814-944-5930
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 160 165 220 225
235 245 260 268 270 305 325 340
R. D. Hoag and Associates, P.C.
Manor Oak Two, Suite 827
1910 Cochran Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15220-1102
Robert L. Hall, Jr. 412-563-1600
Fax: 412-563-1631
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 010 120 125 165 215
222 250 260 265 270 305 320 325
Horovitz, Rudoy & Roteman
900 Lawyers Building
Pittsburgh, PA 15219
Gordon E. Scherer 412-391-2920
Fax: 412-391-4703
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site QR On-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 006 010 135 155 160 165
205 245 260 265 270 290 305 340
136 PENNSYLVANIA
David E. Klein






Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 165 220 245
260 265 268 270 290 305 340
Leonard M. Kokkila
1120 Stevenson Mill Road, Suite 100
Cargo Corp. Center
Moon Township, PA 15108-2446




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 155 165 220 222 245 260
265 268 270 280 285 290 305 340
Kuntz Lesher Siegrist & Martini, L.L.P.
P.O. Box 8408
Lancaster, PA 17604
George H. Wiest 717-394-5666
Fax: 717-394-0693
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 120 165 185 220
245 260 265 270 285 290 305 340
Lawrence, Mazzoni and Company
106 South Main Street
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1612
Joseph R. Mazzoni 717-824-7000
Fax: 717-824-4077
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 155 165 220 225
245 260 268 270 290 305 325 340
Simon Lever & Company
444 Murry Hill Circle
Lancaster, PA 17601-4146
Keith M. Cenekofsky 717-569-7081
Fax: 717-569-7313
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 007 010 110 125 130 165
220 222 245 260 265 270 305 340
PENNSYLVANIA 137
MacAlpine, Carli & Co.
Lafayette Building, Suite 1010




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 010 105 155 160 165 215 220




Charles W. Schug 610-647-8100
Fax: 610-647-8177
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 010 135 150 165 200
230 240 245 260 265 285 305 340
McCrory & McDowell
312 Boulevard of The Allies
Pittsburgh, PA 15222
Tim Reed 412-281-9690
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 005 010 165 180 200 220 222
225 245 260 268 270 285 305 340
McKeever Varga & Associates
400 Manor Oak One
Pittsburgh, PA 15220
George P. Stagon 412-531-2990
Fax: 412-531-4793
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 120 155 165 222
250 260 270 305 320 325
Miller & Co.
7 East Market Street
York, PA 17401-1205
J. P. Keasey 717-846-7000
Fax: 717-843-1731
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 009 010 165 245 260







Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 009 010 165 222
225 240 245 260 265 305 320 340
Presogna, Paulding & Co., P.C.




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 009 010 120 155 165 220
222 245 260 265 270 285 305 340
Reinhart & Company




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 008 009 120 165 220 245
270 305 325 330 335
Rudolph, Palitz, L.L.P.
620 West Germantown Pike, Suite 400
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462-1064
Bruce S. Botwin 610-941-0900
Fax: 610-941-6658
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 007 009 125 155 165 195
245 260 265 270 285 305 325 340
Scarano, Thomson & Ryan
3925 Reed Boulevard
Murrysville, PA 15668-1848
Thomas J. Ryan 412-325-4474
Fax: 412-325-4212
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 165 245 260 265 270
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Schiffman, Hughes, Brown, P.C.
790 Penllyn Pike, Suite 302
Blue Bell, PA 19422-1659
John M. Nevergole 215-646-2000
Fax; 215-646-1937
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews; PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 120 125 165 220 225 245
270 280 285 290 305 310 325 340
Siana, Carr & O’Connor
1500 East Lancaster Avenue, Suite 202
Paoli, PA 19301-1500
Thomas N. Carr 610-296-4200
Fax: 610-296-3659
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 010 120 135 165 225 235 245
260 265 268 270 285 290 305 340
Stambaugh, Dorgan & Company, Inc.
2600 Eastern Boulevard, Suite 101
York, PA 17402-2916
M. Scott Hursh 717-757-6999
Fax: 717-757-4550
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 007 010 120 150 165 225
240 245 255 260 265 270 320 325
Sturgill & Associates
139 Baltimore Street
Gettysburg, PA, PA 17325
Jimmie T. Noble 717-334-6728
Fax: 717-337-2975
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 120 155 165 175 205
220 245 260 270 305 320 325 340
Tait, Weller & Baker




Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 010 135 150 160 165 185 205 225
230 245 260 265 270 285 305 340
140 PENNSYLVANIA
Carbis Walker & Associates, L.L.P.
1022 North Main Street
P.O. Box 190
Butler, PA 16003-0190
Richard F. Beisheim 412-287-2795
Fax: 412-287-5015
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 6
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 008 165 185 215 222
245 260 265 270 290 305 320 325
Yannuzzi, Spence and Company, P.C.
9500 Brooktree Road, Suite 300
Wexford, PA 15090-9227
Richard E. Spence 412-934-5300
Fax: 412-934-3762
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site






Richard F. Close, Jr. 610-779-8111
Fax: 610-370-1396
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 120 165 220
222 225 235 245 255 260 265 270
PUERTO RICO
Jose E. Rosario & Co.
P.O. Box 10747
San Juan, PR 00922-0747
Jose E. Rosario 809-725-3259
Fax: 809-725-3369
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 120 165 220 222 225
245 265 268 270 285 290 305 340
RHODE ISLAND 141
William Torres Torres & Co.
P.O. Box 4846
Carolina, PR 00984-4846
Luis F. Hernandez 809-752-0920
Fax: 809-752-4644
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 005 006 165 190 222
245 260 268 270 285 305 325 340
RHODE ISLAND
Cayer, Prescott, Clune & Chatellier
Two Charles Street
Providence, RI 02904
James D. Wilkinson 401-421-2710
Fax: 401-274-5230
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 120 165 175 220
245 260 270 285 305 320 325 340
Rooney, Plotkin & Willey
10 Dorrance Street
Providence, RI 02903
John T. Wilmot 401-272-9080
Fax: 401-861-8450
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 105 120 135 165
205 220 260 265 270 285 305 340
Rosenstein, Midwood & Co.
27 Dryden Lane
Providence, RI 02904-2728
Frank G. Halper 401-331-6851
Fax: 401-331-6853
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 120 165 222 245 260
270 285 305 340
142 RHODE ISLAND
Suls Westgate & Parente
50 Exchange Terrace
Providence, RI 02903-1743
Thomas J. Westgate 401-274-1200
Fax: 401-274-1760
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 175 245 260 265 270 280
285 290 305 325 340




David J. Syner 401-946-7300
Fax: 401-946-7309
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site QR On-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 165 220 245 260 265
268 270 285 290 340
SOUTH CAROLINA
Brigman, Holcomb, Weeks & Co., P.A.
P.O. Box 1057




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 010 120 150 165 170
215 235 245 260 270 285 305 325
Chellis Mitchum Daniell
P.O. Box 927
128 South Main Street
Summerville, SC 29484-0927
Converse A. Chellis III 803-873-8850
Fax: 803-871-1784
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 009 010 120 150 165
220 225 245 265 270 320 325 340
SOUTH CAROLINA 143
Finch, Hamilton & Co., P.C.
P.O. Box 11881
Columbia, SC 29211-1881
John F. Hamilton 803-254-2050
Fax: 803-256-9080
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 006 007 008 010 120
155 165 170 215 222 260 265
Gamble, Givens & Moody, P.A.
7301 Rivers Avenue, Suite 180
North Charleston, SC 29406-4650
John G. Game 803-824-2100
Fax: 803-824-2136
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 165 205 222
250 260 265 268 270 305 320 325
Harris, Swaim, Brown & Elliott, P.A.
P.O. Box 6404 (29304-6404)
292 South Pine Street
Spartanburg, SC 29302-2625
Marcus Q. Elliott 803-585-0176
Fax: 803-591-5777
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 120 150 165 245 260
265 268 270 275 290 305 325 340
Hobbs and Corley, P.A.
1704 Laurel Street
Columbia, SC 29201-2625
Mark T. Hobbs 803-799-0555
Fax: 803-799-4212
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 006 007 009 010 125






Francis A. Humphries 803-577-5843
Fax: 803-723-3075
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 150 155 165 190 205 215
245 260 270 285 305 320 325 340
Debra C. Lista
237 Newberry Street, N.W.
Aiken, SC 29801-3919
Debra C. Lista 803-648-1119
Personnel: One
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 105 110 120 160 165 190 195
220 225 245 268 270 305 315
McAbee, Talbert, Halliday & Co., P.C.
P.O. Box 18427
824 East Main Street
Spartanburg, SC 29318-8427
Homer E. McAbee, Jr. 803-583-0886
Fax: 803-594-4365
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 120 225 245
260 265 270 305 320 325
Rogers, Montgomery & Company, P.A.
P.O. Box 124
Columbia, SC 29201
Barry S. Laban 803-779-5870
Fax: 803-765-0072
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 150 165 170
215 220 250 260 265 285 325
Carroll D. Solesbee CPA, P.A.
390 East Henry Street
Spartanburg, SC 29302-2658
Carroll D. Solesbee 803-583-4055
Fax: 803-585-4132
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site




Ketel, Thorstenson & Co.
810 Quincy Street
P.O. Box 3140
Rapid City, SD 57709-3140
John B. Walker 605-342-5630
Fax: 605-342-2172
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 008 010 120 145 165 175
205 220 222 260 265 310 320 325
TENNESSEE
Arnold, Spain & Company, P.C.
914 North Highland Avenue
Jackson, TN 38301-4416
J. Winston Truett 901-427-8571
Fax: 901-424-5701
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 008 009 125 165
260 270 305 310 320 325 335 340
Bacon, Howard & Company
218 South Peters Road, Suite 100
Knoxville, TN 37923-5205
John W. Bacon 423-690-0661
Fax: 423-691-1272
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 006 007 125 150 165 175 220
225 260 268 270 285 305 320 335
Blackburn, Childers & Steagall, PLC
801 B Sunset Drive
Johnson City, TN 37604-3033
Karen McMurray 615-282-4511
Fax: 615-283-4532
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 009 125 150 165 175
215 220 245 260 265 268 270 325
146 TENNESSEE
Cannon & Company




Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 006 010 135 165 170 215 222




R. Thomas Crenshaw 901-668-7070
Fax: 901-668-1218
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 150 165 175
222 260 265 268 270 325 335
Fouts & Morgan CPAs, P.C.
5100 Sanderlin, #2001
Memphis, TN 38117-4320
Douglas A. Garner 901-761-2110
Fax: 901-761-2149
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 006 007 010 120 125 165 215




Karen E. Edwards 615-982-8090
Fax: 615-982-1010
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 006 007 010 125 155
165 175 222 260 265 310 325 335
Hazlett, Lewis & Bieter, P.L.L.C.
701 Broad Street, Suite 300
Chattanooga, TN 37402-1802
Roy D. Brookshire 615-756-6133
Fax: 615-267-1596
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 007 010 125 150 165 175
245 260 265 285 320 325 335
TENNESSEE 147





Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 005 007 008 010 120 135 165
225 245 260 270 285 305 325 335
Kirk and Fortner
320 Cherokee Street, Suite 100
P.O. Box 1757
Kingsport, TN 37662-1757
Charles W. Fortner 423-246-7310
Fax: 423-246-1291
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 007 008 010 125 135 165
185 222 225 245 260 270 305 340
John J. Michie, CPA
2108 B Westwood Avenue
Nashville, TN 37212-5304
John J. Michie 615-383-8806
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 120 155 165 222
250 260 268 270 290 305 325 335
Parsons and Wright




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 008 120 165 222 245
260 270 305 325 335
Petty & Landis, P.C.
The Krystal Building, Suite 700
Chattanooga, TN 37402-2381
Charles H. Millsaps 423-756-6585
Fax: 423-755-0742
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 008 009 010 120 150 165
170 175 205 222 245 260 265 340
148 TENNESSEE
Rayburn, Betts & Bates, P.C.
First American Center, 22nd Floor
Nashville, TN 37238
C. Thomas Bates 615-254-6373
Fax: 615-254-7503
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 007 009 125 150 155 165
175 245 250 260 270 275 310 340
Rodefer, Moss & Co.
114 West Church Street
P.O. Box 310
Greeneville, TN 37744-0310
Robert L. Rodefer 615-638-8144
Fax: 615-638-2979
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off- Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 006 008 010 120 150
165 175 215 225 245 260 265 325
Thoni, Hinton & Warren
640 Spence Lane, Suite 200
Nashville, TN 37217-1177
Joel D. Collum, Jr. 615-361-8726
Fax: 615-361-0190
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 150 165 175
222 235 245 260 265 270 335 340
Watkins, Watkins & Keenan, CPAs
850 Ridge Lake Boulevard, Suite 101
Memphis, TN 38120-0413
William H. Watkins, Jr. 901-761-2720
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 005 007 010 110 120 165 195
215 222 230 245 255 260 275 285
Whitehorn Tankersley & Co.
5100 Poplar Avenue, Suite 720
Memphis, TN 38137-4002
J. Steve Davis 901-767-5080
Fax: 901-767-5263
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 007 008 010 165 222
245 255 260 268 270 285 320 325
TEXAS 149
Williams, Crosslin, Sparks & Vaden, P.C.




Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 005 006 010 150 165
222 235 245 260 270 285 290 340
TEXAS
Akin, Doherty, Klein & Feuge, P.C.
8610 North New Braunfels, Suite 101
San Antonio, TX 78217-6356
Tom Akin 210-829-1300
Fax: 210-829-4080
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 005 007 010 120 125 165 175
180 245 260 265 285 305 320 340
Alexander, Lankford & Hiers, Inc.




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 008 010 120 125
150 165 245 260 270 305 320 325
Alford, Doebbler & Co.
1020 Northeast Loop 410, Suite 600
San Antonio, TX 78209-1299
Paul J. Fitzgerald 210-824-1120
Fax: 210-822-7419
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 005 006 165 220 225 260
268 270 280 285 290 305
150 TEXAS





Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 006 007 125 150 165
180 245 260 268 270 275 325 340
Armstrong, Backus & Co., L.L.P.
P.O. Box 71
515 West Harris Avenue
San Angelo, TX 76902
Michael R. Bodiford 915-653-6854
Fax: 915-655-5857
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 010 110 125 165 180 222
245 260 270 305 325
Bateman & Co., Inc., P.C.
5 Briardale Court
Houston, TX 77027-2904
Clinton F. Bateman 713-552-9800
Fax: 713-552-0005
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 007 010 155 160 165 175 190 200
240 245 260 268 270 285 305 340





Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 110 120 165 260
268 270 305 325
Mary E. Beniteau Bell
109 North Fisk
Brownwood, TX 76801-8207
Mary E. Beniteau Bell 915-646-4443
Fax: 915-646-2738
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 110 165 180 260 268 270
280 290 305 340
TEXAS 151
Blomstrom & Co., P.C.
9301 Southwest Freeway, #100
Houston, TX 77074-1593
David B. Blomstrom 713-771-4385
Fax: 713-771-5553
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 006 120 150 165 222
245 260 268 270 305 320 325 340





Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 008 010 165 175
260 265 270 305 320 325 330 335
Braden & Kikis, P.C.
14606 Falling Creek
Houston, TX 77068-2937
John A. Braden 713-580-6750
Fax: 713-580-6777
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 009 010 110 135 155
165 180 225 245 260 265 270
Briggs & Veselka, Co., P.C.
6565 West Loop South, Suite 800
Bellaire, TX 77401-3519
John C. Flatowicz 713-667-9147
Fax: 713-667-1697
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 007 009 010 110 125 135
155 165 170 222 245 250 260 265
Bumgardner, Morrison & Company, L.L.P.
P.O. Box 3750
1501 East Mockingbird, Suite 300
Victoria, TX 77903-3750
Christopher E. Krejci 512-575-0271
Fax: 512-578-0880
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 007 008 009 110 125 155
165 260 268 270 305 310 320 325
152 TEXAS
Carneiro, Chumney & Co., L.C.
40 N.E. Loop 410, Suite 200
San Antonio, TX 78216-5876
Robert M. McAdams 210-342-8000
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 006 009 010 125 150
165 180 215 245 260 265 320 325
Condley and Company, L.L.P.
993 North Third
Abilene, TX 79601-5922
Richard N. Agee 915-677-6251
Fax: 915-677-0006
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 004 005 006 007 010 120
125 150 165 215 260 265 268 320
Cross, Kieschnick & Co.
500 North Water, Suite 800-S
Corpus Christi, TX 78471-0301
Lawrence Kieschnick 512-884-8897
Fax: 512-884-3457
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 180 215 245 260 270 285 320
325 340
Davis, Kinard & Co., P.C.




Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 005 008 010 110 125 150 165
175 180 215 260 265 310 320 325




Richard K. Knapp 214-363-4349
Fax: 214-363-4037
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 007 009 010 120 125 150 165
175 245 265 268 270 305 310 325
TEXAS 153
Eads, Hunter & Company, P.C.
2777 Stemmons Freeway, #1659
Lock Box 24
Dallas, TX 75207-2229
Marlow C. Hunter 214-630-9177
Fax: 214-630-9283
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 007 010 125 165 222
245 260 265 270 285 290 305 340
Howard E. Ehler
10 Desta Drive, Suite 300 East
Midland, TX 79705-4513




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 004 005 009 165 170 180
190 245 260 268 270 285 305 340
Elms, Faris & Company, P.C.
P.O. Box 1271
Odessa, TX 79760
David D. Duree 915-333-3221
Fax: 915-333-3229
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 009 010 120 125
165 180 215 222 245 260 265 268
Fitts, Roberts & Co., Inc., P.C.
6437 High Star
Houston, TX 77074-5005
Stephen M. McEachern 713-774-9761
Fax: 713-773-6999
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 120 150 160
165 170 195 222 245 260 270 325
Robert D. Goldstein, CPA
5858 Westheimer, Suite 700
Houston, TX 77057-5647




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 120 125 155 165 220 245
260 265 268 270 285 305 325 340
154 TEXAS




Peter F. Farias 210-727-3551
Fax: 210-727-4060
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 130 150 165 220 222








Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 009 155 160 165 220 245
260 268 270 275 285 290 305 340





Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 007 009 010 110 125 165
235 240 245 260 265 270 305 340
Harper & Pearson, Co., P.C.
One Riverway, Suite 1000
Houston, TX 77056-1973
Paul Edward Bonnington 713-622-2310
Fax: 713-622-5613
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 007 010 125 155 165 180
185 245 260 265 268 270 305 340
Jeff D. Heard Jr., P.C.
7200 North MoPac, Suite 365
Austin, TX 78731-3069
Jeff D. Heard, Jr. 512-346-5503
Fax: 512-346-2859
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 006 010 155 165 222
240 245 250 260 265 285 320 325
TEXAS 155
Hoffman, McBryde & Co., P.C.
12750 Merit Drive, LB. 10
Dallas, TX 75251-1294
Gary S. Hoffman 214-960-5900
Fax: 214-960-5901
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 009 120 165 220 222
245 260 268 270 285 290 305 340
Holliday, Lemons, Thomas & Cox, P.C.
4330 McKnight Road
Texarkana, TX 75501-2427
Janis Fischer Holliday 903-838-0501
Fax: 903-838-0507
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 165 245 255
265 270 285 305 325 330 335 340
James N. Howard and Associates, P.C.




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 006 009 010 165 205
245 250 260 265 268 270 305 340
Hutton, Patterson & Company
P.O. Box 802601
Dallas, TX 75380-2601
Dorothea W. Krempein 214-980-0808
Fax: 214-980-2448
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 009 010 105 110 135 155
165 180 220 245 260 265 268 270
Judd, Thomas, Smith & Company, P.C.
12222 Merit Drive, Suite 1900
Dallas, TX 75251-3210
Fred R. Smith 214-661-5872
Fax: 214-661-3651
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site QR On-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 007 010 125 165 210 245
260 270 280 290 320
156 TEXAS
Kelley, Smith, Willson & Co.
P.O. Box 640
300 South Main Street
Monahans, TX 79756-4206
James L. Willson 915-943-7516
Fax: 915-943-3054
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 110 180 260 268 320
325
Lane Gorman Trubitt, L.L.P.




Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 007 009 010 120 135
165 220 245 260 265 285 305 340
Lauterbach, Borschow & Company, P.C.
715 North Oregon Street
El Paso, TX 79902-3996
Hilton Roy Maddox, Jr. 915-544-6950
Fax: 915-544-1303
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 010 120 125 130
195 220 260 265 268 270 305 325
Thomas Leger & Co., L.L.P.




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 003 004 009 010 160 165
180 245 265 268 270 285 290 305





Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 006 007 120 150 155 165 205
222 260 265 270 285 310 320 325
TEXAS 157
J. J. Lowe, CPA
2815 Gaston Avenue
Dallas, TX 75226-1300




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 007 009 010 125 165 195 220
225 245 260 265 268 270 305 340
Mathis, West, Huffines & Co., P.C.
624 Indiana
P.O. Box MWH
Wichita Falls, TX 76307-7509
Charles P. Salter III 817-723-1471
Fax: 817-723-2251
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 007 009 010 150 165
175 245 265 268 270 320 325 330
Mesch & Browder, PC
2200 South Smith Barry, Suite 150
Arlington, TX 76013
Fred P. Mesch 817-274-7100
Fax: 817-261-8181
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 004 005 009 010 130 165 245







Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 110 150 165 175
180 215 260 268 270 305 320 325
Gerald D. Nelson, P.C.
345 Owen Lane, Suite 118
Waco, TX 76710-5583




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 110 165 215







Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 110 180 205 215 220
222 260 265 268 270 305 320 325
Pattillo, Brown & Hill, L.L.P.




Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 007 010 125 150
175 245 260 265 270 320 325
Charles E. Reed & Assoc., P.C.
3636 Professional Drive
Port Arthur, TX 77642
Chuck Reed 409-983-3277
Fax: 409-983-3270
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 165 260 268 270 305 325
Randy L. Richey, P.C.
7500 San Felipe, Suite 600
Houston, TX 77063-1709




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 155 165 205 220
222 260 268 270 305 320 325
Robison, Johnston & Patton
1801 Broadway, Suite 2B
Lubbock, TX 79401-3015
Kenneth C. Robison 806-747-1617
Fax: 806-747-7336
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 006 150 165 215 245
260 265 268 270 305 320 325 340
TEXAS 159
Andrew G. Shebay & Co., P.C.
6445 High Star
Houston, TX 77074-5099
Joel D. Reed 713-777-4524
Fax: 713-777-5695
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 135 160 180 245 270 305
340
Spillar, Mitcham, Eaton & Bicknell, L.L.P.
750 North Freeway
Fort Worth, TX 76102
Michael Mitcham 817-877-5050
Fax: 817-877-5037
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 007 009 120 125 135 165
175 222 225 245 260 268 270 305






Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 120 135 165 175 220
222 245 255 260 270 325 335
Turner & Company, P.C.
12700 Park Central Drive, Suite 1610
Dallas, TX 75251-1500
Edward L. Turner 214-239-1660
Fax: 214-239-1665
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 005 130 165 180 215 222 245
250 260 265 268 270 285 305 340
Vink Pier & Teague, P.C.




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 009 010 135 245 260 265
268 270 305 340
160 TEXAS
Philip Vogel & Co., P.C.
12221 Merit Drive, Suite 1200
Dallas, TX 75251-2287
Douglas C. Koval 214-386-4200
Fax: 214-788-4117
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 007 009 010 120 155 160
165 195 245 260 270 290 305 340
Weaver and Tidwell, L.L.P.
3 Forest Plaza, 17th Floor
12221 Merit Drive
Dallas, TX 75251-2216
Terry E. Ford 214-490-1970
Fax: 214-702-8321
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 005 007 120 135 150 165 180
215 245 260 265 285 305 325 340
Weaver and Tidwell, L.L.P.
1500 Commerce Building
307 West Seventh Street
Fort Worth, TX 76102-5194
Richard A. Jones 817-332-7905
Fax: 817-429-5936
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 005 006 007 010 120 135 150
165 180 215 245 260 305 325 340
Wilf & Henderson, P.C.
1430 College Drive
Texarkana, TX 75503-3534
Larry H. Henderson 903-793-5646
Fax: 903-792-7630
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 120 150 165 190
260 305 310 315 320 325 340
TEXAS 161
Williams and Pearcy
122 East Broad, Suite 201
Texarkana, TX 75502-5902
Nicholas K. Williams 903-794-6000
Fax: 903-793-8479
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 007 009 110 120 165
220 245 260 270 280 305 320 340
Wood, Harper, & Associates, P.C.
One Sugar Creek Center Blvd., Suite 500
Sugar Land, TX 77478
Kenneth J. Wood 713-242-6989
Fax: 713-242-2249
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 009 010 155 165 180
195 222 245 260 265 270 305 325
Wood, Hearn, McClanahan & Delisle, P.L.L.C.
16970 Dallas Parkway, Suite 500
Dallas, TX 75248-1928
Mary Lee Hearn 214-380-5700
Fax: 214-380-6889
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 009 010 105 155 165 220
235 245 260 265 268 270 305 340
Worrell and Karr
5900 Memorial, Suite 303
Houston, TX 77007
Patrick J. Karr 713-774-4155
Fax: 713-861-2109
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 010 130 180 220 245
260 265 268 270 305 320 325 340
162
UTAH
Anderson, Petersen & Co., P.C.
333 South 200 Street, Suite 101
Salt Lake City, UT 84111-2801
Kay L. Anderson 801-533-0211
Fax: 801-533-0433
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 007 010 110 165 245 260
265 268 270 285 305 320 325 340
Caldwell, Coombs & Foley, L.L.P.
92 North Vernal Avenue
Vernal, UT 84078-2104
Robert L. Foley 801-789-0961
Fax: 801-789-0340
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 110 120 150 180
220 260 268 270 290 305 320 325
Gilbert & Stewart, CPAs, P.C.
190 West 800 North, #100
Provo, UT 84601-1624
Lynn G. Hillstead 801-377-5300
Fax: 801-373-5622
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 110 160 165 245
260 270 275 290 305 320 325 340
Hansen, Barnett & Maxwell
345 East 300 South, Suite 200
Salt Lake City, UT 84111-2693
Robert K. Bowen 801-532-2200
Fax: 801-532-7944
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 009 010 145 165 220
245 260 265 270 290 315 320 325
UTAH 163
Haynie & Company, P.C.
1785 West 2300 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84119-2009
Linden Barney 801-972-4800
Fax: 801-972-8941
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 160 165 195 222 235
245 260 265 268 270 285 305 340
Huber, Erickson & Bowman
175 East 400 South, Suite 401
Salt Lake City, UT 84111-2314
Chesley H. Erickson 801-328-8000
Fax: 801-328-8009
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 190 222 260 265
268 270 315 325
Jones, Wright, Swenson & Simkins, L.L.P.
95 West 100 South, Suite 200
Logan, UT 84321
Michael C. Kidman 801-752-1510
Fax: 801-752-4878
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 009 110 125 165
205 245 260 265 270 305 320 325
Karren, Hendrix & Associates, CPAs, P.C.
111 East Broadway, Suite 360
Salt Lake City, UT 84111-5256
Danny L. Hendrix 801-521-7620
Fax: 801-521-7641
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 155 165 220 235 245 260
265 268 270 285 290 305 325 340
Pinnock, Robbins, Posey, Richins, P.C.
136 East South Temple, #2250
Salt Lake City, UT 84111-1123
David T. Posey 801-533-0409
Fax: 801-533-0414
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 185 220 245 260 265 270
280 285 305 325 340
164 UTAH
Smith and Anderson
3335 South 900 East, #200
Salt Lake City, UT 84106-2088
W. Emery Smith 801-487-4671
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 008 009 105 165 260
270 305
Tanner & Company
675 East 500 South, Suite 640
Salt Lake City, UT 84102-2818
Rick Jenson 801-532-7444
Fax: 801-532-4911
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 008 010 160 165 180
185 215 222 245 260 265 305 330
Wiggins & Co.
164 East 5900 South A104
Salt Lake City, UT 84107-7256
Robert L. Schouten 801-262-5537
Fax: 801-261-2077
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 006 008 009 010 150
165 260 265 268 270 285 290 305
VERMONT




Stephen C. Love 802-442-5552
Fax: 802-442-7314
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 120 155 165 215
220 245 260 265 270 305 320 340
VIRGINIA 165






Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 115 120 165 195
220 222 235 260 265 275 285 340
Jack Laakso & Associates, P.C.
20 Technology Drive, Unit 3, NVG
Brattleboro, VT 05301-9180
Jack I. Laakso 802-254-2750
Fax: 802-254-4091
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 120 165 220 222







Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 009 010 120 130





James M. Alga 804-435-2848
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 005 006 009 010 165 205 210 222




1515 Franklin Road, S.W.
Roanoke, VA 24038-3885
Alexander Bowman, Jr. 540-344-4333
Fax: 540-344-3375
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 120 125 165 220 222
245 260 265 270 285 290 305 340
Brown Dakes & Wannall, P.C.
3025 Hamaker Court, Suite 401
Fairfax, VA 22031
Stephen A. Wannall 703-698-6260
Fax: 703-698-8839
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 155 160 165 170 195 205 220
225 250 260 265 270 285 290 305




David C. Snyder 540-345-0936
Fax: 540-342-6181
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 6
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 007 010 120 150 165 170 175
215 222 245 260 290 305 320 325
Eggleston Smith, P.C.
603 Pilot House Drive, Suite 400
Newport News, VA 23606
Robert M. Moore, Jr. 804-873-0006
Fax: 804-873-0191
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 007 009 125 155 165
175 222 260 265 270 290 305 325
VIRGINIA 167
Eggleston Smith, P.C.
603 Pilot House Drive, Suite 400
Newport News, VA 23606
Elwood L Edwards 804-873-0006
Fax: 804-873-0191
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 007 009 125 165 175 220
245 260 268 270 285 305 320 325
Elmore, Hupp & Company
P.O. Box 2607
Staunton, VA 24002-2607
R. G. Hupp 703-885-7000
Fax: 703-885-6806
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 007 110 120 165 220
Farrell & Zarnegar, P.L.C.
8100 Three Chopt Road, Suite 221
Box K-135
Richmond, VA 23288
J. Dennis Farrell, Jr. 804-288-3207
Fax: 804-288-3209
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 110 165 225 245 260 268
270 285 305 340





Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 010 120 165 185 220 222
245 260 265 270 290 305 340
Frank & Company, P.C.
1360 Beverly Road, Suite 300
McLean, VA 22101-3621
Robert L. Fox 703-821-0702
Fax: 703-448-1236
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 004 005 006 009 155 165
245 260 268 285 290
168 VIRGINIA
Frederick B. Hill & Company, P.C.
500 East Main Street, Suite 1630
Norfolk, VA 23510-2206
Patrick S. Callahan 804-640-2500
Fax: 804-640-2529
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 155 165 222 245
250 260 265 280 285 290 305 340





Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 007 008 010 125 155 190 200




Ronnie L. Johnson 804-836-4498
Fax: 804-836-4493
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 008 009 120 155 165




Burnice C. Dooley 804-355-2808
Fax: 804-359-3897
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 008 165 222 260 330
335
D. R. Maxfield and Company
8408 Arlington Boulevard, Suite 300
Fairfax, VA 22031-4608
William J. Madigan, Jr. 703-280-5400
Fax: 703-280-5405
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 009 155 165 220
222 250 260 265 270 280 285 290
VIRGINIA 169
McGIadrey & Pullen, L.L.P.
P.O. Box 1276
1051 East Cary Street, 10th Floor
Richmond, VA 23210




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 007 010 125 150
165 175 245 260 290 305 330 340
Offutt Childers & Putman, P.C.
1950 Old Gallows Road, Suite 440
Vienna, VA 22182-3933
K. Clark Childers 703-506-4566
Fax: 703-506-8817
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 105 130 160 165 175
190 205 245 260 265 270 275 340
Charles A. Robinson Associates, P.L.L.C.
426 East Freemason Street, Suite 100
Norfolk, VA 23510-2423
C. Arthur Robinson II 804-627-1949
Fax: 804-623-5649
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 006 010 110 155 165 175 195
220 225 260 265 270 280 305 340
Russell, Evans & Thompson
299 Herndon Parkway, Suite 206
P.O. Box 528
Herndon, VA 22070-4645
Dale H. Strickler 703-478-0320
Fax: 703-481-6529
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 130 165 205
222 225 245 250 260 265 290 340
170 VIRGINIA
Schreiner, Legge and Company
7019 Backlick Court
Springfield, VA 22151-3903
David R. Legge 703-750-9595
Fax: 703-750-3816
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 007 010 155 175 260 268
270
H. Schwarz & Co., P.C.




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 110 130 155
165 205 222 245 260 265 270 325
Swart, Lalande & Associates, P.C.
11166 Main Street, Suite 110
Fairfax, VA 22030-5017
George J. Lex, III 703-591-7900
Fax: 703-591-9595
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 120 155 160 165
215 222 260 265 270 285 305 340
Thompson, Greenspon & Co., P.C.
3930 Walnut Street
Fairfax, VA 22030-4790
Doris H. Kidwell 703-385-8888
Fax: 703-385-3940
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
Client Categories: 001 002 005 007 009 010 125 165
205 245 260 268 270 285 290 305
Tingler & Miller
607 William Street, Suite 100
Fredricksburg, VA 22401-5773
Nancy A. Miller 540-373-1411
Fax: 540-377-0034
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 120 155 165
205 220 225 245 260 285 305 325
WASHINGTON 171
Watkins, Meegan, Drury & Company, L.L.C.
8000 Towers Crescent Drive, Suite 565
Vienna, VA22182
Raymond J. Locke 301-654-7555
Fax: 301-656-9115
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 110 135 155 165 205
220 222 235 260 265 270 285 290
WASHINGTON
Abramson, Hauser & Pendergast




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 006 009 105 120 140 160 165
225 245 270 280 285 290 305 340
Benton, Benton & Company
705 South Ninth, Suite 106
P.O. Box 1996
Tacoma, WA 98401-1996
Charles F. Benton 206-383-2697
Fax: 206-627-3854
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 110 165 220 222 245
260 268 270 290 305 340
Berntson Porter & Company, P.L.L.C.




Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 115 155 165 222
225 245 260 265 270 285 305 340
172 WASHINGTON
Clark Nuber, P.S.
P.O. Box 3844 (98009)
10900 N.E. 4th Street, Suite 1700
Bellevue, WA 98004
Ronald G. Rauch 206-454-4919
Fax: 206-454-4620
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 009 010 165 220
222 245 250 260 265 268 270 340





Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 110 155 165 175
220 222 225 245 260 265 268 270
Frost & Company, P.S.





Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 009 010 165 245 260 265 268
270 275 305 340
Haines & Company, P.S.




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 003 005 135 150 160 165 185 195
222 245 255 260 268 280 325 340
WASHINGTON 173
Johnson & Shute, P.S.
2950 Northup Way, #200
Bellevue, WA 98004
James R. Carrithers 206-827-5755
Fax: 206-827-3322
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 110 155 165









Reviews: PCPS Off-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 003 009 105 130 165 215 235
245 268 270 280 285 290 305 340
Leffel, Otis & Warwick, P.S.
Box 268
Wilbur, WA 99185-0268
Lance E. Tower 509-647-5555
Fax: 509-647-2742
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 006 009 110 165 220 245 260
268 270 285 305 340
LeMaster & Daniels, P.L.L.C.
601 West Riverside Avenue, Suite 700-800
Spokane, WA 99201-0614




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 005 006 008 010 120 125 135
165 215 222 230 245 260 265 325
Martinson, Cobean & Associates, P.S.
1607 South 341st Place
Federal Way, WA 98003-6899
Edward W. Harold 206-838-3302
Fax: 206-952-7804
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 008 155 165 220 268 280 285
290 305 330 340
174 WASHINGTON
McFarland & Alton, P.S.
1800 Seafirst Financial Center
Spokane, WA 99201
Michael E. McFarland 800-888-4065
Fax: 509-624-5129
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 007 008 009 010 150
165 215 222 260 265 305 330 340
Monson & Bass, Inc., P.S.
3500 188th SW, Suite 234
Lynnwood, WA 98037-4716
Steven B. Bass 206-778-5232
Fax: 206-771-5632
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 004 005 006 009 010 155 165
170 205 215 245 260 265 305 340
Myrtle Parent
1475 South Second Avenue





Client Categories: 002 110 120 140 160 165 220 235
245 255 270 280 285 290 305 340
Preszler, Larner, Mertz & Co.
101 East Market Street, Room 630
P.O. Box 1746
Aberdeen, WA 98520
Sherrilyn T. Owzarski 360-532-6873
Fax: 360-532-6882
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 010 110 155 165 215 220







John W. Kee 304-346-0441
Fax: 304-346-8333
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 010 125 150 165




Gary K. Bennett 304-366-4295
Fax: 304-366-4311
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 165 185 220 222





Lisa Lenning O’Dell 304-525-0301
Fax: 304-522-1569
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 003 004 005 006 007 009
010 125 180 222 245 260 270 340
Suttle & Stalnaker
1560 Kanawha Boulevard East
Charleston, WV 25311-2496
Wallace F. Suttle 304-343-4126
Fax: 304-343-8008
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 120 150 165
175 215 260 265 270 305 320 325
176 WEST VIRGINIA
Tetrick, Bartlett & Co.
122 North Oak Street
P.O. Box 1916
Clarksburg, WV 26302-1916
James L. Crickard 304-624-5564
Fax: 304-624-5582
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 009 010 120 125
165 185 215 220 222 245 260 265
Toothman, Rice & Co.
330 West Main Street
P.O. Drawer 2408
Clarksburg, WV 26302-2408
Michael J. Deery 304-624-5471
Fax: 304-623-2807
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 165 180 185
260 265 268
WISCONSIN
Anderson, Bowen & Company
2125 Heights Drive, Suite 3D
Eau Claire, Wl 54701-6187
Robert W. Boettcher 715-839-7722
Fax: 715-833-2323
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 010 110 120 165 190 215
220 245 260 270 280 285 305 340
Clifton, Gunderson & Co.
2323 North Mayfair Road, Suite 400
Milwaukee, Wl 53226-1510




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 007 010 110 125 150 165
175 222 245 260 305 310 320 325
WISCONSIN 177
Conley, McDonald & Co.
19601 West Bluemound Road, Suite 3
Brookfield, Wl 53045-5974
Paul A. Nowinski 414-796-0701
Fax: 414-796-8422
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site QR On-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 007 009 120 125 150
165 245 260 270 320 325 335 340
Engelson and Associates, Ltd.
P.O. Box 785
3317 Mormon Coulee Road
La Crosse, Wl 54602-0785
William J. Sherry 800-500-8115
Fax: 608-788-3162
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 010 110 150 165 215
222 245 255 260 265 320 325 335








Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 009 010 120 160 165 175
215 225 245 260 285 320 325 340
Keller & Yoder
400 Daly Avenue, Suite 200
P.O. Box 757
Wisconsin Rapids, Wl 54495-0757
Richard E. Yoder 715-423-1140
Fax: 715-423-4849
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 007 110 120 155 160 165




Robert D. Wortinger 608-273-2383
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 6
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 008 009 010 222 245 260
265 270 305 320 325 330 335 340
178 WISCONSIN
Parent, Dott & Company, Ltd.
P.O. Box 516
Beaver Dam, Wl 53916-0516
Douglas S. Mathison 414-885-3388
Fax: 414-885-5008
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 120 150 165 220
225 245 260 270 275 285 305 340
Schenck & Associates, S.C.
P.O. Box 1739 (54913)
200 East Washington Street
Appleton, Wl 54911-5499




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 120 150 165
245 260 265 270 305 320 325 340
Schumaker, Romenesko & Associates, S.C.




Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 006 009 010 130 165
175 245 260 285 305 320 325 340
Virchow, Krause & Company
P.O. Box 7398
Madison, Wl 53707-7398




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 001 002 005 008 010 165 220 222
245 260 265 270 320 325 335 340
WYOMING 179
Wipfli Ullrich Bertelson
500 Third Street, Suite 800
P.O. Box 8010
Wausau,Wl 54402-8010




Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site SECPS
QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 130 165 215 220 225 245
260 265 270 275 310 320 325 340
WYOMING
McKee, Marburger & Fagnant, P.C.




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 120 150 165 215
220 222 260 268 270 305 320 325
Porter, Muirhead, Cornia & Howard
P.O. Box 2759
123 West 1st Street, Suite 500
Casper, WY 82601-2483
Robert D. Porter 307-265-4311
Fax: 307-265-5180
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 010 110 165 215
245 260 268 270 305 320 325 340






Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 110 165 215 260
268 270 275 290 305 320 325 335
180 WYOMING






Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS On-Site PCPS Off-Site QR On-Site 
QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 002 005 006 009 110 165 215 260
268 270 275 290 305 320 325 335
181





William V. Allen, Jr., CPA
Tampa, FL






Charles I. Bunn, Jr., CPA, P.A.
Smithfield, NC
S. W. Chiepalich 
Mobile, AL








Richard A. Furman, CPA, P.A.
Orlando, FL
Paul H. Glass, A.C.
Encino, CA




Edward E. Gray 
Dallas, TX



























Randy L. Richey P.C.
Houston, TX














2 to 10 Personnel
Abel, Rogers & Sullivan
Andover, MA
Abrams and Company, P.C.
Melville, NY
Affleck Melaragno Gilman & Company, P.C.
Denver, CO




Allen & Cook, Inc.
San Jose, CA
Allison Knapp & Siekmann, Ltd.
Belleville, IL
Alsbrook & Co.
North Little Rock, AR
Anderson, Petersen & Co., P.C.
Salt Lake City, UT
Arena & Harrison, CPAs, Inc.
Columbus, OH




Bateman & Co., Inc., P.C.
Houston, TX
Baum & Mejia, CPAs
Laredo, TX
Bill Beam, CPA, P.A.
Mena, AR
Beck, Villata & Co., P.C.
Montvale, NJ




Benson & Neff, CPAs, P.C.
San Francisco, CA
184 2 TO 10 PERSONNEL
Berge & Company, Ltd.
Cincinnati, OH
Berkman, Stafman & Company
Warren, OH
Beucler, Kelly & Irwin, Ltd.
Wayne, PA





Hastings on Hudson, NY




Braden & Kikis, P.C.
Houston, TX
Brell, Holt & Company, Inc.
Toledo, OH
Brenner, Leavitt & Gray, A.C.
Woodland Hills, CA
F. G. Briggs, Jr., CPA, P.A.
Manchester, NH
Samuel M. Bronsky, CPA
Amherst, NY
Buckler, McKenney & Nadzadi
Monroeville, PA
T. J. Buczkowski CPA, P.C.
Clarence, NY
Bunn, Coberly & Gane
San Francisco, CA
Frederick Butcher & Company
Blairstown, NJ
Caldwell, Coombs & Foley, L.L.P.
Vernal, UT
Call, Barrick, Ethridge, Webb & Co.
Cushing, OK
Caswell & Associate, CPA, P.C.
Phoenix, NY
Cerini & Janhsen, L.L.P.
Islandia, NY
2 TO 10 PERSONNEL 185
Chamblin & Moss
Decatur, IL
Millard T. Charlton & Assoc. Chartered
Bladensburg, MD
Chervenak & Associates, P.C.
Boulder, CO
Clark, Keniston & Associates, L.L.C.
Denver, CO
Clemons & Company, P.C.
Marietta, GA




Coleman, Schaney & Co.
Erie, PA
Corbets & Associates, Inc.
Solon, OH








Davis & Co., CPAs, P.C.
Englewood, CO




DeCaprio, Cusano, Fazzuoli & DAgostino, P.C.
Branford, CT




Detor & Williams, CPAs, P.C.
Honolulu, HI
Dollarhide & Gapter, L.L.C.
Greeley, CO
186 2 TO 10 PERSONNEL
Donaca, Battleson & Co.
Bend, OR
D. L. Donohoo & Co.
Batavia, OH
Kenneth DuFon & Co.
Highland, IN
Duncan & Duncan, CPAs, A.C.
Santa Barbara, CA
Eads, Hunter & Company, P.C.
Dallas, TX
Eaton, Babb & Smith, P.A.
Ripley, MS
Elmore, Hupp & Company
Staunton, VA
Engelson and Associates, Ltd.
La Crosse, Wl
Eskam, Dietrich & Eskam, CPAs, P.C.
Gering, NE
Evans & Beck, P.A.
Burley, ID






Farrell & Zarnegar, P.L.C.
Richmond, VA
Faulkner & King, P.S.C.
Mt. Sterling, KY
Fisk, Reed & Love, P.C.
Bennington, VT




Friedman, Minsk, Cole & Fastovsky
Los Angeles, CA
Frost & Company, P.C.
Flagstaff, AZ
Frost & Company, P.S.
Olympia, WA
2 TO 10 PERSONNEL 187
Geeslin, Johnson & Wetherington
Peachtree City, GA
Gobstein, Weingarten & Goldfarb
Lake Success, NY
Delbert M. Goehner, A.C.
Pasadena, CA
Goff & Hurd, P.A.
Pensacola, FL
Goff, Backa & Company, P.C.
Pittsburgh, PA
S. D. Goldfine & Company
Wayne, PA
Gordon & Hale, P.C.
Santa Fe, NM
Graeve Garrelts & Associates, P.C.
Omaha, NE
Gregory, Yorke & Lerias
Pomona, CA
Haines & Company, P.S.
Bellevue, WA
Harrell Button Associates, P.L.L.C.
Novi, Ml














Hevia, Beagles & Company
St. Petersburg, FL
Hines, Condon & Zarlengo, CPAs, P.C.
Wheat Ridge, CO
Hocker, Carter & Fitzjarrald
Canton, IL
188 2 TO 10 PERSONNEL
Hodges, Johnson & Allen
Americus, GA
Huber, Erickson & Bowman













Joseph, Dise & Bolterstein, P.C.
Troy, Ml
Monte Kane and Associates, P.A.
Miami, FL
Karren, Hendrix & Associates, CPAs, P.C.





Kelley, Smith, Willson & Co.
Monahans, TX




Kennemore & Kennemore, P.C.
Atlanta, GA
Craig T. Kiernan, A.C.
Reseda, CA




Kirkpatrick, Sprecker & Company
Wichita, KS
2 TO 10 PERSONNEL 189




Klemme & Co., P.C.
Lafayette, IN
Michael J. Knight & Company
Fairfield, CT
Kolber, Glowacki & Company
Coral Gables, FL
Kramer & Olsen, A.C.
Santa Ana, CA
Kremer & Associates, Ltd.
Little Rock, AR




Jack Laakso & Associates, P.C.
Brattleboro, VT
Lagana, Roberge & Company
East Windsor, CT
Lambert, Jensen, Burcham & Stelmack, L.L.C.
Longmont, CO
LaPointe, Torrisi, Stanley & Co., P.C.
North Andover, MA
Lawrence, Mazzoni and Company
Wilkes-Barre, PA
Lee & Mann, P.C.
Bainbridge, GA
Leforgee, Rogers, Evans & Braga, Chtd.
Twin Falls, ID
Lehman & Wilkinson, P.C.
Keene, NH




Lindsay and Company, CPA
Ventura, CA
Jerome H. Lipman & Co., Ltd.
Chicago, IL
190 2 TO 10 PERSONNEL
David Logan, CPA, P.A.
Mount Dora, FL
MacAlpine, Carll & Co.
Haddonfield, NJ
MacAlpine, Carll & Co.
Philadelphia, PA
MacNeill, OShaughnessy & Wolski
La Mesa, CA
Maggio Salmin & Celona, L.L.P.
Rochester, NY




Mann, Cohn, Weitz, L.L.C.
Deerfield, IL
Marshall, Jones & Co.
Atlanta, GA




Daniel Matter & Co.
Westlake Village, CA
Mauriello Franklin & LoBrace, P.C.
Springfield, NJ
McKee, Marburger & Fagnant, P.C.
Lander, WY
McLarney & Bossi, P.C.
Chelmsford, MA
Mead, Poortinga & Co., Inc.
Anaheim, CA
Mesch & Browder, P.C.
Arlington, TX






John J. Michie, CPA
Nashville, TN
2 TO 10 PERSONNEL 191
Moeller, Osborne & Parsons
Colorado Springs, CO
















Nygaard, Pickett & Co.
Fergus Falls, MN
Oakley, Jones & Poulsen, P.A.
Gooding, ID
Ocel, Heimer & Associates, Ltd.
Minneapolis, MN










Petitti, Gamache & Associates, P.C.
New Bedford, MA
Pierson, Grill & Saunders
Hanover, NH
Pinnock, Robbins, Posey, Richins, P.C.
Salt Lake City, UT
Pittman & Murdough
Phoenix, AZ
192 2 TO 10 PERSONNEL
Polumbo & Partners
Windsor, CT








Quin, Rickard & Vecchi, P.C.
Norwood, MA
Rabren & Odom, P.C.
Andalusia, AL
Rahimi, Levy & Co., A.C.
Santa Monica, CA
Raulerson & Santana, P.A.
Tampa, FL




Rickard & Associates, P.A.
Tampa, FL
Rickards & Company, P.C.
Fort Collins, CO
Robirds and Associates, P.C.
Powell, WY
Robirds and Associates, P.C.
Cody, WY
D. E. Rodrigues & Company, Inc.
Fall River, MA
N. Terryl Rogers & Company, P.C.
Tempe, AZ
Jose E. Rosario & Co.
San Juan, PR




Linda J. Russell CPA, P.C.
West Bloomfield, Ml
2 TO 10 PERSONNEL 193
Sasser, Gibson & Company
Macon, GA
Connie A. Sauvageau, CPA
Phoenix, AZ
Arnold N. Schorn & Co.
Chicago, IL
Schroeder & Co., CPAs
Ottawa, OH
Schroeder, Howell and Trefzer, P.C.
St. Clair Shores, Ml
Schwartz Platz & Associates
Sacramento, CA
Schwarz, Ventura & Associates, Inc.
San Diego, CA
Sellers, Richardson, Watson & Haley, P.C.
Birmingham, AL
Andrew G. Shebay & Co., P.C.
Houston, TX
Michael D. Sisk & Company, P.C.
Baltimore, MD
Smith and Anderson
Salt Lake City, UT
Smith Lange & Koch, P.C.
Sidney, MT
Smoll and Banning, Chartered
Dodge City, KS
Carrol I D. Solesbee, CPA, P.A.
Spartanburg, SC
Solin & Associates, P.C.
Eugene, OR
Solomon, Geselowitz & Co.
Santa Ana, CA
Sonnenberg & Company, CPAs
San Diego, CA




Spillar, Mitcham, Eaton & Bicknell, L.L.P.
Fort Worth, TX
William L. Stark & Co.
Henderson, NC
194 2 TO 10 PERSONNEL
Frederick A. Steele, CPA, P.C.
Willits, CA
Steirman, Walters, Whitfield and Co., P.C.
Orange, TX
Summers, McNea & Company, P.C.
Billings, MT
Syner, Cavallaro & Co., Inc.
Cranston, RI
Taylor, Applegate, Hughes & Associates
Springfield, OH








Topham, Fardy & Co.
Andover, MA
Trimble & Fumey, CPAs
Riverside, CA
Turbes Drealan Kvilhaug & Co., P.A.
Worthington, MN
Turner & Company, P.C.
Dallas, TX






Walsh & Cenko, P.C.
Bloomfield Hills, Ml
Walsh, Mulligan & Grote, CPA, P.C.
Floral Park, NY
Warfield, Garrett & Associates, P.A.
Frederick, MD
Robert Garrett West and Company, CPA
Alamo, CA
Wexler, Jones & Lees, P.C.
Albuquerque, NM
2 TO 10 PERSONNEL 195
Whalen and Company, CPAs
Columbus, OH
Whitehorn Tankersley & Co.
Memphis, TN
Wiggins & Co.
Salt Lake City, UT
Williams and Pearcy
Texarkana, TX




Wright, Richardson & Co., Inc.
Cleveland, OH
Yannuzzi, Spence and Company, P.C.
Wexford, PA




11 to 25 Personnel
Abbott, Jordan & Koon
Manchester, GA
Abbott, Jordan & Koon
La Grange, GA
Abbott, Phillips & Co., Ltd.
Lincoln, IL
Abramson, Hauser & Pendergast
Bellevue, WA
Ahearn, Jasco & Company
Pompano Beach, FL
Aidman, Piser & Company, P.A.
Tampa, FL
Alexander, Lankford & Hiers, Inc.
Lufkin, TX
Alford, Doebbler & Co.
San Antonio, TX
Allen, Haight, Schurawel & Cooney
Irvine, CA




Anderson, Bowen & Company
Eau Claire, Wl
Arms, Jeffers & Co., P.C.
Tyler, TX
Armstrong, Parent, Marlar & Company
Bradenton, FL
Arnold, Spain & Company, P.C.
Jackson, TN
Bacon, Howard & Company
Knoxville, TN
Bailey, Williams, McGonigal & Knowles
Indianapolis, IN
Barfield, Lindsey, Gainspoletti & Gladden, Ltd.
Cleveland, MS
Barfield, Murphy & Shank, P.C.
Birmingham, AL
11 TO 25 PERSONNEL 197
Bartig, Basler & Ray, CPAs, Inc.
Citrus Heights, CA
Bearden & Smith, P.C.
Atlanta, GA
Beck, Weiss & Company
Edison, NJ
Benton, Benton & Company
Tacoma, WA
Bergman, Schraier & Co., P.C.
St. Louis, MO
Bick, Fredman & Co.
Cleveland, OH
Blanski, Peter, Kronlage & Zoch, P.A.
Minneapolis, MN
Breazeale, Saunders & ONeil, Ltd.
Jackson, MS
Bressler & Company, P.S.C.
Covington, KY
Brewster, Coburn, Ouellet & Bridge, P.C.
Hampton, NH
Brigman, Holcomb, Weeks & Co., P.A.
Greenville, SC
Brooks Lodden, P.C.
West Des Moines, IA
Brooks, Stednitz & Rhodes, A.C.
San Jose, CA
Brown Dakes & Wannall, P.C.
Fairfax, VA
Brown, Schwab, Bergquist & Co.
Erie, PA
Brunberg Thoresen & Associates Ltd.
Minneapolis, MN
Bumgardner, Morrison & Company, L.L.P.
Victoria, TX




Caldwell, Becker, Dervin, Petrick & Company
Woodland Hills, CA
Canby, Maloney & Co., Inc.
Framingham, MA
198 11 TO 25 PERSONNEL
Caras & Shulman, P.C.
Burlington, MA
Chadwick, Steinkirchner, Davis & Company, P.C.
Grand Junction, CO




Ciulla, Stephens & Co.
Parma Heights, OH
Clifton, Lipford & Taylor, P.C.
Macon, GA
Cloyd, Simons & Company, P.S.C.
Corbin, KY
J. L. Cohen & Associates, Ltd.
Easton, PA
Cole, Frago, Cusick, Chestler & Co., L.L.C.
Wethersfield, CT
Collins, Buri & McConkey
Birmingham, Ml
Conant, Nelson & Conant
Las Vegas, NV






Croft, Drozd, Barr & Company, P.C.
Exton, PA
Cross, Kieschnick & Co.
Corpus Christi, TX
David Culp & Co.
Huntington, IN
Damore, Hamric & Schneider, Inc.
Sacramento, CA
DeLap, White & Raish
Lake Oswego, OR
Dellinger & Deese, L.L.P.
Charlotte, NC
Demetrius & Company, L.L.C.
Wayne, NJ
11 TO 25 PERSONNEL 199
Doll, Karahal & Co., P.C.
Dallas, TX
Donaldson, Holman & West, P.C.
Birmingham, AL
Dreslin and Company, Inc.
Norristown, PA
Dugan and Lopatka, CPAs, P.C.
Wheaton, IL








Ericksen, Krentel, Canton & LaPorte, L.L.P.
New Orleans, LA
Estep-Doctor-Drumm & Company, P.C.
Muncie, IN
Eveson, Snyder, Seydel & Lewis
La Grande, OR
Finch, Hamilton & Co., P.C.
Columbia, SC
Foti, Flynn, Lowen & Co.
Roanoke, VA
Fouts & Morgan, CPAs, P.C.
Memphis, TN
Frank & Company, P.C.
McLean, VA
Frizzell, Senkerik & Company, P.C.
Tucson, AZ
Fuller, Somero & Pahssen, P.L.C.
Traverse City, Ml
Geller, Ragans, James, Oppenheimer & Creel
Orlando, FL




J. D. Gilbert & Company, CPAs
Deerfield Beach, FL
200 11 TO 25 PERSONNEL
Girardot, Strauch & Co., P.C.
Lafayette, IN
Gomersall & Associates, Inc.
Westlake, OH
Gonzalez, Farias & Guerra, P.C.
Laredo, TX
Goodman & Mizrach, CPAs, P.C.
Staten Island, NY
Gordon & Company, P.C.
Troy, Ml
Gordon, Harrington & Osborn, P.C.
North Andover, MA
Gosling & Company, P.C.
Manchester, IA
Gould & Swanson, P.C.
Buffalo, NY
Grier, Reeves & Lawley, P.C.
Texarkana, TX
Charles J. Gries & Company, L.L.P.
Rolling Meadows, IL
Grimsley, White & Company
Rocky Ford, CO






Guthoff & Company, Ltd.
Bloomington, IL




Hansen, Jergenson, Nergaard & Co., P.L.L.P.
Minneapolis, MN
John M. Hanson & Company, P.C.
Denver, CO
Harabedian, Hall & Co.
Los Angeles, CA
Harper & Pearson, Co., P.C.
Houston, TX
11 TO 25 PERSONNEL 201
Harper, Wiggins & Co.
Raleigh, NC
Harr & Scherer, CPAs, Inc.
Circleville, OH










R. D. Hoag and Associates, P.C.
Pittsburgh, PA
Hobbs and Corley, P.A.
Columbia, SC
Hoffman, McBryde & Co., P.C.
Dallas, TX
Holben, Boak, Cooper & Co., P.C.
Denver, CO
Holland, Shipes, Vann, P.C.
Atlanta, GA
Holliday, Lemons, Thomas & Cox, P.C.
Texarkana, TX




Hungerford, Aldrin, Nichols & Carter
Grand Rapids, Ml
Hutton, Patterson & Company
Dallas, TX
Jeffery, Corrigan & Shaw
Pasadena, CA
Jelinek Metz Hodroff & Co., Ltd.
Hopkins, MN
Johnson & Shute, P.S.
Bellevue, WA
Johnson, Price & Sprinkle, P.A.
Marion, NC
202 11 TO 25 PERSONNEL
Johnson, Price & Sprinkle, P.A.
Asheville, NC
Jones, Camp & Associates
Worcester, MA
Jones, Naie & Mattingly, P.L.C.
Louisville, KY
Jones, Wright, Swenson & Simkins, L.L.P.
Logan, UT
Judd, Ostermann & Demro, Ltd.
Owatonna, MN
Judd, Ostermann & Demro, Ltd.
Minneapolis, MN
Judd, Thomas, Smith & Company, P.C.
Dallas, TX
Chester M. Kearney, P.A.
Presque Isle, ME
Kershenbaum, Abel, Kernus and Wychulis
Rockville, MD
Kirkland, Albrecht & Company, P.C.
Braintree, MA
Koch, Zelko, Roth, Reiss, Bellantoni, 
Schinder & Rosenberg,
Hollywood, FL
Kosmatka, Donnelly & Co.
Medford, OR
Kraft, Miles & Tatum
Poplar Bluff, MO
Krouse, Kern & Co., Inc.
Fort Wayne, IN
LaRocca & Co., P.C.
Birmingham, AL
Leffel, Otis & Warwick, P.S.
Wilbur, WA
Thomas Leger & Co., L.L.P.
Houston, TX
Lehman, Butterwick & Company, P.C.
Denver, CO
Lehmann, Ullman and Barclay
Birmingham, AL
Linkenheimer, Hebrew & Company
Santa Rosa, CA
11 TO 25 PERSONNEL 203
Lipner, Gordon & Co.
Great Neck, NY
Lloyd and Company, P.C.
Jamestown, NY




Magee, Rausch & Shelton
Tulsa, OK
Mahle, Wack, Zaidain & Co.
Miamisburg, OH
Markham Norton Stroemer & Company, P.A.
Fort Myers, FL
Martinson, Cobean & Associates, P.S.
Federal Way, WA
D. R. Maxfield and Company
Fairfax, VA
May, Cocagne & King, P.C.
Decatur, IL
Mazur and Krieghbaum, CPAs
Beachwood, NJ
McAbee, Talbert, Halliday & Co., P.C.
Spartanburg, SC
McKean, Paul, Chrycy, Fletcher & Co.
Miami, FL
McKeever Varga & Associates
Pittsburgh, PA
Mixner and Moss, P.A.
Orlando, FL
T. J. Murphy, P.A.
Clinton, MD
Needel, Welch & Stone, P.C.
Rockland, MA
Ness, Waller, Pearson & Co., Ltd.
Alexandria, MN
Offutt Childers & Putman, P.C.
Vienna, VA
Olsen & Thompson, P.A.
Morristown, NJ
Patel & Cruz, CPAs
Oakland, CA
204 11 TO 25 PERSONNEL
Petersen & Associates
Papillion, NE
Petty & Landis, P.C.
Chattanooga, TN
William H. Polk & Co., CPAs
Batesville, MS
Porter, Muirhead, Cornia & Howard
Casper, WY
Potter & Company, P.A.
Monroe, NC




Radics & Co., L.L.C.
Pine Brook, NJ
Rager, Lehman, Myers & Houck, P.C.
Westminster, MD
Rayburn, Betts & Bates, P.C.
Nashville, TN
Reed & Co., P.S.C.
Mayfield, KY
Riggs, Mahoney & Sabol
Hartford, CT
Charles A. Robinson Associates, P.L.L.C.
Norfolk, VA
Robison, Johnston & Patton
Lubbock, TX
Rodefer, Moss & Co.
Greeneville, TN
Rogers, Montgomery & Company, P.A.
Columbia, SC
Rossi, O’Brien & Company
Long Beach, CA
Russell, Evans & Thompson
Herndon, VA




Scarano, Thomson & Ryan
Murrysville, PA
11 TO 25 PERSONNEL 205
Scheiner, Mister & Grandizio, P.A.
Lutherville, MD
C. J. Schlosser & Company
Alton, IL
Schultz, Chaipel & Co.
Fort Myers, FL
H. Schwarz & Co., P.C.
Roanoke, VA
Scott, Bankhead & Co.
Newport Beach, CA
Scutillo & Blake, CPA, P.A.
Fort Lauderdale, FL
Siana, Carr & OConnor
Paoli, PA
Sleeper, Disbrow, Morrison Tarro & Lively
Decatur, IL


















Swart, Lalande & Associates, P.C.
Fairfax, VA
Symonds, Evans & Larson, P.C.
Portland, OR
Tanner & Company
Salt Lake City, UT
Tarpley & Underwood, P.C.
Norcross, GA
206 11 TO 25 PERSONNEL




Terry & Stephenson, P.C.
Denver, CO
Tetrick, Bartlett & Co.
Clarksburg, WV
Thompson & Company, CPA, P.C.
Brooklyn, NY
Thoni, Hinton & Warren
Nashville, TN




Trice & Geary, CPAs
Salisbury, MD
Troutt, Beeman & Co., P.C.
Harrisonville, MO
Troutt, Beeman & Co., P.C.
Olathe, KS
Van Schooneveld and Co., Inc.
Greenwood Village, CO
Vink Pier & Teague, P.C.
Dallas, TX
John Waddell & Co.
Sacramento, CA
Wade, Stables, Schanbacher & Walker, P.C.
Hannibal, MO




Wenner, Silvestain and Company
Englewood, CO
Westervelt, Carson & Miller, Chartered
Parsons, KS
Whelan, Doerr, Pike & Pawley, P.S.C.
Elizabethtown, KY
Widmer Roel & Co., Ltd.
Fargo, ND
11 TO 25 PERSONNEL 207
Wilf & Henderson, P.C.
Texarkana, TX
Williams, Richey & Co., P.C.
Denver, CO
Wood, Harper, & Associates, P.C.
Sugar Land, TX
Wyatt & Company, Inc.
Tulsa, OK






26 to 50 Personnel
Agler & Gaeddert, Chtd.
Ottawa, KS
Anderson & Whitney, P.C.
Greeley, CO




Aronowitz, Chaiken & Hardesty
Cincinnati, OH
Barnard Vogler & Co.
Reno, NV
Barnes, Dennig & Co., Ltd.
Cincinnati, OH
Belfint, Lyons & Shuman, P.A.
Wilmington, DE
Bennett Thrasher & Co.
Atlanta, GA
Berman, Shapiro, Hopkins & Company
Melbourne, FL
Berntson Porter & Company, P.L.L.C.
Bellevue, WA
Blackburn, Childers & Steagall, PLC
Johnson City, TN
Bland & Associates, P.C.
Omaha, NE
Bolinger, Segars, Gilbert & Moss, L.L.P.
Lubbock, TX






Boyum & Barenscheer, P.L.L.P.
Minneapolis, MN
Bray, Beck & Koetter
Titusville, FL
26 TO 50 PERSONNEL 209
Briggs & Veselka, Co., P.C.
Bellaire, TX
Brown Armstrong Randall & Reyes, A.C.
Bakersfield, CA




Carneiro, Chumney & Co., L.C.
San Antonio, TX
Carter, Belcourt & Atkinson, P.A.
Lakeland, FL
Causey Demgen & Moore, Inc.
Denver, CO
Cayer, Prescott, Clune & Chatellier
Providence, RI
Christopher, Smith, Gentile, Leonard & Bristow, P.A.
Bradenton, FL
J. D. Cloud & Co. P.L.L.
Cincinnati, OH
Concannon Gallagher Miller & Company, P.C.
Allentown, PA
Condley and Company, L.L.P.
Abilene, TX
Bertram Cooper & Co., CPAs
Albert Lea, MN
Councilor, Buchanan & Mitchell, P.C.
Bethesda, MD
Davenport, Marvin, Joyce & Co., L.L.P.
Greensboro, NC
Davidson Fox & Company
Binghamton, NY
Davis, Kinard & Co., P.C.
Abilene, TX
Deason, Peters, Stockton & Co.
Roswell, NM
Denman & Company
West Des Moines, IA




210 26 TO 50 PERSONNEL








Elms, Faris & Company, P.C.
Odessa, TX
Robert Ercolini & Company
Boston, MA
Eubank & Betts, P.L.L.C.
Jackson, MS
Evans, Porter, Bryan & Co.
Atlanta, GA
Evers and Company, CPAs
Jefferson City, MO
Faw, Casson & Co., L.L.P.
Dover, DE
Fitts, Roberts & Co., Inc., P.C.
Houston, TX
Gallagher, Flynn & Company
Burlington, VT
Gallant & Company, P.C.
Phoenix, AZ
S. J. Gallina Co.
Sacramento, CA




Gleeson, Sklar, Sawyers & Cumpata, L.L.P.
Elgin, IL
Gleeson, Sklar, Sawyers & Cumpata, L.L.P.
Skokie, IL
Good Swartz & Berns, Inc.
Los Angeles, CA
Gordon, Odom & Davis, Inc.
Sacramento, CA
Gregory, Sharer & Stuart
St. Petersburg, FL
26 TO 50 PERSONNEL 211
Grice, Lund & Tarkington
Encinitas, CA
Hamilton, Misfeldt & Co., P.C.
Great Falls, MT
Hansen, Barnett & Maxwell
Salt Lake City, UT
Harb, Levy & Weiland
San Francisco, CA
Harper, Van Scoik & Company
Clearwater, FL
Haynie & Company, P.C.
Salt Lake City, UT
Hays & Company
New York, NY
Henderson, Hutcherson, Walker & McCullough
Chattanooga, TN




Holden, Moss, Knott, Clark & Taylor, P.A.
Henderson, NC
Holtz Rubenstein & Co., L.L.P.
Melville, NY
S. B. Hoover & Company, L.L.P.
Harrisonburg, VA
Horovitz, Rudoy & Roteman
Pittsburgh, PA




Kern, De Wenter, Viere, Ltd.
St. Cloud, MN
Ketel, Thorstenson & Co.
Rapid City, SD
Laine, Appold & Co., P.C.
Rochester Hills, Ml
Lauterbach, Borschow & Company, P.C.
El Paso, TX
Lautze & Lautze, A.C.
San Francisco, CA
212 26 TO 50 PERSONNEL
Simon Lever & Company
Lancaster, PA
Levine, Zeidman & Daitch, P.C.
Wellesley Hills, MA
Lindquist, von Husen & Joyce
San Francisco, CA
Linton, Shafer & Company, P.A.
Frederick, MD
Lipschultz, Levin & Gray, L.L.C.
Northbrook, IL
London Witte Group, L.L.C.
Indianapolis, IN




Marcum & Kliegman, L.L.P.
Syosset, NY
Mather, Hamilton & Co.
Louisville, KY








McMahon, Hartmann, Amundson & Co., L.L.P.
St. Cloud, MN
Meisel, Tuteur & Lewis, P.C.
Roseland, NJ
Meriwether, Wilson and Company, P.L.C.
West Des Moines, IA
Metcalf Rice Fricke & Davis
Atlanta, GA
Miller, Wachman & Co.
Boston, MA
Millward & Company, P.A.
Fort Lauderdale, FL
Monroe, Shine & Co., Inc.
New Albany, IN
26 TO 50 PERSONNEL 213
Moody, Cavanaugh and Company
North Andover, MA
James Moore & Co., P.L.
Gainesville, FL




Nanas, Stern, Biers, Neinstein and Co.
Beverly Hills, CA
Larry E. Nunn & Associates, L.L.C.
Columbus, IN
K. B. Parrish & Co.
Indianapolis, IN
Pattillo, Brown & Hill, L.L.P.
Waco, TX
Presnell, Gage, Accounting & Consulting
Moscow, ID
Purvis, Gray and Company
Gainesville, FL
Regier, Carr & Monroe, L.L.P.
Wichita, KS
Gerald T. Reilly & Company
Milton, MA
Rooney, Plotkin & Willey
Providence, RI
Rosenberg, Rich, Baker, Berman & Co.
Bridgewater, NJ
Rotenberg & Company, L.L.P.
Rochester, NY
Roth, Bookstein & Zaslow
Los Angeles, CA




Sarfino and Rhoades, L.L.P.
North Bethesda, MD
Sartain, Fischbein & Co.
Tulsa, OK
Schiffman, Hughes, Brown, P.C.
Blue Bell, PA
214 26 TO 50 PERSONNEL
Schmaltz & Company, P.C.
Southfield, Ml
Schmidt, Raines, Trieste, Dickenson & Adams, P.L.
Boca Raton, FL
Schowalter & Jabouri, P.C.
St. Louis, MO
Schreiner, Legge and Company
Springfield, VA
Sciarabba Walker & Co., L.L.P.
Ithaca, NY
Sharrard, McGee & Co., P.A.
High Point, NC
Shonsey Almquist Kucera Maltzahn & Galloway, P.C.
Grand Island, NE
Siegfried, Crandall, Vos & Lewis, P.C.
Kalamazoo, Ml
Smith, Dukes & Buckalew
Mobile, AL
Spence, Marston, Bunch, Morris & Co.
Clearwater, FL
Sperry, Cuono, Holgate &
Hudson, NY
Sperry, Cuono, Holgate & Churchill, CPAs, P.C.
Lake Katrine, NY
St. John, Mersmann & Co., P.C.
Chesterfield, MO
Stambaugh, Dorgan & Company, Inc.
York, PA
Stewart, Fowler & Stalvey, P.C.
Valdosta, GA
Sullivan, Bille & Co.
Tewksbury, MA
Tait, Weller & Baker
Philadelphia, PA




Thompson, Greenspon & Co., P.C.
Fairfax, VA
Toothman, Rice & Co.
Clarksburg, WV
26 TO 50 PERSONNEL 215
Trien, Rosenberg, Felix, Rosenberg, Barr & Weinberg
Morristown, NJ




Veatch, Rich & Nadler, Chtd.
Northbrook, IL
Philip Vogel & Co., P.C.
Dallas, TX
Von Lehman & Company, Inc.
Blue Ash, OH




Weinaug, Benson, Buffamante & Whipple, P.C.
Olean, NY
Weissbarth, Altman & Michaelson, L.L.P.
New York, NY
West, Turnquist & Schmitt, A.C.
San Diego, CA
Williams, Crosslin, Sparks & Vaden, P.C.
Nashville, TN




51 to 100 Personnel
Asher & Company, Ltd.
Philadelphia, PA
Atkinson & Co., Ltd.
Albuquerque, NM
Baden, Gage & Schroeder, L.L.C.
Fort Wayne, IN








Brockman, Coats, Gedelian and Co.
Akron, OH
Brown, Edwards & Company
Roanoke, VA




Conley, McDonald & Co.
Brookfield, Wl
Crisp Hughes & Co., L.L.P.
Asheville, NC




Elko, Fischer, McCabe & Rudman, Ltd.
West Chester, PA
Eskew & Gresham, P.S.C.
Louisville, KY
Feeley & Driscoll, P.C.
Boston, MA
Frank, Rimerman & Co.
Menlo Park, CA
51 TO 100 PERSONNEL 217
Frost, Ruttenberg & Rothblatt, P.C.
Skokie, IL
Gamble, Givens & Moody, P.A.
North Charleston, SC
Hazlett, Lewis & Bieter, P.L.L.C.
Chattanooga, TN
Heard, McElroy & Vestal, L.L.P.
Shreveport, LA
Heard, McElroy & Vestal, L.L.P.
Shreveport, LA




Israeloff, Trattner & Co., CPAs, P.C.
Valley Stream, NY
Jones & Roth, P.C.
Eugene, OR




Kuntz Lesher Siegrist & Martini, L.L.P.
Lancaster, PA
Lane Gorman Trubitt, L.L.P.
Dallas, TX
LaPorte, Sehrt, Romig & Hand
Metairie, LA
Long, Chilton, Payte & Hardin, L.L.P.
Harlingen, TX
Lurie, Besikof, Lapidus & Co., P.L.L.P.
Minneapolis, MN
Maner, Costerisan & Ellis, P.C.
Lansing, Ml






McDermott & Miller, P.C.
Hastings, NE
218 51 TO 100 PERSONNEL
McDermott & Miller, P.C.
Omaha, NE




Morrison, Brown, Argiz & Company
Miami, FL
Perkins & Company, P.C.
Portland, OR
Pittard Perry & Crone, Inc.
Belhaven, NC
Postlethwaite & Netterville, A.P.A.C.
Baton Rouge, LA
Rachlin Cohen & Holtz
Miami, FL
Rea & Associates, Inc.
New Philadelphia, OH
Rosen, Seymour, Shapss, Martin & Company
New York, NY




Schumaker, Romenesko & Associates, S.C.
Appleton, Wl
Sikich Gardner & Co, L.L.P.
DeKalb, IL
Singer, Lewak, Greenbaum & Goldstein
Los Angeles, CA
Bert Smith, Jr. & Co.
Washington, DC
Smith Elliott Kearns & Company
Hagerstown, MD




Tonneson & Company, CPAs, P.C.
Wakefield, MA
William Torres Torres & Co.
Carolina, PR
51 TO 100 PERSONNEL 219
Vitale, Caturano & Company, P.C.
Boston, MA
Carbis Walker & Associates, L.L.P.
Butler, PA
Watkins, Meegan, Drury & Company, L.L.C.
Vienna, VA
Watkins, Meegan, Drury & Company, L.L.C.
Bethesda, MD
Watkins, Ward and Stafford
West Point, MS
Weaver and Tidwell, L.L.P.
Dallas, TX
Weaver and Tidwell, L.L.P.
Fort Worth, TX
Weinlander, Fitzhugh, Bertuleit & Schairer, P.C.
Bay City, Ml
Windes & McClaughry, A.C.
Long Beach, CA
Wiss & Company, L.L.P.
Livingston, NJ
Withum, Smith & Brown
Red Bank, NJ
Withum, Smith & Brown
Somerville, NJ





Aipern, Rosenthal & Company
Pittsburgh, PA
Altschuler, Melvoin and Glasser, L.L.P.
Chicago, IL
C. W. Amos & Company, L.L.C.
Baltimore, MD
Amper, Politziner & Mattia
Edison, NJ




David Berdon & Co., L.L.P.
New York, NY
Brady, Martz & Associates, P.C.
Grand Forks, ND
Clark, Schaefer, Hackett & Co.
Springfield, OH
Clark, Schaefer, Hackett & Co.
Cincinnati, OH
Clark, Schaefer, Hackett & Co.
Columbus, OH
Clark, Schaefer, Hackett & Co.
Middletown, OH
Clark, Schaefer, Hackett & Co.
Dayton, OH
Clifton, Gunderson & Co.
Milwaukee, Wl
Clifton, Gunderson & Co.
DeWitt, IA








OVER 100 PERSONNEL 221
Eide Helmeke, P.L.L.P.
Minneapolis, MN
Richard A. Eisner & Company, L.L.P.
New York, NY
Richard A. Eisner & Company, L.L.P.
Florham Park, NJ




Hawkins, Ash, Baptie & Company
La Crosse, Wl
Horne CPA Group, P.A.
Jackson, MS
Edward Isaacs & Company, L.L.P.
New York, NY
Katz, Sapper & Miller
Indianapolis, IN
Keller Bruner & Company, L.L.C.
Frederick, MD
Larson, Allen, Weishair & Co., L.L.P.
Minneapolis, MN
LeMaster & Daniels, P.L.L.C.
Spokane, WA
Lopez, Edwards, Frank & Co., L.L.P.
Valley Stream, NY
Mayer Hoffman McCann, L.C.
Kansas City, MO
McGIadrey & Pullen, L.L.P.
Richmond, VA
McGIadrey & Pullen, L.L.P.
New York, NY
Meaden & Moore, Inc.
Dublin, OH
Mortenson and Associates, P.C.
Cranford, NJ
Olsen, Thielen & Co., Ltd.
St. Paul, MN
Rehmann Robson & Co.
Saginaw, Ml
Rothstein, Kass & Company, P.C.
Roseland, NJ
222 OVER 100 PERSONNEL
Rubin, Brown, Gornstein & Co.
St. Louis, MO
Schenck & Associates, S.C.
Appleton, Wl
Urbach Kahn & Werlin
Albany, NY
Virchow, Krause & Company
Madison, Wl
Walpert, Smullian & Blumenthal, P.A.
Towson, MD
Wipfli Ullrich Bertelson
Wausau, Wl
820005
